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SPECIAL NOTICES.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep't Office Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D. O.
)
May 29, 1 A. M.
For New England,
Fair weather followed by local rains, southwesterly winds becoming variable, stationary
or lower temperature and pressure.
SPECIAL BULLETIN.

Corns
Cure Your
BY USING
SCHLOTTERBEOrS
Entirely harmless; is-not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
ear*a cure is g uaraxteed.^
Price V53 centN.
For sale by all Dr«tfg;i*fn.
'JBry it and you will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to its value.
A nil for *ichlottcrbeck’» torn nisd Bart
Solvent and take tio other.
uov23
endtf

SPRING.

W.H.KQHUNG
THE wm KNOWN

Fashionable

Tailor,

The barometer is highest in Montana and
lowest in Indiaua, except in the South Atlantic States. Local rains have fallen iu all district east of Mississippi. Prevailing winds are
southerly and in the northwest northerly. The
temperature has romained nearly stationary iu
the Northern States and has risen in the South
Fair weather is indicated on Wed'
era States.
nesday iu the Middle und New England Statee-

MAINE.
Nominations by Gov. Bobie.
Augpsta, May 28.—Got. Robie has nominated Seth D. Wakefield, Lewiston, commissioner of pharmacy. D. N. Mortland, Rock-

land, railroad commissioner, Sirs. Emma Torsey, Readfield, trustee of the Insane hospital,
and Charles W. Keyes, trustee of the Agricultural College.
Engine Trial at Old Orchard.
Old Orchard, May 28.—A public trial of a
new Silsby fifth size steaiufiro engine purchased by this town took place on Grand
avenue to day and, g^,yi. tho sreatostimisfattion to all present. Numerous tests were all

good, notably the play through 900 feet of hose
with a ouo inch nozzle, some 00 feet over the
flag staff of the old Old Orchard House. Eoar
played simultaneously above the
surrounding buildings. A single stream
through 200 feet of hose was played 237 feet.

streams were

IS EXHIBITING AT HIS

TASTEFUL AND QUIETLY ELEGANT ROOMS
His

Super!)

Collection of

Suit for Breach of Contract.
New York, May 28.—The United States has
begun a snit in the United States court in

Brooklyn

to

recover

$30,000 damages

for

breach of contract by the Atlantic Dredging
Company of Hempstead r.nd its bondsmen,
James D. Leary of this city and Josiah S. P.
Packard of Boston.

The suit is the outcome of
agreement entered into with the dredging
company by Col. George Thom of the engineer
oorps Sept. 23, 1879, for the dredging of a channel in Lubes narrows, Maine. It is alleged the
conditions of the contract were not kept.

au

Embracing the

designs in
the Fashionable shades, such
as Wine, Green,
Gray
and Light Goods.

Tlieso

Latest

cloths have been
and embrace

judgment,

Businea

Suitings,

Suitings*
Spring Overcoatings.

These goods will be made up in
the latest approved fashion, and
of the finest workmanship.
my customers are invited to cal!
and examine these truly splendid
cloths.
»pr5

sneod2m

iPIANQS,
-ORGANS.
E. B. ROBINSON & CO
eat prices; wareroom, No. 7
site City Hall.

JSt&SZ

Myrtle Street,

oppo-

riarl7«*eodtf

SEARLE3’

ATHLOPHOROS
A<

SPECIFIC: f«

a

Rheumatism
anil

Attempted Highway Robbery.
Sanford, May 28.—There was an attempted
highway robbery between here and North Berwick Saturday night. Pistols vtero used.

selectod with superior

Pantaioonings,

Dress

MARINE NEWS.
Loss of the Ship Northampton of Bath.
New Orleans, May 28.—Ship Northampton,
hence May 18th for Liverpool, is reported
wrecked on Marquesas Keys. She had a cargo
of 1380 bales of ootton and 93,000 staves. The
vesselis owned by Houghton Bros., of Bath,
Me., and the value of the cargo and vessel i8

$300,000.

Two More Bills Vetoed by the Governor.
Boston-, May 29.—Goveronor Batlrr lias
vetoed the bill authorizing the county commissioners of Plymouth County to enlarge and
remodel the House of Correct! a at Plymouth
at tho expense of $40,000 which was to have
been borrowed on credit of the county and to
employ convict labor to aid in the work. The
Governor has also vetoed the bill providing
for the election in Boston of Aldermen by districts instead of on tbe general ticket ns now.
He does so on the principal ground that the
State constitution gives the Legislature no
power to alter the existing charter of the city
without the Consent of its people expressed in
a public vote.
He also claims that the bill ia
unjust so far that it gives the same powers
to the few as tbe many anti quotes various districts wlier^this would be exemplified.
The bill authorizing the county commissioners of Plymouth to enlarge the House of
Correction has disappeared and is snpposedjto have
been stolen from'the Governor's office.

NEW YORK.
Mutual Union Telegraph Company.
New Yoek, May 28.
The stockholders of the Mutual Union Telegraph Campany today elected the following
directors: John G. Moore, Georgs F. Baker,
Gecrge Wm. Ballou, Jay Gonid, Gecrge J.
Gould, George G. Haven, Russell Sage, Harris C. Fahnestock. George S. Scott, Gecrge H.
Holt, Charles P. Peck.

LABOR TROUBLES.

R. N. Searlep:

Dear Sir.—I am glad to eertify that your Rheumatic cure, Atklophoros. has cured my wife when
all other remedies and the doctors failed. She was
prostrate with severe rheumatic pain—could scarcely move in bed. After taking three doses, according
to directien, I aseisted her into a carriage, and she
enjoyed the ride very much after being confined to
her bed for three weeks, hoping for Eomething to
give relief. She has taken but one bottle to effect a
cure.

Yours respectfully,
REV. E. N. SEELYE,

Agent Board of Charities, New Haven, Conn.
For Sale by H. H. HAY & SON, Portland Me.
PREPARED by

THE ATHLOPHOROS

COMPANY,

11‘iWalI Htreol, New York.
John W. Perkic* & Vo.9 Portland,

Wholesale Agents.

Me.,

ap21_d&w3m

WHEN YOU PAINT
USE

umn LIQUID 'COLORS!
The Best In the World.
No Chemical Combination

or

Soap

Mixture.

Troops

at

Mines.

be left at the Collinsville mines however. No
arrests are reported but quite a liumhor of
warrants are in the hands of the sheriffs and
they will probably he served today.
The Pittsburg Iron Troubles.
PirrSBUEO, May 28.—The situation of affairs
between the iron manufacturers and workmen
is without marked change and it is generally
believed a prolonged suspension is inevitable,
Thursday next will witness the expiration of
the existing scale and work will then be
stopped in all mills which have not signed the

scale.
St. Lotus, May 28.—Information from the
mining district of St. Clair county, III., is that

new

WARRANTED PURE LINSEED OIL FAINTS!
Ready for application by simply stirring with a stick
Send for sample cards and prices, to

J. B. PICKET! & CO.
Wholesale and detail Paint

dealer*,

403 r& 405 Fore Street
ap2<)

PORTLAND, ME.

fod&w2ml7

WASHINGTON.
Alabama Claims Court.

Washington, May 29—In the Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims today judg-

were rendered in favor of claimants in
the following cases:
Benjamin F. Howland, $11,329.
J. F. Dearborn, executor, SI,502
W. F. Themes, executor, $1,375.
MA. H. Seabnry, $1,501.
t&W. L. Dunham, $781.
gw. C. Taber. $857.
(f C. W. Haskins, administrator, $731.
,J A. P. Manchester $739.
"^Samuel Osborn, Jr., administrator, $1 502.
2 Helena E. Hodgdon, administratrix, $397.
k J. D. Hilliard $397.

ments

Godfrey Rider, $597.
D. Hilliard, administrator. $51.
Daniel C. Cook, administrator, $529.
8K. W. Hilliard $397.
Robert d. Brown, $850.
"Joseph Vera, administrator, $19j.
E Mathias Amos $027.
^Mathias Amos, administrator, $240.
Antona Sylvia $235.
Joseph Vieua $.’100.
Edgar Russell 8219.
Eustace C. Fitz, administrator, $1,857.
Norman Call, $3,712.
I,. H. Coolbyrtb, executor, $4,170.
B. T. Martin 83,713.
Sarah E. Kingston $1,857.
C. A. French 85,153.
Daniel S. Goodell 8903.
Joseph Park $905.
Matilda B. Nichols, administrator, $963.
Robert Porter 5777.
Be, Robert Porter, administrator, $777.
WJ. G. Punk $483.
Mjuhn C. Blanchard $377.
Wm. H. Punk $831.
g Henry H. Grant, administrator, $903.
$1,733.
tk Eustace C. Fitz, administrator,
Charles R. Greene $58,430.
Daniel W. Dobbin $850.
f: Eliza G. Dobbin, administratrix, 83,019.

aj.

I

THE BALLOT.
The Massachusetts Senate Abolishes the
Poll Tax Test.
Boston, Mav 28.—The Senate this afternoon
the payment of poll
tne

bilfabolishing
prerequisite for voting in
The bill has yet to pass the House.
passed

tax

as a

this State.

In the Court of Claims yesterday judgments
in case of
were rendered in favor of claimant
F. A. Baban against tho United States for

$33,192.

work was to be resumed today at Rose Hill
mino near West Belleville, but when the men
were about to commence at five o’clock a band
of 150 women—wives and daughters of strikers—armed with stont clubs, appeared on the
scene and after some altercation they compelled the men to desist and work was not
started. A sheriff’s posse was driven back by
women and the latter are now In possession of
the mme. The military were assembled in
East St. Louis and a detachment wtll probably
be sent to Rose Hill to restore order and protect the men who desire to work.
After completing their work at Rose Hill
and leaving a guard there to see that there
mandate was carried out, the women marched
to Reinocke’s mine No. 1, three miles from
Belleville, on the Louisville & Nashville railroad, and being reinforced by a large number
of strikers dfbve out the men working there.
The mob at this point in said to bo increasing
rapidly, and number several bandied women,
who are the most unmanageable of tho crowd
and are beyond control of the civil authorities.
The sheriff has telegraphed Gov. Hamilton for
military aid. Work in the mine has stopped
and some very ugly threats are made regarding
the consequence of any attempt to resume.
At Marissa, some 15 miles beyond Belleville
the morning
a crowd of miners appeared in
and demanded work should close.
Deputy
Sheriff Ragland who was present with a civil
posse told them that any inteference on their
part with the working of the mirra would simply result in bringing ont a military force force
who would arrest all disturbers and advised
them to return. This they considered good advice and withdrew leaving the mine in poacible possession of the men who were working it.

BOSTON ANNIVERSARIES.
MaasachuBettB Bible Society.
Boston, May 29.—At tlio annual meeting of
tlio Massachusetts Bible Society the old hoard
of officers was re-elected with the exception

that Rev. Rufus Ellis was elected trustee In
place of Rev. CbandlerJKobbins, deceased, and
Hon. Waldbride A. Fie,Id elected in place of
Hon. E. Rockwood Hoar, resigned.
American Peace Society.
The American Peace Society held its annual
meeting this afternoon. Hon. E. 8. Tobey was
re-elected President, aud with the following
exceptions tbo old board of flitters was reelected' Vice Presidents, Robert J. Murry of
New York, vice Peter Cooper, deceased; David
E. Dodge, deceased; and
H. Tabor vice Wm
(too. Cromwell, vice ^am’l Wiletts, iucapncited
Director F. M. Ellis, D. D., succeeds Dr. J.
Oa tlie executive
M. Manning, deceased.
Wm. B. Allen, Esq., takes tbe place of Judge
George Washington Warren, deceased, arid
George A. Barton succeeds Mr. Ephraim
Swan.
On motion of Hon. David H. Hitchock of
Boston, Geueral Grant and Wm. E. Gladstone was elected honorary members on account of their services in connection with the
treaty of Washington.
Tiro annual report speaks of the growing
sentiment of justice and humanity as applied
to the duties of the stranger toward the weaker
nations. It was announced that another peace
convention had been called by tlio notional arbitration league of Washington, of which lion.
Fred P. Stanton is President, to bo hold in
Philadelphia, Nov. 22 of the current year.

Portland Bestirring Herself for

a

France Determine!! to Accomplish Her
Purpose in Touquiu.

The Czar’s Policy Foreshadowed in His

Manifesto.

Moscow, May 28.—The cost of the coronatiou is esttmaed at $10,000,000, which will be
covered by issue of treasury bills. Only thirteen nowspaper correspondents were allowed
inside the cathedral during the ceremony. .Six
were liussian and seven foreign. The latter,
including one English and one American correspondent, an academy professor and two ltussiau artists, have been appointed to make a
complete album of the events of the corona-

tion.
The London Times correspondent, who was
the only English newspaper representative in
the cathedral,
says:—"The ceremony was
graud. My pen can give only a dim and imperfect impression ol the event. The illuminations last night were magnificent. The city
looked like a mass of variegated flreB.”
The imperial rescript issued to-day returns
the thanks of the Czar to the Graud Duke
Michael for his services, and announces liis appointment as a member of the committee of
ministers. The rescript also says the Grand
l>uko Alexis has been appointed Admiral-Inchief ot the liussian navy, and that His Majesty has made tim following awards:
The order of St. Andrew to Count Tolstoi,
Minister of the Interior, to Gen. Miluliu, formerly Secretary of War, Count Valnjcff, Gen.
Todlebeu, Gen. Count Adler berg and M. lieutin; a portrait of tfce vstar set in diamonds to
the Prince Dolgoronki, Governor General of
Moscow; the order of St. Alexander Nevsky to
M. Pohiedouiseff, Gens. WorontsolT, Dachkoff
and the Princes UoudoukolY aud Korssakott ;
and the grand cross of St, Vladimir to Gen.
IguatielT, Count Papten, Gen. Dreutelor and
Gen. Albedluski.
There was a heavy fall of rain last night
which interfered with the illumirmtious in
honor of the coronation.
The Emperor drove through the streets last
evening without escort to view the illuminations.
Tlie Czar lias addressed tho following rescrip: to M. l)a Glers, Minister of Foreign Affairs.
“The great power ami glory acquired by
Russia, thauks to Divine Providence, the extent ot her empire and her numerous population, leave no room for any idea of further coilquests. My solicitude is exclusively devoted to
the peaceful development of tho country aud
its prosneritj, to the preservation of friendly
relations with foreign powers on tbe basis of
existing treaties, and to tbe maintenance of
the dignity of the empire. Having found in
you a constant, zealous aud useful collaborator
for the promotion of the views in the direction
of our international relations, I confer upon
you iny order of St. Alexander Nevski, in diamonds, as a testimony of my gratitude.”
The enthusiasm of the ueopie in Moscow
over tho success oi the coronation ceremonies
is unabated, aud crowds are constantly assembling under tbe territories of the Kremlin aud
cheering heartily for the Czar.
A Berlin despatch says tbe Russian Standard
A solwas hoisted on the embaSfty yesterday.
emn Te Deum was performed iu the embassy
church, at which all the diplomatic representatives aud many Prussian generals and officials
were present. The Emperor, who was slightly indisposed, aud tbe Crown Prince were represented by their personal adjutants genera).

MATTERS.

RAILROAD

Annual Meeting of the Boston. Concord
& Montreal—Resolutions In favor of Consolidation.
Plymouth, N. H., May 28.—Tho annua*
meeting ol tho Boston, gConcord & Montreal
railroad and branches occurred at the 1‘ernigewaaset House parlor this afternoon, President Vose presiding. The following directors
wereelec'ed: J. Thomas Vose, Boston; Peter
Butler, Boston; Samuel N. Bell, Manchester;
Joseph A. Dodge,Portsmouth; John P. Spaulding, Boston, Warren F. Daniel!, Franklin.
Nathan H. Weeks, Plymouth; B. J. Cole,
Lake Village.
J, T. Vose was elected President and S. N.
Bell Clerk. All re-elections.
The following resolutions were nuatiimonsly

adopted:

ltesolveu—That it is

expedient

to

unite this

corporation with other corporations named in
the notice of meeting on equitable terms.
Resolved—That tho subject be referred to
the directors with authority to make such arrangements as they may deem best for the corporation and stockholders, having due reference to different classes of stock and subject

ratificaton of the stockholders called for tho
purpose.
The following resolution was offered and referred to the directors;
Resolved—That the directors of this corporation bo instructed to prevent the passage of a
general railroad law at the next session of the
legislature as inimical to the state iuterasts of
New Hampshire and calculated to subordinate
them to those of other (commonwealths, and as
also tending to place the local traffic of oar
State at a disadvantage for the benefit of the
west and a single foreign city.
It was voted to give the directors power to
convey lands.
to

tho Collinsville

Chicago, May 28.—Perfect quiet prevailed
in Collinsville yesterday.
The militia had
nothing to do and what few strikers remain
either kept out of sight or manifested no disposion to make further disturbance. Reports
from Belleville and
neighborhood eav the
strikers had several meetings at different
places yesterday, but they were all secret and
nothing is known of their proceedings. At
Lensebmg they met a coal tr^in and threatened to take possession but finally allowed it
to proceed.
It is stated that the militia now
at Collinsville will be concentrated today at.
East St. Louis, from which place they can he
mote promptly distributed to all parts of the
Guards will
country should occasion require.

Phoenix
Soldiers’ Monument.

YANKTON COUNTY'S DEBT,
No Need of

Another

Park Murderer.

lions.

_

MASSACHUSETTS.

Neuralgia,

Has met with unparalleled success wherever it has
been introduced, not only curing cases or simple
forms of these diseases, but manv wonderful cures
of CHRONIC RHEUMATISM are recorded, and
thus far not a single instance where relief has not
been afforded.
This medicine is put up with great care, containing nothing that would be in any way injurious to
the roost delicate constitution. Every one who has
used it bas recommended it to other sufferers, and if
given a fair trial it will prove its own merits
The following testimonial came to us entirely unsolicited, and is a specimen of scores ws have on
file, the number increasing daily.
New Haven, January 1,1883.

permanent

Pageant which Cost Ten Mil-

A

HOURS.

SB.CO

of

Execution

CO.,

TARDY TRIBUTE.

FOREIGN.

THE CORONATION.

New Bonds Issued for those la Oisbute
Chicago, May 28.—S. W. Packard, attorney
for the holders of the Yankton cooufy, Dakota,
bonds, announces the adjustment of the indebtedness. The United States supreme court
in 187(1 gave judgment for 8300,000 principal
and 8100,000 accrued Interest against Yankton
county, growing out of certain railroad aid
bonds voted by the county. The debt was repudiated by the territorial legislature and this
fact was urged against the entry ef Dakota into the union when the measure to tiiat end was
pending in Congress. Oa Feb. 23d last, a refunding act was passed by the Dakota legislature, which was ratified by a vote of Yankton
county on April 25(b, and the transaction was
closed by the issue and distribution of new
bonds, covoring tlio principal and accrued Interest.

SPORTING
the Whoelmon’8
of
League.
Nkw York, May 23.—The third annual
meeting of the League of American WheelAnnual

men

Meeting

opened to-day.

Bicyclists

wero

present

About COO At-

from Portland to California.
tended the business meeting.
Tho reports showed financial prosperity and
large increase in membership.
About 2000 wheelmen formed in line and paraded tli rough Fifth and Seventh avenues to
Central Park, where they wero photographed
in a group. The route along which the procession passed was thronged and the appearance
of the wheelmen won much applauso.
Bane Ball.
At Buffalo—Philadelphia 3, Baffalo 2.
At Detroit—Boston 10, Detroit i.

CUBA.
Frauds on tho Cuban Revenue.

Havana, May 28.—Several Havana papers
intimate the discovery of new frauds in the
department of tax collection. The officials are
rumored to have substituted false for genuine
receipts to the amount of 51.000,000.
A Railroad War.

former had once intended to utilize but subseThe main track and
quently abandoned.
several switches which had been laid by the
lattef wore then torn up and replaced in
Lackawanna rails.
Yesterday afternoon 300
employes of tho Rochester and Pittsburg road,
with the aid of five engines and cables ditched
the cars of tha Lackawanna anil relaid their
track which had been torn up by tho LaekaOfficer MoAliauff, who is employed
wanna.
by tho latter company, arrested .Tames Martin, roadmaster of the Rochester and Pittsburg
road, and his brother Thomas, as they were
passing through the engine house in order to
direct the men in relaying tho outside track.
The officer said he had a warrant but refused
to show it, and the superintendent of police
ordered tho men released us no charge had
been preferred against them. They returned to
the scene of action and once more relaid their
track. They now hold the fort, and a largo
force of men is on guard to resist .tho attack.
The damage done is estimated at 525,000.

Negro Hlot In Florida.
(Iamksvim.e, Fia., May 28.—Nelson Jordan

ara negro, while drunk and riotous resisted
rest at Archer, Alachua comity, Saturday and
shot I he marshal. Other negroes then joined
Jordan. The mayor summoned a posse who

tired Into by negroes. The posse returned
the lire, killing Jordan. Sam Duucau a colored politician, formerly in the United States
1'he
laud office, was arrested among others,
prisoners wero brought here to tho county
were

Jail.

Presbyterian Synod Denounces Tobacco
PiTTsnuno, May 22.—The Reformed ProBbytcrian Synod to-day unanimously passed resolutions advising all officers and members of

churches to abstain from the use of tobacco.
Also prohibiting the manufacture and sale.

Sharswood,

ox-CMef Justice of

yesterday, aged
Mr. Merrick began the closing argument tor
star route case yesterin
the
the government
Pennsylvania,

nied

78.

day.
Kuv. George W. Smith of Brooklyn lias sq
the presidency ol Trinity College.

ceptod

lias been very attentive to tb< i.slructlons of the priests wlio have visited him. In
an interview with his relatives ho declared
that he he had not hurt a hair of Mr. Burke’s
head. His mother, who was confident of the
innocence of her son, wrote to the tjneen repeatiiiR this declaration, but her letter was not
answered.
Canon Kennedy attended the conThe black flag,
demned man this morning.
aunounciug that the execution had taken
was
hoisted over the Jail at 8 o clock.
place,
A strong force of police and military was pres
A small
cut*. Everything went oil quietly.
crowd of persons oollocted outside the prison, a
few of whom knelt in prayer for the repose of
the soitl of Fagau. The condemned man was
pale, hut appeared to be resigned to hi# fate.
Death was Instantaneous.
The Parle Anarchists.
Paris, May 28.—Fifteen hundred poteens
iu
the
Anarchist demonstration which
joined
took place today at the graves of the Communists at the Fere la Chaise cemetery. A
red flag was displayed and the crowd raised
frequent cries of "Vive la Commuue.” beveVal speeches were made.
Many policemen
were present, but. nobody was arrested.
The French in TonquiD.
London, May 28.—Tbe Times’ correspondent at Paris says the country Is thoroughly
aroused concerning tho Tonquin trouble. It
is felt that the time for reflection is past and
that the only course for France Is to act vigorously, above all things swiftly. Later news
from China is that UOOU troops armed in the
manner of Kuropeau troops have already arrived at the Tonquin frontier and the feeling
throughout China is intensely hostile to the
sentence

French.

A despatch to tho Dally News from Hong
Kong, dated the 27th, says China takes a conciliatory attitude on the Touquiu question, hut

maintains its right of suzerainty over Tonquiu. Chinese troops were not engaged iu
fighting at Hanoi but a number of Chinese
joined tlie Aunamites. China will not iuterlare in the present conflict but does not admit
the right of Franco to conquer Tonquin.
Iri3h
Informers Recompensed by tho
Government.
Farrell, one of the informers in tho I’limnix
Park murders, lias received £1000 from the
government, and Michael ICavauagh, oarrnuu,
and other informers £250.
They both will
James Carey, iuformer,
quit the country.
nud his brother Peter will receive small sums
for their services.
Proceedings in Parliament.
London, May 28.—Mr. Harrington, member
of Parliament for West Meath, and proprietor
of the “Kerry Sentinel” which was suppressed
last week for the publicatiou of a notice
requesting persons desirous of joining tho
“Invincibles” to attend a meeting of that body
asked leavo in the Commons today to move ah
on
of
seizure
adjournment
question
of his paper.
The requisite forty members
did
rise and tho house
was
not
decided as to whether Harrington be beard
or not vote resulting 237 for 135 against.
Harrington denied all knowledge of poster inluvinoiblea.
viting people to join the
for
IreTrevelyan, chief secretary
land
accused
of
Harrington
trying
to
the
a case
Commons
prejudice in
that would shortly come into courts. Parnell
said tbe government had grossly abused its
The motion
powers a3 deliued by crimes act.
was withdrawn.

TEWKSBURY

ALMSHOUSE.

Boston, May 28.—Iq the Tewksbury hearLawyer Brown said he had 157 wit-

ing

too ay,
nesses to call,

and wished to hasten proceedings.
Dr. E, Q Marston, formerly assisting physician at Tewksbury, said that foundlings and
children born in the institution wore kept
apart. He had never known of an inmate of
the insane ward being beaten and did not know
of any case where a nurso ased morphine to
quiet infants.
Mrs. M- E. Pearson, city missionary of Chelsea; said she had visited Tewksbury in connection with the foundlings and found it clean.
The witness knew Eva Bowen.
The Governor objected to a question whether
the witness had conversed with Eva Bowen.
Mr. Brown said he proposed to show that
Eva Bowen’s statement to the effect that her
father and Nellie Marsh conspired to take her
life was false.
After the usual personal discussion between
the Governor and Attorney Brown the question was admitted and the witness proceeded to
say that sho had convoked with Eva Bowen.
The Governor again objected to tho question
whether the witness had conversed with her in
1874, claiming that then she had done nothing
to alienate her father's affection and the question wonid not develope whether in 1876 there
was alienation or not.
More spirited discussiou followed, tho
Governor acknowledging
that there was lo hostile feeling against Eva
Bowen on the part of her father, but the stepmother was at the bottom of the whole trouble.
Brown said he proposed to put tho stopmolher
ou tin* stand and
Butler ejaculated ThaDk
God.” Witness continuing said Eva Bowen’s
father had spoken in the kindest manner of
Eva and Mrs. Bowen acted kindly to her.
Miss Alemla Thompson, matron of Dedham
She was
asylum said she knew Eva Bowen.
afflicted with venerea! diseases. Her reputation was bad.

Adjourned.
Gorham.
Gorhams 42, Saccarappa 10.
Rev. Mr. Clark, Presiding Eider of Portland
District, preached at the M. E. church Sunday
forenoon.
A number of residences in this village have

recently changed hands and aro being improved
by their new owners.
Your correspondent has often wondered why
Uorliam lins not been more visited by pleasure
soekerg as n summer resort. Surely no village
State is more lovely. One who would
get away from the bustle of the city can here
find all the quiet he craves. The drives in the
in the

vicinity

are

beautiful.

LAKOE AND ENTHUSIASTIC MEETING
AT CITY HALL.

Stirring Speeches from Promlnont Citizens.

An audience completely Oiling the tloor and
galleries of City Hall was present at the
meeting of the Soldiers’and Sailors’ Monument Association last evening.
Shortly after
half-past seven the Grand Army members filed
on the platform and took seats, and from that
tlmo until eight o’clock Chandler’s Band discoursed stirring music.
All were greatly Interested in tho exercises and tho speeches were
received with the most hearty applause, plainly showing tho Interest felt in the movement
and affording strong proof of Its success. Circulars containing a brief plan of the work and
the appeal of the committeo, were distributed
at the door. Until neatly 10 o^lock a large
portion of tho audience remained, and the impression was strongly prevalent that at last the
long-delayed monument would be erected, and
that Portland would shortly be able to point
with pride to a fitting memorial of the valor
and devotion of her sons.
Shortly after eight o’clock

CBN. BttOWN » SPEECH.

from the city of Portland.
Eighteen years ago the Hag, stained with
riddled
with bullets, hut unsullied to
blood,
the end, waved in triumph at Appomattox.
The greatest war of modern times, a war
without parallel in history, was over.
Scores in this vast audience do not remember those days of trial aud triumph, but who is
thero among us who, remembering them, can
ever forget the bitterness and the joy?
Recall
it once more tonight. Listen once more to the
tramp of the victors marching home. lu that interval of three unexampled years Maine alone
furnished to the army and navy over 00,000
men.
More than its quota Portland Bout to
both branches of the service.
What became of
Portland’s contingent?
Decimated were tbe ranks, and on tho field of
honor, in the storm of battle, by sea and land,
in hospitals and reeking prison pens, men laid
down their lives.
What have we done in this
beautiful, venerable, metropolitan city of
Maine to perpetuate tbelr memory?
Other
cities and towns and villages have erected
monuments to tell posterity of tbeir valor arid
their sacrifices. What have we for our children’s children to look upon?
Nothing but
some hundreds of graves; graves which once a
year the fraternal hands of surviving comrades mark with tlowers and wreaths and the
Hag for which these faithful servants marched
through the cates of death.
Happy for tho dead who lie here between the
mountains and the sea, but what of the dead
whose graves have no mark.
On scores ot
battlefields, under the southern sky, beneath
the waters of rivers, lakes and seas, which
hold their treasures until the end of days, they
lie. More ought be done, more can be, more
must be done.
Yon, men of Portland, you,
mothers, wives and daughters, declare by your
presence here that there should be some more
enduring memorial than mounds of earth
which sink so soon to the level of oblivion;
something more lasting than fading liowers or
the little Hags which flutter bravely through
the summer days and nights and over the cemetery’s winding sheet of snow.
But are we to remember the dead alone. It
was not your fault, comrades, that the God of
battles spared your lives. It was not the fault
of these survivors that their names are not enrolled among the honored dead.
There are
others too, God help them, who may say with
bitterness of soul, it were better to have died.
The world is full of temptations. Be patient
and tender and pitiful to those of our soldiers
who have yielded to them, who found themselves adrift and helpless, and so have lost a
place ot honor among men. Remember that
had they died you would have put flowers also
on their graves.
Not to the dead alone, or
their survivors, should this memorial be raised,
but to those loyal hearts, who, at homo and
abroad, defended the faith and brought age
and childhood together in common sympathy
and common work. Nor to these and all those
alone. I speak last of those of whom I might
well have spokon first; the mothers, Bisters,
wives and daughters ot twenty years ago. God
and themselves only know the agony of those
In the
days and hoars and years of waiting.
gloom of temporary disaster, in the exultation
of victory, the same horrible suspense, the
was tho
booming ot the distant guns
presage of a broken heart.
Let the monument be built, to the Boldiers
and sailors dead and living, to loyal men, to
Let it stand for all
all-sacrificing women.
time whether it be a statue, or tower, or pillar,
or spire, or dome, an enduring memorial of
valor aud loyalty; a valor unto death, of loyalty through life, without which no government
ought to exist, without which all goverumeuts
ought to perish aDd di-appear foraver from the
face of the eaitb.
At the concision of his remarks, he called
ten were

upon His Honor,

the fears of a repetition of last summer's drouth,and nature has put on its lovelies1
dress.
Isaac Plummer, an agod citizen of White
Rock, died yesterday morning aged ill. He
was a pensioner of tho war of 1812, and was
one of the oldest men in Gorham.
Tie was the
father of a large family. J. M, Plummer,who
was formerly iu business in Portland, was one
of his sons. His wife survives him at an ad-

A Burglar Arrested.
About midnight private watchman McGrath
heard the boll of tho money drawer in the establishment of Murdock
&
Freeman, on
Franklin street, ring, and suspecting that a
burglar was at work inside blew his whistle
and summoned officer McCallum. The latter
listened at tho door and heard a man inside ap-

parently running through the building. Going
into the alloyway at the side of tho building
tho officer encountered a man just coming ont
of the window, arrested him and with the assistance of offloer Sparrow took him to the station. The burglar gave the name of Vint Andersen. lie is a Swede, about 35 years old and

speak but Utile English. He bad entered
through a window. Ho had collected
together several overcoats and some money aud
can

the store

preparing

tako It away when he discovered that the officers wore after him. When
arrested he was without coat or shoes, having
left thorn Inside.
was

to

School Oommlaeo.
Tho regular monthly meeting ocourred last
evening. In tho absence of the Mayor, Col.
Merrill was called to the chair.
Present, Messrs. Uolden, Merrill, Fox, Bradley and Briggs. Pay roll and bills amounting
to $7011.67 were read and approved.
Plans for the changes lu the Chestnut street
school house wero presontod, considered and

approved.
The following

assignments

for examination

in reading were recommended by the Superintendent of Schools and approved by the Board,
Third Class Primary—J. Brewer, Jr.
Second Class Primary—H. G. Briggs.
First Class Primary—A. B. Holden.
Fourth ClaBB Grammar—Frederic Fox.
Third Class Grammar—Wm. M. Bradley.
Second Gloss Grammar—Dr. C. O. Files.
First Class Griuxmiar-'-Col.Ohas. B. Merrill.
Adjourned to meet noxt Monday afternoon
at 3 o’olock.

Mayor Deering,

himself a

veteran.
MAYOR REEKING 3

SPEECH.

Mayor Deeriug said that the spirit manifested at the meeting was gratifying to him, and
showed him that at last the people of the city
moaut business, that the question of tiie committee was to be answerea with an emphatic
yes: that at length the debt Portland owed its
soldiers was to be paid with honor and interest.

In bis visit South he had been much impressed with the regard which its people seemed to
In almost
(eel for their Confederate dead.
every place he had visited some memorial had
lie behoved we could
been raised to its dead.
build a worthy one to our liernet, that the
memories of those dark and sad days wore not
forgotten, that the enterprise was dear to the
hearts of our people, that tboir Interest meant

in substance

dispelled

to

tweuty-tliree years have passed
since, in December, lSfiO, South Carolina
its
ordinance
of secession. Four months
passed
later oauio the outrage on the Hag of Sumter.
Sixteen days from that execrable act of treason, the First Kegiment of Maine Infantry
was mustered into tlie
sorvice of the United
States. Of that regiment six companies out of

clean, pretty burying place. Would
that tho association could have lived to have
finished tho good work begun here and at other
points In the village.
The bounteous rains of tho past week have
a

M,

rose

Nearly

success.

peared

Gen. Jehu

Brown, president of the association,
call tho meeting to order, and said:

of the now slumbering Village
Imnrovement Association must be appreciated
by every one who passes the old cemetery
Prom a barren, bush covered ground lias apThe work

vanced age.

Buffalo, May 28.—A fow days since the
Lackawanna Railroad obtained an injunction
restraining the Rochester and Pittsburg Railroad from laying tracks over the Humphrey
farm near Buffalo, a strip of land which tho

George

Dublin, May ‘J8.—Michael Fagan, who was
convicted of the murder of Mr. Burke in l’hienlx Park on the tith of last May, wan hanged
weathIn Ktlmainham jail this morning. 'II
he ran ;ved his
er was overcast Fagan since

tien. Brown then Introduced as an old friend
of the soldier the Hou. Ulon Bradbury, who
was greeted with hearty applanso, and spoke
as

follows:

SPEECH OF HON. DION

IlltADliUBY.

We are In hearty sympathy with this patriotic movement, and are called npou to contribute, the. wealthy heartily and cheerfully,
the humble according to their means.
Let patriotism call to her aid srl and science
and erect a memorial shaft.
Not that such
monuments are to keep alive memories of bitterness and victory; tlioy have no such purpose,
design or fooling; wo simply build it to show
how dear we hold in memory the noble virtues
and attainments of onr citizen soldiers.
By the hlesssing of God the battles for liberty and the Union wore nobly fought and won,
and we have now one constitution and cue
destiny. It is a matter of congratulation to
both North and South that slavery is overthrown, that we have so fully established the
strength of our government and Union, and
also Introduced into the South a new civilizition, destined in the future to impart to it
much reuown.
We cannot forget our liravo men, yet venture
to predict that despite the cruel war, its canrat
age and blood, the country will rejoice
length that In the Provldencn of God tlio civil
war

happened.

Let tlio work

goon, let tlio

monument^

be

reared, lot it he worthy of the dead and living.
Hon. 0. W. Goddard was the next speaker,
and said:
.union GODDARD S SPEECH.

Judge Goddard Bald:
“All that a man hath will he give for his
life" was the sneering reply of Satan to his
Maher, us he stood Bhamolesa among the heavenly hosts. “Greater love hath no man than
tills, that a man lay down his life for his
friends,” was tho language of tho Redeemer.
Look on these two portraits of human nature! Due lurid with the retieoted malice of
tlio arch-fiend,—the oilier resplendent with tho
glory of the Sou of God.
One a disclosure of unredeemed Hollislitioss,
the othor tho incarnation of Divine self-sacrilico.
Why, it may be asked, has the popular heart,
iu all ages and urnoug all uatious, exalted warriors above civilians, and hailed military heroes
as tho futliers and saviours of their country?
Strange paradox, that the masters of that,
dread art, which front the dawn of history has
boon tho world’s chief Boourge, have commanded not only its obedience, but its admiration, its homage and its love! Is it not because
mankind lias seen that soldiers despise danger
and death, end lias believe! them to bo ready
to sacrifice their lives for their people?
Condemn its misapplication and perversion
as wo io often must, the sentiment itself Is
noble and true, and it is cherished by ourselves.
Who are the men whom the nation
has most delightod to honor, but its Washington and Lafayette, its Preble, Decatur, l’orry
and Taylor, its Farrngut, Sheridan, Thomas,
Sherman and Grant?
To whom of all its illustrious sons ao the
people of Maine to-night pour out their love
and sympathyso warmly,as to that great soldior
now languishing iu a neighboring city from
the cruel wound received iu our.deteuoe at the
assault on Petersburg nineteen years ago?

To bless the turf that wraps their

clay.

And Freedom shall awhile repair,
To dwell a weeping hermit there.”

SPEECH OK HON. .T. H. DRUMMOND.

The Hon. J. H. Drummond was next called
for and In eubstance said:
During the long and not yet distant struggle
Portland did well her part; whore there was a
call for men she sent her choicest sons, when
was ever ready to
a call for material aid she
carry com tort and good cheer to the soldier in
the field. She loved her sons and believed in
her cause.
Can we go back twenty years ago and remember what we told our brothers when bur
couutry oalled them? We told them we w/iuld
not forget them, that we would remember
them, that they would lllvo upon the lips of
men in story, bust and song.
And how have we kept our promise? Its fulfillment has been long delayed, hot It has always been the fixed intention of the people of
this city to keep it, and now we call upon you
for help. The number of these brave men
letaen year by year, yet daily they bring to
mind thoughts of their loyally, gallautry and
valor on the field of battle for our sakes and
their own. Portland will respond to this appeal and hand down to posterity a monument
which will tell how wbll the city appreciated
the noble work of her sons. (Great applause.)
SPEECH OK W. H. LOONEY.

W. II.

Looney, Eeq., city solicitor,

was

the

speaker, and said:
That as a Portland boy the blush

next

of shame
would often mantle his choek as he saw the
their
and
honored
other
cities
villages
way
dead, and felt that in the Forest City no memorial to them appeared.
Surely this was a slight thirg to do for meu
who had (icured out blond and sacrificed life in
their country’s cause. None could be worthy
of more praise than these who died for liberty
and union for all mankind.
Eminently proper then and fit is it for us to aid in the erection of this monument, that it may stand an
inspiration to youth, to teach them the lessons
of government, valor and universal suffrage.
HON. L. D. M.

Chicago

SPEECH OK

Judge Knight

JUDGE

KNIGHT.

followed Gen.

Lynch

and

ONMLKACHKD COTTOBS.
■

A

BLffACllBD COTTON*.
nue »-*.10
Beet 36 m. .liwaia
Fin® 7-4.1«
all
Mod.SBln.. H
UglitSBln.. fl &> 7Yi FlneH-4.21
Fine 9-4.26
4,2 Id.. 10
£14
4

of

i.iexi7iga,

Spring

and

low

X

grades.. 3

Spring. .6
Pateut Spring
'Wheat! —8
Michigan WinXX

it,

ter ttraighteO
l>o roller..,.0
St. Louis Winter straight.0
l)o roller. ..0

H. CLIFFORD.

10

60®<»
75a»7

75
25

00^21

00

lot*.25 00
Middlings, car lots.24 00
do bag

Provision*.
PorkBucks.
23 50@24 00
Clear.22 50ta23 00
Mess.21 00&21 60
Moss Beef.. 12
00
Kx Mess..13 50a 14 OO
German mod2 25ca 2 30
60
Yellow EyeeH 40a 3
Plate.17 00®17 60
Ex Plate.18 00 n 18 60
ddI.3 00®3 60
Onions
Bermuda.... 1 35® l 45 lHams
15Mi a' 14c
SweetPotatoe«3 60®4 00 Hams.covcred 14Mi«10c
do*.18®! Oe l>ard—
Rggs
lb.24c
Tub, lb .12i s@12Mi
Turkeys,
Tierces..
Chickens.18 a. 20c
Fowl.16® 18c i Pail.12%®13Vi
Under.
SeetN.
Creamery.:.. 23® 24c
Gilt Edge Ver....20«,2 lc Rod Top.4 25 §4 50
Choice.17® 18c Timothy.2 15,<$2 30
Good.13®16o Clover.15 Va :*£ 18 Ms
KniMin*.
Store.10® 12c
Muscatel.2 00S2 50
C'herae.
2 60 a 2 00
Ioudon
Vermont.... 13 Mi « 16
Ondura V al..l 0*4 & 11*4
a £15
N Y
B’rodnce.

Cranberries, V bbl—

00®13 00
Cape Cod,15 00®17 00
2 90*®3 00
Pea lteans
Mediums.,,.2 50®2 76
Maine. ...12

gratitude.

|

..

60113

I-ay’r

Fact’y..l3»

Ornngiw.
4 6tK®5 00 Valencia.8 00®9 00
Eating\>
10
Florida.4
lb.
18®
60fc$5 50
Evaporated \v
Messina.4 0O,«.4 60
Dried Apples. ..8V»iaO
Palermo.3
00
...»
®»Vi
75^4
Sliced

bi^-

spoaker. Mr. Thomas said:
Fellow Citizens qf Portland:

Miignr.
Granulated|t> lb

l.rmon*.

Messina.3 50@4 25
Extra 0.6*4 Palermo .3 25^4 10
—

»l

4

romiws.

Early Hose, t> bosh—

Iloultob.80®S5

Maine Central.
76@80
Grand Trunk.7E(Sj80
75
rroltflcs, Eastern.
Hnrbauks.
75
Grand Trunk.
7$
Jacksons and White Crooks..
70

Chiracs

►

11...

8

*10

DncJo^Bro’jru 9

fol2

....

12V4®1#%!

Yum

Cereal Jean*..
Hausen*..
Cambric*.
SUonias...
Cotton Flannel*. 7
Twine & Warp* IS
.r*wxo

8%@ir%

Mtoek Harket*
The following quotations of stock* are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, cornet
of 3!iddle and Exchange streets.
NEW YORK STOCKS.

Missouri Pacific...102%
Wabash prefer rtd... 41%
Omaha common.
44%
Denver A K.G.
40%
Omaha preferred.108%
Northern Pactic preferred.
86%
Northern Pacific common. 49%
Pacific Mail.
42%
29
31o. K. & Texas.
Louis & Nash. 48%
Central Pacific. 76%

Texas Pacific....

30%
BOSTON STOCKS.

Flint A Pere 3farquetto common.
24%
A.IT. AS. F. 82%
Boston A Maine..166
Flint A Per© Marquette preferred.101%
L. It. A Ft Smith. 26
Marquotte, Hughton A Ont. common. 44%
3fexican Central 7*. 69%
New Verb Nteck and

Henry Harket.

(By Telegraph.)
York, May 28.—Money on

call loaned very
New
easy between 2a3%: closed offered at 3: prime
mercantile paper at 6®6 %.
Exchange strong 4.86
for long and 4.88for short. Governments irregular.
Railroad bonds irregular
State bonds neglected.
on a moderate volume of business.
Tue following are to-day’s closing quotations ef

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s.103%
do
do
do
6s. ext.102%
do
do
do
4129, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%i» coup.113%
do
do
do
4s, reg.119%
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
Pacific 6s, ’95.128
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
Chicago A Alton.. 133%

Chicago A Alton pref.140
Chicago, Bur. A Quincy.122%

Eric.
34%
Erie pref..
Illinois Central. .142%
Lake Shore.108%
....

Michigan Central..

—

»2%

New Jersey Central... 78%
Northwestern.
.129%
Northwestern pref.••.148%
New York Central.121%
Rock Island....121%
St. Paul.101%
St. Paul pref...-....119
Union Pacific Stock. 92%
Western Union Tel. 82%
...

California *1 imug*Slock*.
(By Telegraph.)
Francisco, May 28.—The following are the
elosing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Best A Belcher...;4%
Sax

Bodie.
Eureka.
Gould A Curry.
Hale A Nor cross.
Mexican.
Northern Belle...

1

3%
4%
8%
6%
6%
4%
Ophir
Sierra Nevada.
8%
Union Con..... 6%
Yellow Jacket ....t.. 4%
Boston Produce Harket.

Boston, May 28.—The following were to-day's
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter-We quote We*teru creameries at 23®
24c for choice, 20 «£22c tor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 23 a. 24c for choice, 2<»®22c for fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairiesy2(>^23e
& lb for choice, 17@19c for fair and good; Western
ladle packed 14 «£!.>: market dull.
Cheese quiet,12.<§12%c for choice and 10@ll%c
for fair and good; 7@9c for common.
Eggs—are firm. 18«18%c for Eastern, 17%'218
for New York and Vermont, and 17@17% &hoz
for Southern and Western..
Potatoes in moderate demand: Aroostook Rose 80
Maine Central and Northern Rose at 75®
be; Proliflcs anil Peerless 7l‘@76c; other kinds
*55i|70c as to quality.

fJ85c,

Domr«tic yiarkei*.

(By Telegraph.)

Vvw

York. May 28.—Floor—market—Receipt*
16,529 bbl*; export* 13.252 bbls: a shade stronger
and in instances SiglO higher witn moderate export
and home trade demand, business for export chiefly
in low grades; sales 15.800 bbls.
Flour quotation*—No 2 at 2 6Cg3 75; Superfine
Western and State at 3 86-g4 25; common to good
extra Western and State 4 15^4 60; good to choice
do at 4 70@7 00; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25^7 00; fancy do 7 10@7 25;
common to good extra Ohio at 4 15 26 75; commen
Patent
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 1627 OO:
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 GOuO 60: choice
to double extra do at 6 60 « 7 40; City Mill extra
at 5 4026 00; 1800 bbls No 2 at 2 60@3 76; 900
bbls Superfine at 3 50^4 25; 1200 low extra 4 163
4 3b; 3400 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 15{a7 00;
4300 bbl* Minnesota extra at 4 15^7 60: Southern
flour is quiet; common to fair at 4 SCCa.5 16: good
to choice at 5 20,go 76.
When!—receipt* 80,600
bush; exports 16,460 bush: opened 34&1 lower, af
tor wards ruled stronger and somewhat excited,prices
advancing 2V%ra3V4( closing however weak and %
§lc below highest points with very moderate export and fairly active.trade on speculative account;
sales 9,850,000 bush. Including 366,000 bush on
spot; Canada Spring at 1 20; No 2 Red at 1 23*4®
1 25 canal receipts; 1 22V* al 24 in elev, No 1 Rea

at 1 25: No 1 White State at 1 25; White Canada at
1 15; No 2 White 1 04 a 1 06*4 ; No 1 White, 28,000 bush at 1 1641 16 ft. Rye is stronger; Canada
77®77* 4; Western at 79®7<5c. Harley nominal.
Cara—H ^V%c lower; options bpened Va a, 34 lower. afterwards stronger And reacted 1 al*4. closing
weak at Vi®34 under best figures;receipts 213,62o
000 bush; exports 125,673 bush; sales 2,234.000
bush,'including 226,000 bush on spot No 3 at 65(g
66c: No 2 White 67:g67V4c; low Mixed at 64*4;
White Western 68@68*4; Southern Yellow at 72c;
White Southern 69c; No 2 for May at 64*4@«6%c.
closing 65V4c; .June at 6434®6514c,closing G5*4c;

I

July 65*4@6 fc. closing 663fcc: August at 6634®
Oam opened
68c, closing at 6734c; Sept at 69c.
V4@V*c lower, afterward* reacted 1@1 M>o, closing
bush:sales
bush:
1,301,000
103,000
strong;receipts
No Sat 45c: White at 48V*c; No 2 a: 45*4®4534c;
White 50a 51c; No 1 at 46c;Whita 68c;Mixed Western 45V*S49c; White at 49a5l’e; White State 67
@60c; No 2 Chicago 46*4@4b34<*. Nugar steady;
refining at 7 3-16 « 7 5-16; refined is strong; Whits
Extra £ at 8«8%; off A 83fc<$8%e; Yellow 634®
7: Yellow at C 7V4®7V4; standard A 83b; cut loaf
9V4; Contectioners A 834 ; crushed 9Va®734; pbwdere l l2®V49*4; granulated 8 15-16^9©; Cubes at
9Vfe@9*/4C. Molasses firm,sales 500 hhds Cardena*
34. Petroleum—united at 1 08V*; refined 734®
7Tb. Tallow is firmer; sales 98,000 Iha. 8c. Pork
held firm: mess on the soot 20 2od20 25. jude* 4k»
etrte nunuy raws ax 21 ou <nn borztJ T40 bbls city
prime at 20 45; options neglected. I.artl opened
a shade lower, afterwards reacted 14® 16 point*,
closing strong with an active speculative trade ;*Atai
100 prime steam on spot 11 7ft; 2L0 tes city steam
11 2f>(«'il 30; refined for continent 11 70; 12 12V4
Butter weak; State at 1S®23©;
a 12 20 for S. A.
Western at 10@@22; creamery 23rt24c. Cheeee
is firm; now State at 9Mr®123sc, Western flat at
10312.
_

....

* iiaiu.

H.M.Cora ,car lots? 4 Mi 76
60®4 60 Mix Corn,car lot»7170‘ «_*
Corn, bag lots. ...75&77
50®6 60 Oats, car lot*....4.... 67
Oats, hag lots.00
.70
25® 1) 00 Meal
CottonSeed,ear lots 28 OO
00®6 60 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
60®7 00 Sacked Bran car lot,

do bag lots—.. 28 50
Winter Wheat
ateuts..... .7 50®8 00 Rye. 1 30

W. H. Clifford, Esq., was the next speaker,
and made an eloquent speech, of which we aro
able to give hut the briefest possible account.
We owe a debt to the Northern soldiery
which never lias been paid. The living reap
their reward, and we are constant witnesses of
what their toil has done, but alas for the dead!
They need a memorial to speak of a country’s

&»»
336

®30

*TO.

OAtT>Pg~OC*5. ..
••
Good.

Lieut. Thurston joined in
song of “Marching

lour,

Superfine

*18

*14
Denims.lIiVs*l«Vi

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

and

in..*

wwi

..

Best.16
Medium... 11

Light,

singing the familiar
through Georgia.’’

l*oriln»t\ Unity Whalmale Starliei.
PORTLAND, May 28
The following are ic-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, provisions. Sc.

it

TICXOKM.

SrEECH OF H. F. CUBBISH.

leadership

39%
39%
89%
39%
89%

57%
57%
57%
57%
57%

Fine 7-4.
Heavy 3Kln. 7Vi'«
Me<l. 3«ln. 6V4® 7 Vi Fine 8-4.18(322
Fine 9-4...22«26
« «
3d in. 6
Light
lit..
A 1.
<T1/
U
l;4f.u in.A
'>7U.waHU

Mr. H. F. Furbish was the last speaker of the
evening. He spoke of the work at home, of
the toil and worry of the mothers, of the agony
of waiting, of the cheerlul, constant support by
word and deed given to the boys in the field,
and of the need wo had of honoring them and
ourselves by the erectiou of this monument.
No fear that the memory of these things shall
perish with us; while the country lives,
“Generations yet unborn
Shall tell it to their sons.”
The entire audience then arose and under
the

50%
56%
66%
6<S%
67%

The following quotation* are wholeeale price* and
tally by 8tcrer Broe. ft Co. Dry Good*,
a ad fancy Goods 144 to 162 Middle itreetJ

SPEECH OF HON. W. F. LUXT.

As the sentinel at the gate of Pompeii stood
at his post when the burning
dust and ashes from Vesuvius overwhelmed
tho city and the frightened population fled in
wild dismay, and was found, many centuries
later, amid tho ruins, with his armor on, and
Uis hand outstretched as if to ward off the fiery
discharge of the burning volcano, so our soldiers, when tho battle raged and danger was
imminent—yes, death certain—stood nlike unlliBohtugly at their post, till they fell under
the volioys of tho ouemies' batteries. They, as
well as the Roman sentinel, will stand iu ail
future generations, as marked examples of deTheir
votion to duty aud death in its service.
glory will never fade away. But there is a
duty left for us—to aid in perpetuating it to
those who may follow us.
Lot the hand of affection and the promptings
of our grateful honrtifirreoly contribute to some
fitting memorial of that glory so bravely wou.
The men and womeu of Portland were most
generous nnd constant in their support of the
soldiers during the war, and in ministering to
alleviate his wants and sufferings wherever ho
was,and I am happy in believing,|from the indi
cations hero to night, in this vast aud enthusiastic assemblage, that tho same generosity and
constancy remain In all their vigor and warmth
to the present moment.
A slight effort oil the part of onr people, and
from those only who are amply able to make
will accomplish a speedy aud complete success of tho noblo undertaking which has been
prosecuted so earnestly by tho distinguished
chairman of this meeting, nnd by bis efficient
associates of tbo organization which has the
woak in charge.
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Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt spoke and said:
For what and for whom shall wo build a
monument? We shall build It as a teacher
and story-teller, as an exponent of one grand
principle of law underlying a government,
that every man is bound to give his life if
need be for the common defense. We will
build this monument that it may speak to the
patriarchs and revive the memories of tli e
past, that it may speak to the mothers, and recall to them how they prayed for their dear
ones, that it may speak to the soldiers and tell
them of
bivouac and prison, and
weary
marches and death, that it may speak to the
lie
influential
in
and
rlstng generation,
developing them into a strong and healthy
type of manhood.

nutlinchingly

117

Aug.

1111

eorrectei'.

said:
It is peculiarly appropriate in the springtime
of the year for us to bring our offering at theshrine of the soldiers’ graves, for one of earth’s
greatest conflicts was fought and won by our
soldiers, and they stand to-day as representatives of loyalty, human valor and allegiance to
law. They went out from among us in time
of danger, they come again in peace, better
citizens than when they went forth.
It has taken years of study and developing
thought for us to catch the meaning of that
great struggle, but we are learning it as many
shall
incidents show; and this monument
tipify no bitterness or strife, but a simple tribute to most worthy deeds.

picion.

July.
115%
115%
115%
115'/.
118%
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LYNCH.

Gen. J. J. Lynch was called upon and in
substance said:
We must do what we can to carry out the
object of this association, for its object is a
noble one. Still green in our r-emory are the
deeds of the war, and the valor of onr men
whether exhibited on battle fields in marches
or the prisons.
Other cities have monuments,
they have remembered their dead; from gratifor
the
sake
of example to the future, by
tude,
all means let us built one.

June.

time.

(1.30.. 113
11.00. .113
11.30.. 113%
12.00 .113%
12.30. ,114
1.01.. 114%
Call ..114%

1 could not decline the invitation to be presto-night and say a word in behalf of the
Soldiers’ and Saliors' Monument A soclatioD.
Not that I think that the cause represented by
this association has any need of special advocacy in this communitv, for its title atone is a
sufficient statement of its object to secure the
support of every patriotic and public spirited
citizen, but it gives us all a good opportunity
toaoufess our shortcomings in the past. So
far as the work of the association is concerned
I cannot but consider that it is a reproach to
the fame of our fair city that it has allowed so
many years to pass by without erecting some
fitting memorial to the gallant men who fonght
and died, on land and sea, during the war of
ibe rebellion.
As a municipality we may well say in the
language of the prayer book, “we have left undone those things that we ought to have done,
and have done those things that we ought not
to have done.”
We have built railroads, and
wharves and elevators, but we have not found
time to fittingly honor the dead, whose sacrifices have preserved for us our country and our
homes.
In the matter. Portland has not maintained
her nositiou as the leading city of the State.
She hag allowedjberself 10 be outstripped by
others. I cannot think that this inaction has
been due to indifference but rather to the lack
of energetic leaders to take the matter In hand.
These are no !ongei|wanting and the gentle,
men who now have the matter in charge
will,
I am sure, carry it to a successful conclusion.
All that is needed is a popular response iu
the way of subscriptions.
Surely no worthier
object can be presented to our regard than this
monument which shall tell the story of a nation’s sacrifices to the coming generations.
It
will be an evil day for the Republic when the
memory of these brave men, who died that we
might five, shall no longer be held iu grateful
remembrance. Let the response to the appeal
of the association be both generous and Cordial
J. J.

Portland, May 28.

Chicago.-Wheat.-.

ent
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The following quotations of 0rain were received
by telegraph t -Jay by Bigelow ft Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland:

said:

said:
I have recently visited several of our Southera States, which not many years ago were in
rebellion against the Union, Constitution and
flag of our common country, but which happily, are now restored to us, and may safely be
counted among strong supports of the grand
arch of our republic.
Progress ia visible everywhere within tbeir
borders—peace ia smiling over their genial, fertile soil, and they are earnestly battling for the
golden fruits of labor and solf-independence.
But with all these improvements, for which
we rejoice, there are still remaining some unmistakable indications of the night which has
overshadowed them, and of the (rightful calamities which they invited to their own doors.
Their dismantled forts and former strongholds,
and here and there the deserted field and plantation, the neglected mansion with its grounds
overgrown with weeds, its shade trees festooned with the too dense intertwinings of the sad
and monrnful moss and tangled vine, are suggestive of the blight and desolation of war’s
Bat all these indications are fast
ravages.
passing away and will soon be obliterated forever, under the magic influence of peaceful
human progress.
They only Unger for a little as warning mementoes ofan;unjust and unholy war.forlindeed
their cause was the "lost cause”, their banner
was the battered and
conquered banner,” defeat attended their arms everywhere, terminating in an unconditional surrender of all their
claims, and submission to the forces of the
U nlon.
And yet with all the historic tacts ot tne past
confronting their saddened memories, and perhaps with a clear consciousness of their fatal
mistake, the utter fruitlessness of all their
struggles, their devotion to the memory of
their dead, has, throngh all these years, been
moat tender and constant
In all the cities which I visited, and in the
places of lesser population, with meagre means
and poor, I saw lasting monuments, raised by
the hand cf affection and grateful remembrance, n honor of the Confederate dead, and
I could but sympathize with, and profoundly
respect, the sentiment which,actuated the surviving friends of the brave and chivalrous soldiers of the Confederate armies, for it is a sentiment of which human nature may well be
proud, which has pervaded ail countries and
peoples, civilized or savage, Christian or heathen, Jfron, the remotest past to the present, aud
which does honor to the heart of humanity
everywhere, and which can never perish.
In witnessing these memorials of affection
my mind naturally reverted to my own city
and I tried in vain to think of any spot within
her limits, where a public monument had
been erected in memory of her patriotic soldiers and sailors, who, by their self-sacrifice,
their valor, aud by llieir death, gained a victory of priceless value—shed new lustre on our
Arms, nnd placed the lovers of freedom and
Republican government everywhere, under a
debt of gratitude which can never be repaid.
Why ibis difference betweeu the Southern
cities and this fair city by the sea— our own
loved home—in respect ot outward manifestation, in some endnring form, of her grateful
appreciation of tho deeds ol her own soldiers
aiid sailors in the cause of liberty freedom
and right?
Our cause was just, and it was not a “lost
Our bancause”— but gloriously victorious.
ner, tho' tatteted, was not tho “conquered
and
amid
the
smoke
banner," but
carnage of
the deadly encounter it supplanted the southern cross everywhere, and floated triumphantly in the pure breeze of Heaven. Of the deeds
of our dead soldiers there is no need nor time
to speak. They are matters of history. Their
efficiency and endurance were proverbial;
their courage and their loyalty beyond sus-

l am glad to add my voice to-night in behalf
of a soldiers’ monument—a Portland soldiers’
monument.
I feol sure that each of us, at some time
during these later years, when passing through
some other city of our land, has seen, standing
upon a pedestal in the public square, ail American volunteer soldior, cast in lasting bronze,
or perchance a shaft of granite or of marble,
raised in honor of those citizens who had died
for the Republic.
How our love of country and our voneratiou
for her dead heroes have been qnickenod by
Buoh a monument, which, though standing
lone and mute, has yet spoken to our hearts.
Rut instantly l am sure there has followed
another emotion In the breast of every Portlander—a pang of regret that Portland, first
and fairest of her sister oitles of our State, has
erected no memorial to her own honored dead

Foreign Export/
BUENOS AYKE3. Bark Kaplanu-otrt>,054 feet
lumber.

SPEECH OK HON. C. K. LIBBY.

SWEAT’S SPEECH.
was called upon and

We have our country at a fearful prioe;
twice have we recoivcd it from testators who
bestowed it at the expeune of their lives. We
caunot estimate its value, only by contrast
with other nations can wo gain a slight idea of
what it means. As we build our monument to
our dead may it speak with a holier signilioanoo
and witli more eloquence for good than any
sign or column which the woild has bnilded
before.
HON. W. W. THOMAS, JR.’S REMARKS.
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., was the next

CABDENAS. Bark Harriet 8 JatUou—260 hhda
& Jacksugar, 660 hhds 36 tcs molasses to Ph»noey
son.
les rais to
PILLOU. Bark Competitor-13.
S D Warren & Co.

The Hon. C. F. Libby, as he advanced to respond to the call of the chair, was greeted
with hearty and long-continued applause, and

Hon. L. D. M. Sweat

tTKECH OF \V.
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who fell by sea and land, fighting for the right.
AuJ why, fellow-citizens, is this? Certainly
it is not because we lack appreciation, generosity or patriotism. In all these qualities Portlaud stands second to no city in our land. It
is rather, I am sure, because in the hurry of
business and the pressure cf material cares
Portland has
never before
placed herself
squarely, lace to face, with the question of a
soldiers’ monument.
It is hard sometimes to wake Portland up,
hard to rouge her from the absorbing duties of
Bnt when once
a
commercial metropolis.
Portland does wake up she is wide awake, she
halves, and never stops
never doeB things by
short of the goal of her purposes.
middle
When we of
age were children Por
land resolved to have rail communication with
Canada. Rival cities doubted and caviled, but
the railroad was built and the St. Lawrence
wedded to Casco Bay by bonds of iron.
Next we determined we would bavo steam
communication with Kogland, and lo! for
quarter of a century the black monsters of
commerce have plied across the Atlantic to oar
harbor.
Later we resolved to pierce the White Mountains by a railroad.
Skeptics laughed and
wiseacres shook their heads, but now every
day, summer and winter, the neigh of the
Portland iron horse echoes through the gorges
of the everlasting hills.
Along back in the year of grace 1(133, a
brave old Englishman landed on our shores
and founded oar city. For 2.10 .years we have
never paased to appreciate the significance of
this event, or the character of this sturdy pioneer bnt now Portland has at last waked up,
and this year Portland with fitting ceremonies
will raise a memorial stone in honor of our
lion-hearted first settler, that nature’s nobleman, Qeorge Cleeves.
And now, fellow citizens,
Portland has
made one more resolve. I read in your faces
here tonight, I hear It in
the elcquence
In
have
those
who
you
Inspired
have
addressed
Portland
has
you.
resolved, in all' seriousness and earnestness,
that her dead braves shall be no longer forgotten; that, not at some future time, which is
no time, but note, in the living pretent, she will
erect a monument in commemoration of the
valor,'the heroism and the self sacrifice of her
sons,who marched forth to light for liberty and
union,who laid down their lives on the altar of
their country, who died that the Republic
might live.
Aye more, Portland is resolved that this
monument, in proportions, in design and in
heanty shall be worth; the first city of Maine,
worthy the dead it honors, worthy tbo cause in
which they fell; a monument whose presence
among us shall be an abidiug benediction, an
honorable memorial to our heroic dead, a constant inspiration to love of country and love of
liberty in the living.

If such aro the honors that the nation gladly
pays to our living heroes, what fit homage shall
If
wo render to the memory of the martyrs?
religion anathematizes and law brands with
ingratitude the son who forgets to honor those
to whom ho owes his being, what shall be said
of the community which fails to perpetuate
the memory of those brave men who died that
the nation might not perish.
Nor need we too carefully count the cost or
too closely consider the utility of the memorial.
That ancient cavil, "Why was this waste of
the ointment made? For it might have been
sold for more than three hundred pence and
given to tbo poor” did not emanate from a
friend of the poor, but from an economist of
an insincere and dishonest type.
Let then the monument, already too long delayed, he worthy of our city, of the fallen heroes of Portland, and of the cause for which
they laid down their lives.
“Whan Spring, with dewy lingers cold,
Returns to deck their hallowed mould,
She there shall dress a sweeter sod,
Than Fancy's feet have ever tred.
By fairy hands their knell is rung;
lly forms unseen their dirge is sung;
There Honor eomes, a pilgrim gray,

market.
(By Tolegraph.l
CUIOAOO, May 28.—Hogs-Receipts 16,000 head;
shipments 1800 head; 10c|lowerimixed ti 70« 7 10;
hear* at 7 10't7 40; light ti 80rd7 20; skins 3 37 H
'^G SO.
Cattle—Receipts 4,500 heat!; shipments 1300;
lira: exports 5 tloJiO 16.
l.ivc Mock

Chicago, May 28.—Flour market is unchanged;
Spring Wheat 8 5i>«.5 00; Minnesota at 3 5<v«t4 25;
bakers at 4 25 a 5 50; patents 6 00@7 60; Winter
4 2»rv.at> 00.
Wheat—regular opened easier but
higher at 114% for Mav: 1 16 for June; 1 17%
for July; 1 18%@l 18% for
ugost No 2 Chicago
Spring ! 13.0.1 14%; No 3 at 03c. No 2 Red Winter at 1 15. Corn opened lower, dosing at outside;
69%c bash and May; 56%c for June; 67%c July;
67% @67 %c for August. Oats are higher at 39%
@39%o for cash; 39%c May and June; 39%o for
Bye is steady at 93%c.
July; 34%e for August. Pork
opened lower,closing
Barley nominal at 30e.
at outside; 19 15@19 20 cash and May: 19 17%@
19 20 June; 19 3?%@19 40 July; 19 65@19 67%
for August. Lard lower; closed at outside: 11 90@
11 62% for cash and May; 11 65A11 97% June;
11 82%@ll 85 for July; 11 60@Tl 92% August.
Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders 7 80; short
rib 10 36; short clear 10 75.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat declined %c for June. Corn declined % for
July and Vac for August. Oats advanced %o for
May, declined %c for July and %c August. Pork
advanced 2%o for July. Laid declined 2%c.
Receipts—Flour 8,000 bbls, w heat 18,000 bush
corn 187.000 bush, oats 212.000 bu, rye 11,000 bu,
barley 10,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour 6600 bbls, wheat 900 bush,
587,000 bush, eats 79,010 bush, rye 2,400 bu.
barley 3,000 bush.
St. Lons,(May 28.—Flour is tirm; triple extra

coru

25.tf 4 50; family 4 85^5 00; choice 6 45<£5 65;
6 60@5 b6. Wheat opened lower advanced
and closed higher and ilriu; No 2 Red Fall at 1 18%
@1 19 for cash; 1 18%@l 20 for June; 1 18%@
118% for July; 1 19Vs g l 22% August; No 3 at
1 10 bid. Pork dull at 19 60. Lard nominal.
Receipts—Flour 4,000 bbls, wheat 22,000 bush,
corn 00,000 bush, oat* 0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush
barley 0,000 hush.
Shipments-Flour 4,000 bbls, wheat 3,000 bush,
6

fancy

00,000,bush,oats 0,000 bush,rye 00,000 bush,
barley 0000 bush.
Detroit May 28 —Wheat strong;No 1 White fall,
1

com

14%;
spot and June at l 11; July J 13; August
No a White 1 02Vk;N<> 2 Bed Winter 117 Vh Mked.
bush.
24.000
shipments
Receipts 3,000 bush;
New Orleans, May 28,-Cotton quiet; Middling
nplanda lOVic.
Mobile, M»y Sf.-L’ottou Is dull; Middling np.
lands 10%c.
Savannah,'May 28.—Cotton qulet;| Middling uplands lOVse.

Memphis, May 28.—Cotton steady; Middling up-

lands 10c.

___

Knroprnn ?lnrkct».
(By Telegraph.)
Lvie wool,May 18-12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
—moderate demand, which is freely supplied; up*
lauds at 5 13-16d; Orleans 6 15-16d; sales 8,000
bales, simulation and export 1000 bales.
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The Swedish Mission.
The Boston Journal says:
Hou. John L. Stevens of Maine being about
to give up the Swedish Mission, Hou. W. W.
Thomas, Jr of Portland, is spoken of as liis
successor.
Mr. Thomas has the advantage of
being thoroughly lamiliar with the language of
that people aud of the country generally, having served as Consul in Norway aud Sweden
Beveral years since.

We would add to the above that Mr.
Thomas is not only thoroughly familiar with
the language of the SwedeB, but with their
laws, customs, habits and institutions. He
has received the special thanks of the
King
of Sweden for his admirable translation of a
Swedish work, “The Last Athenianand
has

opened

State with

up

the wilderness of

our

own

thriving colony of one thousand

a

Swedes, who followed

him from

Sweden to

Maine.

We hazard nothing in saying that there is
no man

in

Maine,

and

probably

no

in

man

the United States, better equipped to represent our country at the Court of Sweden
than our fellow citizen, Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.
We believe this will be conceded by every
one who knows him, irrespective of
party.
Aud, though we should be sorry to lose his
active presence from Maine, we feel that
President Arthur could do no more fitting
act, tone which would be more appreciated

by

the Swedes

Mr.

themselves,

Thomas, Minister

to

than

to

appoint

Sweden.

General Beauregard does not take
much stock in the report ths\t the
negroes
are multiplying in the Southern States with
a rapidity which promises or threatens at no
very distant day to make them absolute maslers of the political situation. He
says that
his personal observation is the other
way,
and that instead of increasing they are actually ou the decline. The weight of evidence,
however, is against the gallant general on
this point, for the official statistics show that
the colored population is growing at a great
rate every year. If the negroes are not eduto the responsibilities of their

cated up

changed circumstances, and made friends
instead of enemies, they will make things
unpleasant for their former masters sooner
later.

or

Tue statement that the Count of Chatnbord intends to make the son of Don Carlos
heir to his claims to the French throne is
put forth by European dispatches with as
much seriousuesss as if it was really a matter of some importance. An entailed estate
consisting of castles in the air would be
about as valuables heritage. Still in aristo-

cratically Inclined European circles a young
dude claiming under the persistent pretender Don Carlos rights to Spanish
royalty, and
uuder adoption by De Cliambord to French
ditto, would certainly be entitled to put on
airs and any amount of frills. ITe will
have,
however, but little chanco to secure any
targe amount of that divinity which doth
hedge about a king.
The Cincinnati Enquirer is bent up double with mirth over the civil service bill
which it holds up to ridicule as a hill for

keeping Republicans

iy.
Tile Crowning of t£ie Czar.
The ceremouies just brought to a close at
Moscow in connection with the coronation
of Alexander III. were on a scale of barbar-

splendor exceeding anything

ic

that has

been seen in recent times. An event of this
kind has an importance to the Russians
which can hardly be understood by Americans, who regard the inauguration of a President as merely the elevation of one of their
number to a

position of temporary authority. To the peasants who make up toe bulk
of the population the czar is a divine personage, as well as the greatest of earthly
rulers.

To them bis office aud

his

sion that it is

possible for them to couceive.
The real magnitude of Russia is something vast and impressive, and it is no wonder that to the ignorant countryman it seems

almost illimitable. Our own is called

country, aud

orators are never

how it has room for

telling
an

our

LiuuM,

uui me

States does not
earth’s surface

the

lerruory

cover

half

oppressed
me

oi

great
tired of
a

umteu

much of

so

of

the

Russia, while in the population our 55,00#,000 are sufficiently outmatched by the 100,000,000, nearly, that live
as

upon Russian

soil. The czar rules over
different races and tribes than even
the British queen in her double capacity of
queen and empress, and with all their lsck
of civilization, he is at the head of one of
the mightiest powers on the globe.
The Nihilists murdered Alexander
II.,
and may yet murder his successor, but they
are a harmless set of assassins
compared
with some who have preceded them, and the
assassins of eld, unlike the nihilists, were
accustomed to follow their murders by a
a seizure of the throne.
There has been one
czar killed in the last 75 years, but
during
the preceding 75 years Peter II. was put out
of the way: Ivan IV. was imprisoned in
more

1741,

and assassinated in

1764;

Peter III.

1762, six months after
Elizabeth, whose entire
reign was accomplished while the rightful
heir was in confinement, and Paul, who ascended the throne in 1796, was assassinated
was

assassinated in

he had succeeded

in 1801.

The execution of

lists has in these
cables

ocean

days

of

few dozen nihi-

a

newspapers and

attracted great

attention,

but

of the Strelitz, or the royal body guard, established in 1568 and abolished in 1704, Peter the Great alone tortured and put to death
over 2,000, numbers of whom he
beheaded
with his own hand. The atrocities of those
old days make the doings and even the fate
of the nihilists

seem

tame

and

common-

place.
The ancient and wonderful city of Moshas added one more to the great events
which crowd its history, aDd in spite of as'
sassinations and threats of revolutions there
is no probability that it will be the last of its
kind. With all its barbarism, the growth of
Kussia in the last century has been only less
astonishing than that of the United States,
and the succession of czars crowned at Moscow may yet reach further into the future
than the succession of Presidents inauguracow

ted at

Washington.

There

seems

to be an urgent

necessity for

civil service reform of a
particularly
aggressive and energetic character in the of-

some

fice of the New York

City Comptroller. Not
long ago it was discovered in some accidental way that one of the clerks had been obtaining money to spend in dissipation by the
simple but effective process of re-issning redeemed coupons and having them paid twice
over.
The investigation which has been instituted to ascertain the extent of Mr. Carroll’s appropriations are still going on, and
there seems to be no telling when it will be
over, but up to the present time the deficit
amounts to very nearly $170,000. There was
nothing small about Mr. Carroll, but what
could his superiors have been doing during
the protracted period of his felonious activi'
tyf

______

It is said that the Mexican authorities
about

thinking

negotiating

a

new

loan,

are

to

the end that the entire national debt may be
refunded and consolidated.
Tfiis would be
a good thing to do; and if the Mexicans
m«*n business. It Is to be honed that
Instead

going to London, as has been their practice
heretofore, when they have been in need of
ready money, they will supply their wants
of

In the American money market.
There is
an abundance
of capital in the United

States seeking profitable investment, and
Mexico would be able to negotiate a loan
here on terms at least favorable as could be
obtained In London.
Besides, neighbors

ought,

to be

neighborly.

The Republican management of affairs
for nearly a quarter of a century has told
splendidly on the prosperity of the country.
Under its financial policy, the value of manufactures increased from $1,800,000,000 in
1860 to $3,400,000,000 in 1870, and to $5,300000,000 in 1880, and during the same time
the value of
our exports and imports and
our agricultural products have also increased
enormously. These are facts that all the
agonizing appeal of big-mouthed orators
boiling over with loud words and earnest appeal for votes for the Democratic party, can.
not explain away or even belittle.
The Treasury Department has decided
that on July 1 the new tariff rates will become applicable to all
imports, whether they
are on the
high seas, or on the wharf, or In
the hold of vessels, or in warehouses, or in
countries. This Is presumably good
law,
and it is certainly good sense.
It was the
intention of Congress to have duties paid ac.
cording to the new act after June 30, and it

makes not a particle of difference where
merchandise on which payment is to be
made happens to be situated at the momen t
in which June 30 merges into July 1.

The New York custom house officials are
embarrassed by the riches which civil service has thrust upon them. There are six
vacancies to he filled, and 137 applicants
have successfully passed the required examination.
_

Tammany IIai.l

1884,

way one

means

Ben.

Conjclixg, in denying that he made
a v speech at all at the
Saturday Night club
as reported, states that he and the President
Mr.

the bes. of terms, and that because
he has not made a parade of their friendare «u

ship

he has been the

Butler for
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FROM

THE OLD WORLD.

MISCELLANEOUS

STRAW
HATS.

From the great London, (Eng.) Times.
Among tho many sped tics introduced to the public for tho cure of dyspepsia, indigestion, derangements of various kinds, and as a general
family

medicine, none havo met with such genuine appreciation as Hop Bitters. Introduced to tills country
but a comparatively short time since, to meet the
great demand for a pure, safe and perfect family
medicine, they have increased In favor, uutll they
are, without questiou, tho most popular and valuadue to the

Nothing

is

Its

advertising

it has

wanting. Every ingredient

goes

straight

the mark at which it is aimed, and never fails.
to the palate, agreeable to the
stomach,
and thoroughly effective as a cure, it lias wen for
itself the contldenco of nil.—Times, London England.
Pleasant

Few I'uioliriii-d

A

uutiN

lit ttrm

Feb. 1), 1882.
myself ami others

1 have tried experiments on
with Hop Bitters, and can easily recommend them
pleasant ami efficacious medicine.
I have
found them specially useful in cases of
i\mgestion of
the kidneys, as well as in bilfans
derangements,
Kkv. .1. Mu.'mcic, M. A.
Rector to the Duke of Edinburg.
as a

L. S. Consulate, Manchbhtrk, End., Nov. 8, 1882
Gentlomeu:—Since writing to you oi the great
benefit 1 hail derived from taking “Hop Bitters,'-’ 1
gave a friend a bottle, who lmd been suffering much
from dyspepsia and sluggish liver, and tire ohaugo
was marvelous; he
appeared another being altogether.
lie had tried several other remedies without
1 oould name over a dozen other miany benefit
raculous cures.
Arthur C. Hall, Consular Clerk.

85 New ami Elegant Styles l'assementerles, in plain, sutln and beaded, corded, liralded unit leaf patterns, making
in all the most complete assortment
ever shown in this city, in all the different prices from 25 cents to $3.50.

00 dlffcren styles of Ornaments, all
nuw, In the hi aided, headed and satin,
III all colors, and lilark. Also full line
of Trimming braids, in all colors and

black.

DEPARTMENT.

110 choice patterns Ulurk d'rlmmlng
Luce, in Hand Itun and < limit illy Spanish, Satin uud Oipure, Esciirlal and all
thu new styles, In prices varying from
111 couts to $3.25 per yard.
100 new putterns White Laces. This is* My Corsets, Uloves and Underwear,
Swiss and Nainsook Edges, speak for
the ch ieest assortment of new patterns to be found in Die city, at prices
themselves, and only call for a peisonul Inspection to satisfy all.
ranging from 8 cents to $2.50 per yd.

HAMMOCKS
In all Styles and Colors.

pers.

It

New Vork treated herself to a Democratic L» gislature last year, and has $2,-100,000
added to her taxes this year in consequence.

Democratic administrations are as expensive
as strawberry festivals iu
February, and are
to be

patronized

as

sparingly.

The Pennsylvania Legislature has rejected prohibition this year, and the Philadel
phia Record predicts that the question wilj
be the important issue in the next election
of a Legislature for that State.
The aggregate expression of
army reunions is

thought

to

the various
be

The Cleveland Leader belitves that some
politicians are going to be -surprised
within a year to find bow great the popularity and political power of the man from
Maine still is.
of the

Sf.xator Camerox will not set his foot
upon his native heath again until late in the
fall, and if it turns out that European air
and scenes are doing him actual
good, he
may not return for years.
—"

•

"■

Gladstoxe is given to chopping, Salisbury to tennis, Northcote to croquet, For?,
ter to whist, and Churchill to chess.
Not a
marble nor a base ball player in the lot.

ing

Magazine Notices.
The current issue of The Continent gives
fresh evidence that this prosperous
youug
periodical is maintaining its position as an
important element in illustrated magazine
literature. The weekly numbers for tbmontb, thus bound together, form a hand
some magazine of 160 pages, with 70 illuttra'
tions of a high grade. Among the leading
illustrated articles biography is represented
by Miss Blake’s article on the great Hungarian artist, Mnnkacsy, and Mr. Cleveland's
interesting personal sketch of the late Alexander H. Stephens; travel, by the By-ways
of Utah, and A Summer at Magog Lake; art
by Mrs. Poole’s A Lesson from Japan. There
are short stories and articles by Elizabeth
Stuart Phelps, Joaquin Miller, Helen Campbell, Mary N. Prescott, and others; eleven
poems, of which three are beautifully illustrated, by Elaiu e Goodale, Geo. W. Bungay,
Mary A. Sawyer, and others; and interesting instalments of Bhoda Broughton's Belinda and Judge Tourgee’s Hot Plowsbans,
which is now brought to a conclusion. The
variety aod excellence of The Continent’s
bill of fare is well represented in this attrac.
tive issue.

The art work of The Continent
deserves more than a passing mention in

creditable showing it
makes in the illustration of these articles!
which are embellished with some of the best
magazine illustration that has been done.
The engraved portraits of Munkacsy and”
Stephens are in the very best style of the
graver’s art, and are from the hands of Henry Yelten and John Filtner. Munkacsy’s
wonderful skill as a painter Is represented

connection with the

time.

The

F. Bell.
From Uev. ,1. C. Boyce, M. A.
Oct. 80, 1882.
81**:—.1 have lately finished my first bottle
Hop Bitters.
After having for many Years
suffered ecutelp from rhtumaUe
gout (inherited) I
feel so much
bettsr, and can walk so much more
freely, should like to continue the use of it. 1
write to ass how many bottles
you will let me have
tor LI, so that l may always have some in stock.
from Old

Bop Litters Co.

Irelnnil.

Dublin, Nov. 22.1882.

GentlemenYou may be interested to learn that
of tho most eminent Judges on tho Irish bench
(a customer of mine) highly approves of your Hop
Bitters, having received great benefit from their
us»T. T. Holmes, Chemist.
one

Alexandria Palace.

London, End.. April 18 1882 f
Hop Bitters a most wonderful medical combination, healthful, blood-purifying, and strengthening. I can, from analysis as we 1 as from medical knowledge, highly recommend them as a valuable family medicine.
Barbara Wallace Gothard, Supt.
1 lmd

Norwich, Eng., June 20,1882.

To the Bop Litters Co.

Gentlemen:—Having
many years
biliousness, accompanied with sickness aud
dreadful headache (being greatly
fatigued with over work and
long hours at business), I lest all enerand
gy, strength
appetite. I was advised by a
suflered

for

from

friend in whom I had seen such beneficial
to try Hop Bitters, and a few bottles have

effects
quite al-

From

KATZEXnACHHOF,

Hon Bittert Co.-

Germany.
GKKJIAXV, An*. 28. 1881.

Dear Sirs:—1 hare taken yotu most precious essence Hop Bitters—ami I can
already, alter so short
a time, assure you that I feel much better than I
have felt for mouths.
1 have had, during the course of fear
years, three
times an inflammation of the kidneys. The
last, in
January, 1880, was the worst; and I took a lot of
medicine to cure the same, in oonsequeuc* of which
my stomach got terribly weakened. I Buffered from
enormous pains, had to hear great torments
when
taking nourishment, had sleepless nights, but none
of the medicine was of the least nse to me.
Now, in
consequence of taking Hop Bitters, these imius and
inconveniences have entirely left me, I have a g.iod
night's rest, and am sufficiently strengthened for
work, while I always had to lav down during the
day, and this almost every hour. 1 shall think it
my duty to recommend the Bitters to all who suffer,
for I am sure I cannot thank the Lord
enough that
I came across your preparation, and 1
hope Ho will
maintain you a long time to come for the welfare of
suffering mankind. Yours very truly.

Paclixe Hai ssleb, Gebr.

Hosier.'f

From Portugal and Hpain.
Gentlemen:—Though not in tbe habit of praising
patent medicines, which tor tbe moat part are no'
only useless but Injurious, I have constantly used
Hop Bitters for the past four vears, in cases of indiration, diblllty, feebleness of constitution and in all
iseasea caused by poor or bad ventilation, want of
air and exercise, overwork and want of
appetite
with the most perfect success.
Iam the first who introduced your
Hop Bitters in
Portugal and 8pain, where they are now used very
Profession

TuT&Slw

drawings and engravings from
works, including a fullpage engraving of Milton Dictating Paradise
Lost to His Daughters, after the painting at
the Lenox Library, New York, probably one
of the finest originals by foreign artists in
the country, and subjects from Christ Before
Pilate, The Condemned and other paintings.
The illustrations of the Stephens article in.
elude two new portraits of the Georgia statesman, and drawings depicting many interest*
ing incidents in his career. The writer of
this article, Bev. H. W. Cleveland, of Atlanta, is Mr. Stephens’s appointed biographer
and literary executor, and prepared the article especially for Judge Tourgee with Mr.
Stephens’s consent. The concluding chapters of Judge Tourgee’s Hot Plowshares are
illustrated by A. B. Frost, whose figure
drawing is well known for Its fidelity and
strength. The announcement of Hot Plowshares In book-form accompanies its conclu-

Gentle
Women

The Bent

place

Baking Powder.

The best baking powder is made from pure
Cream of Tartar, Bicarbonate ot Soda, and a
small quantity of flonr or starch. Frequently
other ingredients are used, and serve a purpose
in reducing the cost and increasing the profits
of the manufacturer.
We give the Government Chemist’s analyses of two of the leading baking powders:
I have examined samples of "Cleveland’s
Superior Baking Powder” and "Royal Baking
Powder,” purchased by myself in this city, and
I find they contain:
Clevelands Nnprrior Baking

Powder.”

,‘Boyal Baking Powder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 percent,
equivalent to 110.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inches peroz. of Powder.
Note —The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid, hut subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE, Ph. D.
New Yoek, Jan’y 17th, 1881.
The above analyses indioato a preference for
"Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder," and
our opinion is,that it is the better preparation.—

opening

this

The Debt per capita im only #12.73
Below wo give the debt per capita of some other
cities In Ohio, as reported in the
S. census returns
of 1880:

Cincinnati.$38.20

Cleveland... 40 38
84.32
Columbus. 24.38
Dayton. 28.48

Toledo

Moulton
Woodbury &Exchange
Cor. Middle &

a

yery

BROTHERS.

j. B. Brown & Sons,
BANKERS,
218

shall

we

Offer for Sale
Maine I'entral
7m.
Portland and Kennebec
tfa.
tU
Andraaeoggin and Kennebec
Portland and Ogdeaaburg
tbt.
Pity of Portland.0*
...

a

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

as us

FRYING FISH

FOB

AND

OYSTERS

OLIVE BUTTER
has no ooual. It is more wholesome ami economical
than lard, and is free from the pungent odor usual
to cooking oils.

Portland
Us
Portland Water Co.
Us
Portland & Ogdeusburg
Us
5Iai e Central Consols
Us
Androscoggin 4c Kennebec
Leeds t Farmington
Us
Elizabeth
Us
Cape
•
St Louis
Us
•
Cincinnati. Ohio
7s
-Us
Akron, Ohio, School
Us
Youngstown. Ohio, School
and other Desirable Securities.

Krct-ption Hell.
TV\HURSDAY Evening Mav 31st., at 8 o’clock,
X Literary and Musical Entertainment Complimentary to Miss Helen Louise Coe. Headings by
Miss Coe, also Voeal ami Instrumental Selections by
the following well known artists: Mrs. W. P.
Chase, Soprano; Mrs. Ada Cary Sturgis, Contralto;
Mr. Will If. Stockbridge Tenor: Mr. D. C. Robinson, of Augusta, Baritone; Mr. Harvey Murray, Pianist.
Tickets 35

All
are

this

Spring.

Large

this Spring. Best makes and large assortment.
from 5 to 10 per cent, less than other dealers.

PORTLAND THEATRE
Frank

Curtts.Proprietor

COOK
containing
plication,
WAN
no23

ItDTCHBR’M MONK,
eod7C)t
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

First production in Portland of the great spectacu-

Exchange

eodtf

—

CO.,

BONDS.
Write

if yon

Dress Goods,

Brocades, Stripes, Polkas,

CEO. A. CAY &
499

CONGRESS

THE

Mortimer.Manager.

9IO.1D.tV, MAV 3*,
Every evening during the week and onr popular
matinee Saturday at 2.30.
First appearance of MB. MAM LANG and
Ml** SMM.I.V MHARI-K.
Initial bow of
MR.JAMKM B. ROi HE. A roaring afterpiece by the company. Our popular prices.

ay2S

dlw

BUSINESS CARDS.
H. M.

Our

prices

Nuns

STREET,

Veilings,

wish to buy
&

or

CO.,

Bankers, Chicago.

OF

and after

eod6m

—

AGENCY,

51 il-9

wholesale and Retail Dealer in

*

AIM k CUPAR
LANCASTEB BUILDING.]
C. O. axles,

FINE BEADY

NOBBY HATS!

elegant

Sale.

We keep many styles from which to
select. All widths from the narrowest
to the widest A A, A, B, C, SS, S, 31, F & D.

Children’s & Misses’
spring heel

boot*.

Children’s & Misses’

Gents,

BROWN,

oodtf

SHOa DEALER
421 Congress St.
SIGN OF THE G0L1) BOOT.
myl'.i
O

assortment of

Our

prices are

as

CITY

00033

HATS,

as

Poktlaxd, May 19, 1883.

To the Harbor Commissioners of
the City of Portland :
undersigned would respectfully ask permission to build a wharf from their land (formerly known as the Whipple property) in Cape Elizabeth, Ferry Village, into the tide water.
(Signed) LEWIS, CHASE & WHITTEN,

THE

Gentlemen’s Fine
Gentlemen’s Fine

the

COAL.
Domestic Coals

a

Specialty,

at

[
)

myl2

CITY TUBSHAL’S OFFICE.

Brown’s

HAD

8 to 28
Pantaloons 2 to
7

I'OKTI.AlVD

IIAINK

apl5dtf

Orders received by Telephone.

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the Use of the Knife.
WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harvard, 1842). and
ROBERT M. HEAD (M. D.t Harvard, 1870), 41
SomcrNH Hirrel, lloston, give special attention

to the treatment of FiWTUIdA. l*IIiKM AND
ALL DISBANKN OF TIIF
without detention from business. Abundant references given. Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Hours—12 to 4 o’clock P. M. (except Sun

KKCTUJTI,
feblOdlyr

ays)

Middl

Ladies’ Colored Rordee Handker-

PERSONAL.
HOItCItT A. DAVIS,
Private Detective Agency, ISO Middle Ml
Itoom I.
AH buBincBB confidential and promptly attended
CommuulcatlonB by mall will receive prompt
ma8eod2m*
attention.

chiefs,
Ladies’

Hemstitched

Handker-

Market

Square,

owner or

per cent.

6 GUARANTEED

J. M. DYER &
m»yl

uotUI

DUNUO

I

.

cod 2 m

MAPLE SUGAR!

1 have suffered from Scrofula about 17
years. Tbe
disease being moetly confined to tuy legs and ankles
my shin bones were covered with large flcers
and ONE MASS OF ROTTEN FLESH, AND THE ODOR
ALMOST VNIIEABAHLE.
All remedies and treatments which 1 tried failed to do me any
At
good
last I began taking S. S. S., continuing for about
four months, and l AM CERTAINLY WEI.L. I
took S. S. s. under the supervision of a
physician
of
fill
active
years’
practice,
by
your
order. 1'revions to taking S. S. S. 1 at times could
scarcely walk. Now, I can walk all day, and I
HAVE TO THANK S. S. S„ AND IT
ONLY. TOK MY
l're.
thus. McFarland,
54 Foundry St., Atlanta, Ua.

ECZEMA.
have taken with great benefit S. S. S. for a clear
of Eesoma. TUo ernptlon has
entirely disappeared, and 1 am well.
W..I. ROBINSON.
Member N. Ua. Conference, Atlanta, Ua.

lii'riuiliiins,
of Redding
■Mauls. Also Cabbage, Tomato,
Cauliflower and Celery I'lanls.

KENDALL
|

inayliti

us, and we will CURE
Write for the little book
to our standing.

see
as

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS REWARD will he
to any Chemist who w ill find on analysis of 10O
bottles S. S. S., one particle of Mercury, Iodide JPot a* si uni, or other mineral substance.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Proprietors,
Atlanta, Ua.V

|>aid

Price of Small SUte« $1.00.

MAPLE SUGAR!

SOLD MV

ALL

Largo Siae, $1.76

DBI

OOWTS.

STAThlw

may.: d

State of Maine.
Cocncil Chamber,
l
Augusta, May 7th, 1883. (

proposals will be received at the Office
of Supt. of Public Buildings, Augusta, until
SEALED
June
at It)

Friday,

o'clock A. M.,for furnish1st,
ing two new boilers for the State House, and necessary repairs upon heating apparatus.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and all bid*.
Information in regard to the plaus and specitioations will be given by the Supt. of Public Buildings.
A. F. CROCKETT,)
Committee on
Public Lands
C. C. CORNISH,
and Building*.

[

)

may9

dtjunel

will be received at the office of

Tierces,
IS Barrels.

Fargo Schooner Ex bee.
For sale low, in hot 1 anil duty paid by

Cousens & Tomlinson.
dl»~“may23

INSURANCE WORTH HAYING!
The old .Yluinal liil'e €'». of New York,
paid the large miimi of 9104,000 for Death
t'laiin* aad Katlowuenii the pant week.
Among which wnw n I*olicr for $l(H>0, on
the life of the late NYintbrop ©. t'obh of
thin S ily. for which wnn paid $|4£ti. nod
uo Premium** hare heen paid
thereoa for
■evernl year*. Aaotker on the life of the
late %% m. fc*» Dodge for S.lOl «, on w hich
win paid Ihr large nuui of 91 I,.’103.
niv24
otl LA

___e

PAINT!
Mlxetl Paints ready for use. Best WlilteLead in
the market. Colors,
Dry and in Oil. Alabastir.e for
tinting walls and ceilings. Varnishes, Oils, Brushes,
etc., For Sale By

H. H. HAY &

SON, Druggists,

Junction Middle and Free Streets.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

ap28

CL 0. HUDSON’S
13 MARKET
mar28

SQUARE.

iltf

Phaeton for Sale Cheap*
Can

ANI>, ina.lo liy Davbl Libby.
WHITNEY. SECOND-11
aegu at HAYES’ STABLE, I’luui street,
<l!lw

(odlm

LITTLEFIELD

Photographer
Fine Portraits

wa7

_

To Cintipcr* nn.t People <«oln« to
the
A CO„ having taken the .tore at
Island steamers’ landing, formerly occupied
*

I’iiiiMon, Verbenas,
and H large varlvty

CO.,

511 Congress Street.

nnimQ

cause

PROPOSALS.

9

If you doubt, come to
you, or charge .nothing!
tree. Ask any druggist

secured by First Mortgage.
Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank of
New York. If you wish an investment, whether
large or small which will he NAFG and profitable,
scud for circular giving Tull Information.
Gmeod
aprSl

prices.

to.

Connecticut

a

registered, described and licensed (for one
year) in the office of the City Clerk, and shall cause
it to wear around its neck a collar with the owner’*
name, and registered number.
It is my duty to cause all dogs to be destroyed
which shall be fauna at
large within the city without a collar, as required by the Ordinances.
BENJAMIN F. ANDREWS,
»prl9-dtf
City Marshal

SCROFULA

ease

STATU It INK COMMISSIONERS.

chiefs, 12 I-2 etS , worth 25 ets.
While Onilts $1.00, worth $1.25.
White guilts, fringed, 88 cents,
worth )jt l.oo.
5-8 Damask Napkins,$|.75,worth
$2.50.
3-1 Damask Napkins,$1-75.worth
$2.50.
Yard wide Printed Dress Cambrics
«l-4cts. AD enlarge and cliolee assortment of New Dress Goods, Laces,
Hosiery, Huttons, Notions &c. at very
low

town’ COMPANY

Incorporated under the laws of Connecticut, and
sublect to the Inspect ion of the

IO rents.

Dogs.

Ordinances of the City require that every
THE
keeper of dog shall annually
it to be

FOR SEVENTEEN YEARS!

MIDDLESEX BANKING

Whart

of

355 Puncheons,

Spring Suits

PORTJjAN'D

Street,

Keepers

St. Kitts Molasses,

Prices.

322 Comm rcial

Portland.

of

CHOICE

I

(.Lowest Market

Monday, May 28,

The committee reserve the right to reject any or
all bids.
Portland, Me., May 28, 1883.
my28dtd

is consistent with

470 CONGRESS ST.,

St.eodSni

on

m.

ALLEN & COMPANY,

E. N. PERRY,
Middle

on

at 3 o'clock p. m.,
when all parties interested” may be heard, and that
a notice of the above petition together with this our
order thereon be given by publication for seven
days in two of the daily papers published in Portland.
JACOB McLELLAN, 1 Harbor
CHARLES MERRILL, CommisC.
H. FARLEY.
my21dtd
sioners.

designated

Committee on Public Buildings
Mayor by
Thursday. June 7, 1883, at 13 ..’clock m. for
the remodelling of the Chestnut street school house
Plans and specifications maybe examined at the
office of Charles 11. Kimball, Architect, 180V4 Middle street.
The building must be examined attar 4 o’clock p.

manu-

from.

All llie Latest novelties in 1'OIJNO
IllliNT*.* SOFT HATS.

a

a

CJ EAI.F.D proposals
the

GOODS.

Spring

Poktlaxd, May 19,1883.

foregoing petition it is ordered: That
that
ON ordered
the property
bearing be held

on

Gentlemen’s Fine Spring Oversacks# 10 to #27

1,1‘"’Sj®

Patents promptly and
jul2dtf

ADVERTISEMENTS^

SJtho

MADE CLOTHING

low

business relating to
executed.

Proposals.

OUR STYES ARE CORRECT--OUR FITS EXCELLENT

“Round Top,”
“Nqiiurc Top,”
“Wide Brims,” in Brown,
Blue Black and Drab.

—

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

fcy^All
faithfully

To Owners or

CO.,
BROWN.

o»

—

i

WANTED

Briggs,

American &. Foreign Patents,

YOUTHS’#
BOYS’
all th
yoor tronbleeome feet, »onr coma, bunions and
ingrowing naila perfectly fitted.

H. L.'Jokes.

Haskell,

d6m

City

Manufac-

Corner

finely made, which we have recently
factured and placed on our counters.

FOR-

B. F.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

Hay 19th.

BOOTS AND SHOES
Special

at the

ATTENTION

in called to the

oixttt

245

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND.
feb8

<jb2

This Special Sale to continue for ten days only.
This Special Sale refers to Ladies’ Curacoa Kid
Button only. Please call and examine our goods
and get our prices. You who have but little money
•
are invited to buy your

Boots in

IftdiTON

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

FESSENDEN,

Real Estate and insurance

Curacoa Kid Button,

GENTLEMEN

Street.

line assortment to *cle

my28dtd

LYCEUM THEATRE.
Fred

Mtate,

ns

BABY

Sale of seats commences Wednes-

WANTED—20 young ladies and 50 young men.
Apply to stage manager, Thursday, 10 a. m., Portland Theatre.

inarlOdtf

cago.

JUMBO

Usual prices.
day, May 30.

H. M.32 PAY80NStreet.
& CO.,
apl7

Scenery, Gorgeous

pretty Amazons.

Herbert G.

assortment

all new.
2— $1.00 Colored Silks and 50 cent Summer Silks.
3— Parasols. Special attention is called to these.
4.—“Triplex” Corsets at 95 cents; “Zelda” at 50 cents.
tured expressly for us.

OI'PONITlt PHEHIJ! IIOt'flF.

a

Manager.

TWO NIGHT* OSLV,
and f-iaturday Evening*.
June 1 and 2, 1**3.

Friday

BABY

Special Sale

Corduretts, Cashmeres, etc.,

ItOOKN,

valuable recipes and instructions how to
use OLIVE BUTTER by the Principal of the Philadelphia Cooking School, MAILED FREE upon hjk

and

ENGAGEMENT EXTBAOROlNARY.

SPECIALS THIS WEEK.
1— Black

Latest Styles,.

at

A Strong Dramatic Company and
lite Eive Elephant,

Ecbool boots.

Oil Jllsses’niid Children’* School
Boot*, we think we exeel.
Repairing of all kind* done nt
short notice.

e

sale

On

my20ST*Tlw

at the door.

Congress

Cloak'Rooms of GEO. A.

new
new

new

de minds it

made
Bool*,
by ( ouch &
[Wlsner.

In all tv

cts, Reserved, GO eta.

Stockbridge's, and

CLOTHIERS.
TEJ1 DAYS ONLY!! J¥o.
470
St.

Purchasers of Carpetings will find it greatly to their advantage to
our stock before purchasing elsewhere.
We have no old styles.

We also have a full line of Ueuis’
Clo li Top Bntton Oxford*, and
Tie*. If a Lady want* ease
and ion I on tor (lie i'eel
lei her try a pair of
our Eland Served
Creneli Kid

BSP**5'

did

with all its wealth of
Costumes and 50

inspect

specialty of

CHILDREN'S

Sale of scats Friday, May 25.

ual.

my’24

We OFFER for SALE

mar 6

d3t

For the above goods visit the
Every Garment
and Lowest Prices in Portland.

this Season.

Young

eodif

on

Hand Sewed Goods,

—

Prices

ble rate*.
dec 14

PRESTON, KEAN

may 28

much finer

apro

Exciting Scenes.

sell.

mm BROTHERS & BANCROFT.

before.

Congress

sails!

FRANK E. AIKEN as TERIIT'
MISS ROSE WILSON as CHRYSTAL.

and other first-cl ass bonds and stocks.

—

CENTS’

480

Thrilling

success.

The YYreck of the Nantucket.
The Pretty Home Picture.
Terry, Chryslal and the Haby.

and
Municipal
ttchool Bonds bought and sold.
Special
attention given to bonds cf large cities and

at prices never before offered
in this city, in all grades from
75c to $4.90 per yard.

SLIPPERS,

We propose to make

Now 111 the 4th year of its unparalleled

...

Government,

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

Locality and Trade

HEARTS of OAK

Wholesale and Retail

SIOES
ever

Street,

bought and sold on commission (or cash or on
margin. Deposits received. 4 per cent, allowed on
daily balauces. Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
the N. Y. Mining Stock Exchange, The National Petroleum Exchange, N. Y. Produce Exchange and
the Chicago Board of Trade. Private wire to Chi-

m

BOOTS.
than

Middle

(NEXT IXXJB TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton and Petroleum

BLACK SILKS

CAY & CO.

&

«»o<Df

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

aotftf

with

Sts.

dec30

IMNKINO HOUSE

Season.

season

James A.

Debt,.#103,000

OPENED TODAY.

Cream ol Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour

Available carbonic acid gas 12.01 per cent,
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas por oz.
of Powder.

aro

Grand Scenic and Dramatic Kvent.
Herne’s

Canton Is one of the growing cities of Ohio; the
county neat of Stark county and a railroad centre,
The debt Is less than three per cent of assessed
valuation.

—

OpeninG LAO IES’OUTSIDE GARMENTS
Wo

I.‘1,000.

....

197 IVlfddSe Street.

Stock of

......

.#0,834,130
Ammemmrd Valuation,
■teal V al«.«lion,..# 14*000,000
Total

counties!

THE
HATTER

The

and establishes anew its claim to a
among the best illustrated magazines.

J

open FIFTY PIECES of

Who want glossy, luxuriant
and wavy tresses of abundant,

beautiful Hair must use
LYON’S KATI1AIKON. This
elegant, eheap article always
makes the Hair grow freely
and fast, keeps it from failing
out, arrests and cures grayness, removes dandruff and
itching, makes the Hair
strong, giving it a curling
tendency nnd keeping it in
any desired position. Beautiful, healthy Hair is the sure
result of using Kathairon.

Monday and Tuesday, May 28 and 2#

Population...

~

MONDAY, May 28th,

COE*

Our

Bewake! of the vile, poisonous whiskey
bitters with the word “Hop” in their name,
sold in violation of the U. S. Law,
by evildoers on the credit of Hop Bitters—the best
of medicines, which have a green cluster of
hops on the white label, and sold by all
druggists and the Hop Bitter9 M’fg. Cc,
Rochester, X. Y.

BONDS.

g between Oak Ac Green
dtf

EASTMAN

Kid to
the heaviest Calf Gloves in all colors and kinds.
Goods delivered in
Peering, Cumberland Mills and
Saccarappa, free of charge.

for the

Manager.

TWO NIOIITS ONLY.

HENRY CLEWS &

lightest weight

roy26_

St

Proprietor

5 1-2 Per Cent

-or

GLOVES

Yours very truly,
Bakox DbFonte Bella.
dc chemie et de Pharmac'-e, Coimbra

university, Coimbra, PortugaL

■

all

on

:-:BJLACK SILKS

Ladies’ Bonnet, Zinc, Leather, Patent Excelsior, “Crystalized Zinc,”
Sole Leather and Canvas Trunks.

§

extensively.

wyV8

TRUNKS
AND
BAGS.

from the

a

FRANK 6O0DY

Broadway ami Young Gent’s,
only $:LOO and exchange.

restored me to better health than ever.
I have also recommended it to other friends and am
pleased to add with the like result. Every claim
you make for it I can fully endorse, and recommend
it as an incomparable tonic.
F. W. Frrr.
Yours, faithfully,
tered and

numerous

Continent. Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps’s story, John True’s Decoration Day,
is one of her best, and will awaken at this
memorial season much of the old spirit—not
of animosity against the foe, but of tenderness for the brave and suffering soldier—
which Is one of the most valuable legacies of
the war. Altogether, this number of The
Continent marks an advance in the direction
toward which It has been steadily tending,

very bail tonu

remain so till this
ago (luce 1 was bad.

his most celebrated

sion in

a

was quite cured, and
IS now throe mouths

The

postoffice department expects a $3,000,000 surplus this year, hut looks for none
after the two cent stamp takes effect.

troubled with

long time, and tried many things
some"Hop Bitters,” and on tak-

gradually

crystalizing into the idea that the ablest
gene-al of the war was Abraham Lincoln.

SILK
HATS.

Enu,. Aug. 18,1882.
Colchester,
was

Gentlemen:—1

Frank Cnrtla,

lar success

discount of IO per cent
purchases this week only.

lietnember,

#

London, Eng., Bept. 1,1882.

100 dozen Schopper’s full regular finish*
ert feet, reduced from 37 1-2 cents to
25 cents; the No. “55” stumped on
every pair. Itcmemlier, these are his
IInest make, not 24, 27, 30 or 33, but
the regular No. 55. Also, 25 dozen No.
48 full regular finished feet, at 20
cents, 1 lot, 25 dozen, No. 1800, Pin
stripe, full regular finish d feet, 24
ceuls. Also, 1 lot, No. 1001, worthy
of special notice, at 37 1*2 cents. l>o
not fail to Inspect the tine wearing
quality and elegant colors, ranging
in price from 37 1*2 ceuls upward.
The assortment of Infants’, Children’s,
Misses’ and Ladles’, iu cotton, lisle
thread and silk. Is full and complete
In all Ihe new shade*.

ORNAMENTS.

LACE

PORTLAND THEATRE

FOR SALK BY

HOSIERY.

We have lots of specialties in Straw
and Light Hats this Spring. We
have the South American and Cuban Hats made from the French
Palm, which are very lignt weight
and white; also the latest high
crown Pearl Semi Stiff lints.

plowed to testify to the good o Hoots of your
A
Hop Hitters.” Have been surtoriujr u long lime
with severe pain in the left side and across the
lotus, and having tried a number of so-called retu
edies without any benefit. 1 am glad to
acknowledge
the great relief l have obtained from
your utediCUieChaulks Watson,

1100 choice slyles ami colors, all new
(Ills Spring. Small ami large sizes to
match in all the different styles and
colors, at prices from 8 ceuls upward.
Itcmemlier, tills Is unquestionably
the best line ever shown iu Portland.

MENT.

B'liou*

I'roui

Ut-reivrd.

give

a discount of 10 percent from the regular
marked prices for this week only.
TRIMMING DEPARTBUTTONS.

SOFT
AND
STIFF
HATS.

to

CITY of CANTON, OHIO

Owing t«> the marked success of my last week’s sale, and in order to
reduce n»y slock, I shall continue through this week my great
N|u>clul Male of Trimmings, Ornaments, knees. Bullous,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear uud Corsets.

I shall

ENTERTAINMENTS.

FINANCIAL._

10 PER CENT DISCOUNT.

LIGHT,

world-wide renown is not
received!; it is famous
by reason of its inherent virtues. It does all that is
claimed for R. It discharges its curative powers
without any of the evil effects of other bitters or
medicine, being perfectly safe and harmless for the
moat frail womau, smallest child and weakest invalid to use. Few are the homes indeed whero the
great discovery has not already|boeu hailod as a deliverer and welcomed as a friend. It does what others affect to do.
Composed of simple materials, it
is a marvel of delicate and successful combination.
ble medicine known.

|

of indigestion for a
in vain until 1 got

by

MISCELLANEOUS_

subject of absurd and
outrageous falsification by some of the pa-

please to remember it,—is the
^ Uall’i Journal of Uoalth.
New York writer states the case.

and

NEW

it

_

person

are both sacred, aud the
pageantry which
few of them see hut the splendor of which
will come to all their ears, will seem not a
whit too magnificent for the greatest occa-

office and Demo-

iu

crats out, no matte- how many Democrats
may be President, and it quotes the 22 just
published rules, to prove that it speaks tru

I

be

iUl

a

speoially,

OPPOSITE FtLHOlTII HOTEL
.Portland Mo-

J»o«

dcodll

by Brackett & Co., propose t keep a full and emu
mete stock of flrsi-claFs .Moats and Groceries at rh*.
lowest market prices. Fruits and Green Qoodi
their season. Goods delivered at houses on Peak’s
Island aftor the tlrst of dune free of expense.
LITTLEFIELD A 00,
No. 11 Custom House Wharf.
Order Boxes on all the boats.
mylfi-eodlw

©cortie II.

Hatley,

D. V. S.

H

Surgeon, Residence and
No. 1 Pi«e corner of State streets, Portland,
VETERINARY
Maine.

office

iuayl4d2w*

THE GREAT RACE.
TUESDAY

MORMStt,

MAY 20.

THE

THE PRB8B.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depot* of N. G,
Fessenden, Marquis, Bruneil & Co,. Armstrong,
Wentworth, Hodsoon, Robert Costello, Gilpatriok,
Jewett, Rose, McFarland, Watson, strange, Stimson, Gould, Peterson, Lauagan, Shehan, Boston &
Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros..on all trains
that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Oo,!
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co,
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan,
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Biddoford, F. M. Burnham.
A. Ij. Jollorson.
Brunsw ick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damartiscotta, K. w. Dunbar,!! ]
Freeport, W, A. Mitchell.

Fryetmrg,

see

Post.

Nervous Prostration and SleeplessJ. K. Foy & Co.,
ness, call ou
my29eodtf
379J Congress Street.
Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
Clairvoyant Physician and Surgeon, will
visit Portland on Wednesday, May 30th, remaining two days only, and examine all who
may call ou him free of charge, at Falmouth
Hotel. Dr. Fitzgerald is meeting with re.

myiodtd

For Asthma, Neuralgia, Rheumatism and
all Lung troubles use the Pine Hygienio Mattress.
Price 88, 80 and 810. J. H. Ganbert,
Manufacturer and
Proprietor, 199 Middle

mylldtf

‘‘How do you do?” said Jones meeting Smith
this morning.
"Well, I'm well since using

Cough Balsam,”

was

the

reply.
J otting3.

The Masons and Knights] of Pythias will
take par; in the Fourth of July parade.
It is
said that Post Bosworth and the Odd Fellows
will not parade.
Several members of tho committee on fire
department went to Old Orchard yesterday to
witness the trial of the new steam engine purchased by that town.
The engine arrived
there Saturday.

Tbe Portland Light Infantry will bear in
mind tonight the meeting to make arrangements for the celebration of the SOth

anniver-

sary.
The regular weekly meeting of the committee of the city government on Fourth of July
celebration, will be held this week on Thurs-

day evening.
Cold, foggy

and showery j esterday, with
thunder and lightning. Mercury 34° at sunrise, 58° at noon, 55° at suusi ; wind east.
Cleared off at night.
A lad named Springer injured his cose severely while playing ball, Saturday.
A barrel of sugar fell ou Robert McDoffey
yesterday morning, injuring him severely. Dr.
Palmer attended him.
George C. Moore, head clerk at Carter
Brothers, has accented an offer to become fore,
man in a room at the Waltham watch fac-

tory.
Portland Commandery has voted to go to
Lake Maranocook with their ladies, Jnne 23dThe Portland and Rochester is laid with steel
rails from Portland to Cumberland Mills.
Ira T. Woodbury of thia city has entered the
bay gelding Tom Keeler in the free-for-all race
at Kenosa Park,
Haverhill, Wednesday.
Stephen Gowen of Biddeford entered the bay
gelding Camors in the same class.
Subscribers to the purchase of the fine crayon
portraits of the late Hon. I. Washburn, Jr., by
Hern, may hand tbe amount of their subscriptions to Mr. H. W. Bryant, Librarian of the
Maine Historical Society, at No. 218 Middle
The names of the donora will

be

in-

scribed upon the back of the portrait.
Schooner Julia Ward of Provineetown, was
recently taken into the dry dock, drawing 15A
feet of water with her full cargo of 790 tons of
ice, and had a leak stopped and vessel out of
dock in twenty-four hours.
Chamberlain’s Condition.
Tbe Boston Journal says: “Disccnraging
notice of tbe condition of President Chamber
lain of Bow-Join College which appeared in a
Gen.

Au
interview
Boston paper is erroneous.
with his surgeon, Dr. J. H. Warren, elicits the
fact that there ia not to be a third operation,
and there was hardly a second one, unless the
renewing of a few stitches in his restored parts
can be considered as each. The opening has
healed all bat one eighth of an inch, and this
The General has also
is rapidly closing.
marked gain in nervous
shown a very
strength, and will be able to leave Boston the
last of this week, the only restriction placed
upon him being that of refraining from mental
labor for some days.
Bridgton High School.
The members of the Alumni Association of
Bridgton High School are to have their first
decennial reunion on Friday, Jnne 8th, 1883,
with the following programme:
Address of Welcome—George A.

Barker,

Naples.
Oration—Frank W. Davis, Hiram.
Poem—Alvin D. Holmes, Brunswick.
Toastmaster—O. E. Cook, Bridgton.
This school was established ten years ago
and.the Alumni now number one hundred
without including the graduating class.
Real Estate Transfers.
The'following transfers of real eetate in thia
county have been recorded at tbe Registry of
Deeds:

Cape Elizabeth—Kinsman Atkinson
tie E. Hunneweli, lot of land.

Hat-

to

Gorbarn—Susan J. Ward to Walker B. Parker, land and buildings.
Deering—Deering Land CmnpaDy to Cyrus
T. Parker, lot of iaod.
Bridgton—.Joseph I., Wales to Snmuer C.
Davis, lot of land.
Falmomb- Joseph S. Hobbs, Mary A. Patten to Charles E Clifford, land and buildings.

Semi-Annual Dividends.
The following dividends are payable in Bos
ton on and after June 1st:
DtviAmount,
.June
deeds.
Companies.

the canvas, or,
the liability of
the boat to lose stiffness was inoreaseil. With
a jack-knife this fault was soon remedied, and
about 4.30 o’clock Kenuedy put on his rowing
clothes and walked down to the beach near
the steamboat landiug, where hts boat was
lauuehed. He was followed by a largo crowd
of spectators, who freely commented among
themselves upon his phjsical development
and condition for racing.
He rowed away
towards Lynn with a stroke of 38 to the minsteam was

uio, ami

Neuralgia,

street.

was

generated under
more properly, oiled linen, and

ed,

Pure Pino Palmlne.
For tbe real Florida Pine bedding, for the
core of Astnma, Rheumatism, Hay Fever,

Brief

Boston Herald gives a very inof the practice of the rival
scullers at the beach Sunday and a chat with
Kennedy, from which we take tho following:
SUNDAY'S PRACTICE.
Hanlan and Kennedy improved tlioir time
at Point of Pines Sunday, and launched their
shells in the forenoon and afternoon. Hanlan

188.J

Juue,

account

necessary, inasmuch as it permitted the space
inside to beoome damp, when, on exposure of
the boat to the sun, tho covering became heal-

Notice—The Cemetery Gates.
Plants—W. C. Sawyer & Co.
To Let—Store.
Yearly Meeting of Friends.
Attention— Knights.
For Sale- Grooery Store.
Around the World.

Adamson’s Botanic

Yesterday’s

teresting

with a walk of about l.J miles, and at 3.30 was
in his boathouse prepared for another row
Davis had discovered in Kennedy’s boat a
fault of construction In tho natnro of a bulk'
head, which he thought unscientific and un-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Lisle Gloves -Rines Bxos
The Senator Shirt—Poratio Staples.
White Gloves—Owen, Moore & Co.
Notice is Hereby Given
Memorial Day—Portland A Rochester.

Street, Portland.

Rowing.

of about five miles lu the forenoon. Dinhad about 2 o’clock, and directly afterward Hanlan took a walk of about three miles
at a moderate paoe.
Kennedy was satisfied

TO* OAY

markable success.

What Kennedy Thinks of the Match and

ner

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES,
Pure Pino Pahnine,

Ice-Curtis cfc Soule.
For Sale—Store.
Our Nation’s Dead—Bosworth

THEIR

row

*iu*r Pa(je.]

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

AT

steady

CITY AND VIClNirY.
[For Other Local Matter

SCULLERS
PRACTICE.

took a long row early in the day,
making a
circuit arouud the shore to Saugus and
Lynn,
and also pulling over the three-mile course.
He estimated that he covered
altogether about
15 miles. Kennedy took a hard and

R. C. Harmon.
E. H. Evans.
Farmington, 1). H. Know! ton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & On,
Hallow ell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chamber & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S.'L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old OroliArd Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. JolliMM,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Ardrew*,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Go*,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaveu, II. M. Roberts.
WaldolK>ro, G. Bliss,
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

Falrtield,

—

RIVAL

Ropi

me

pace

up

uuiu

tntt

BtroKes

could scarcely be counted by the flash of tbo
blades iu the sun. He returned, rowing against
the tide, with a stroke which varied from 34
to 89 a minute, yet he kept good motion on
ltis boat, and bis rowing satisfied his friends
aud himself.
Directly after Kennedy stepped
ashore Hanlan made preparations to lauch his
boat, and he was soon spinning away towards
tho Nahant shore at a stroke of 34 to the minute. After rowing out about three-quarters of
a mile he returned and went over the
prescribed coarse of three miles, on which he will
row next Wednesday.
He had Intended to
confine his afternoon exercise to walking, but,
as Kennedy was determined to
row, and the
water and weather were acceptable,
Hanlan
could not resist the desire to get afloat. He
must have rowed 20 miles iu both his
practice
spins yesterday. The severe work cf the day
over, the men rested about au hour, aud thou
had supper, followed by a short walk.
It is
very probable that the referee will be choseu
today or tomorrow. If the men cannot agree
on a suitable person for the
position, the stakeholder will appoint a referee on Wednesday.
A CHAT WITH KENNEDY.

John A. Kennedy was waiting for Davis and
O’Donnell to attach a slide and rowing boots to
his paper boat before he wont out to take a
four mile row, when he aud the writer took
seats on a carpenter’s bench and engaged iu a
minute conversation.
•‘How did you come to make this match with
Hanlan?” was asked.
“It was not a new idea or suggestion to me,”

ten

answered Kennedy. “Three years ago a number of my friends wanted to back me against
Hanlan, and I bad great difficulty in resisting
their importunities. At that time I supposed
I would have many chances to mako matches
with scullers of lesser note, and once or twice
I had almost closed negotiations. Last August
you will recollect, I authorized the Herald to
state that I would row Charles E. Courtney a
of three miles for 51300 to 53000 a side,
and I remarked that, while I did not think i*
quite fair to challenge Lee, Riley aud others
race

with whom I had been campaigning, if they
desired to challenge me I would raw them for
money than 51300. Well, as you know,
Courtney would not accept my offer, and at
that time the other scullers did not care to row
me or were not in position to consider my
suggestion. After the Point of Pines and Massabesic races last fall, my backer came here and
negotiations for a match with Hanlan were
less

opened. Indeed,

went so far that 51000
a siue was staked as a preliminary
deposit with
the aquatic editor of the Boston Herald. Subsequently, when Mr. Hanlan was taken in
charge by Mr. Duryea, as his backer, these
stakes were withdrawn, and formal negotiations were resumed in Xew York. The J5000
is all up and we are to row for it. As to the
result of the race I have only this to sapI
know how fast I am goitg, and I think I can
row three miles at a pace satisfaelor
to myself, at least. I recognize fully Mr. Iranian's
a
ability as sculler. It is a question with me
whether Mr. Hanlan has been folly exteuded
in any race he has ever rowed. But conditions
vary in every contest. Sometimes, when two
scullers haye rowed very hard for a mile or so
both may be on the point of stopping from
sheer exhaustion, and it the man who stops
first should have kept ou for two or three more
strokes, his opponent, though with a length cr
half a length the best of the race, wonld have
ceased rowing; but the man in the lead, encouraged by his competitor’s distress, gets new
life and strength,
and soon what at first
threatened to be a bad defeat for him changes
>nto what the public conclude is a hollow victory. Very few have any idea of the pluck
and determination necessary for a close race.
Every stroke taken when an oarsman is on the
point of exhaustion seems like pulling a ton,
and, every time he pails himself up to the
stretcher on the recover, it seems as if be bad
expended the last ounce of energy that was in
him.”
How far can a sculler row at his hardest
pace before rowing nimself out?”
“That depends on the man, the boat he
A good man, woll boated
uses, the rig, etc.
and in good condition, can, if be desires, row
himself to a standstill in a quarter of a mile,
D'd you ever realize the strain ou a sculler in
a hard race?
Every stroke means a lift of
from 100 to 300 pounds dead weight. Now,
allow 200 pounds for each stroke, 36 strokes a
minute and 20 minutes (which is very fast) for
three miles, and what do we get? Why, a lift
of 2700 pounds a minute and 144,000 pounds in
a 3-mile race.
Perhaps you can figure out
how bard a sculler works in his preparations
for a race, by summing up what amount of
lifting he is obliged to do, and what the equivalent that would be in lifting coal.”
In which of your races were you obliged to
row the hardest?”
‘‘The hardest race I remember to have rowed was with Jim Riley at Owasco lake. He
reached the turning stake ahead of me, and I
had a very hard stqrn chase to the finish. The
Dext hardest was with Plaisted and Frencby
Johnson at Silver lake. At Barrie, also, when
Riley rowed the “dead heat’ with Hanlan, we
all straggled hard. I finished well up with
them in that race,”
“Have you any other matches on hand beside that with Hanlan?”
‘‘No, I have not; and I doubt very much
that I will ever row another match race. The
preparation takes too ranch time, the work is
very bard, and the cost of training is no small
consideration. Many people have an Idea that
boat races ought to be as free as the water on
which they are rowed. Admission to horse
races and other sports
may be as high ss the
public will willingly pay, but boat races—well,
I suppose the idea of free exhibitions is the
outcome of the free regattas on Charles river
If oarsmen had
aDd elsewhere.
received
more consideration and .encouragement, there
would be less cause to question the honesty of
their races. I look In future for better rowing and greater confidence In oarsmen than
there have been in the past, because the pnblic
have begun to appreciate what it costs to be a
scalier, and how short a time a man has to remain in the business as a professional.”
matters

KENNEDY’S ROUTINE.
The

daily

routine

of

Kennedy’s training

life is as follows; Rising at 8 o'clock in the
morning, he breakfasts at 8 ."10. fie is not a
strict disciplinarian in dieting, bat believes in
eating snch nourishing food as the stomach
For breakfast he usually begins with
craves.
fruit; next a dish of eatmeal porridge; then
two lamb chops or mutton chops, with French
fried potatoes, breakfast rolls and a cup of tea.
A walk of about a mile and a half at a moder-

follows, and,after a sborl|r(St be makes
hU appearance at the boathonse, Where be
finds his friend Davis and the Portland boat
builder O'Donnell, the latter of whom is roost
ate gait

JjJJJ

zealous and watchful in tho care of Kennedy's
boats. Usually, Davis and McDonald are engaged, when Kennedy appears, in making
some improvement in the racing boat, often of

Presentation.
Sunday afternoon at the close of the school
exercises at Plymouth church the retiring
superintendent, Mr. Geo. M. Seiders, was presented by the school with two very handsome
pictures, through Mr. N. G. Cummings, in a

infinitesimal benefit, but some times quite important., and invariably an improvement. As
soon as lie lias attired liimself in racing costame, Kennedy takes bis sculls under his arm
and awaits the launching of Ids shell from the
float. The slide, the oarlocks, the stretcher,
the rowing boots and the sculls are examined
by Dsvis, two or three strokes aro pulled by

1883.

Calais, Me., to, 1891..•*
1388.i
Lewiston, Me City
Lewiston, Me., »Ss, principal.—
Maine s. Op, .June. 188JJ.3
Poit. C’y Cs. ’90, K. K.3
Port. 0. 6s, ’87, bld’g .•*

* 3,000

sn'orin
°0>000
3,000
■’•7W

appropriate speech to which Mr. Seiders
happily responded. One of the pictures was a
very

crayon and the other a pastel.
Mr. E. T. Hatch, for eight years with
Neally, Miller & Co., Lewiston, has made an
eagagement with Geo. C. Shaw & Co., ConThe Lewiston firm together with
gress street.
several of their clerks made Mr. Hatch a prechain on his departui*
sent of an elegant gold
for

Portland Saturday.
Pereonal.
Hamlin of Maine is

Ex-Senator
valuable library

and

curiosities

giving his
to

art

museums.

The junior Dion Boucicault essayed the part
of Danny Mann in the “Colleen Bawn” in
New York Saturday night, and is said to have

succeeded admirably.

Kennedy,liis

faithful partner inquires how the

boat acts, and, with an “all right,” Kennedy Is
off for a row. When John began training at
Washington, he was satisfied with one long
practice pull of ten miles each day, but after
he began rowing at Portland be divided the
work, and now rows four or five miles in the
forenoon and the same distance in the afterAfter bis morning row, Ids neck, chest
and back are bathed with cold water (he does
not believe iu shower bath shocks) and, after a
brisk rubbing with a coarse, dry towel, lie dons
ids walking UreRs and takes a short rest. A
walk of half or
throe-quarters of a mile follows
and then be is prepared for dinner.
This is
ii:s principal meal, of
course, and, passing
be
partakes sparingly, and only occc
soups,
sionaliy, of fish; then roast beef, boiled leg of
mutton and such vegetables as
agree with him
Sometimes he indulges his appetite in light
and nutritious pudding, but he avoids
pastry.

noon.

A small cup of weak tea is taken to finish the
repast. After a short rest and a walk
of one or two miles, he again appears at tlie
boathouse, and between 1 and r> o’clock takes
another pull. One day his rowing is taken at
a moderate
pace, and the next day ho rows
hard and fast, believing that in training nature
demands occasional relaxation from hard work.
Tlie afternoon row ended, lie walks back leisurely to Iiis hotel, reads his correspondence and
the newspapers, eats a light
supper, consisting
of u chop or a small steak, a slfoe or two of
toast or rolls and a cup of tea. After a short
stroll, tin reads a hook or a newspaper for a
short tiiuo, chats witli his friends, and retires
about 10.110 o’clock. This is tho curriculum of
ills preparation for the race which takes place
next Wednesday at Point of Pines.

MUSIC) AND

DRAMA.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

mid-day

NOTES AND 008811’.

Mr. John W.Frazier of the Boston Common
Council, will be llanlau’s judge at tho upper
stake, and M. F. Davis, Kennedy’s.
The Eastern llallroad Co. has doable traoked the spur o! its road ruuuiug from tho main
lino to Point of Pines.
Kennedy is to have a now boathouse noar
the steamboat landing, it will be in charge of
Mr. O’Dounell, a Portland friend of Kenne-

dy’s.
Both Ilaulan and Kennedy are well satisfied
witli the course. Kennedy sees no reason why
the

race

they had
While

caunot be rowed
Hu ml ay.

in

such

water

as

Kennedy's boating paraphernalia
being transported from Portland to tlie Pines,
one of hfs sculls, to which he had accustomed
himself in rowing, was broken so as to become
useless. Kennedy rowed with a pair of now
was

sculls Sunday.
Ilaulan receives many letters ami telegrams
of an encouraging nature, as also does Kennedy. Haitian's old friend, John Davis, of
Windsor, Oat., has telegraphed that lie will
arrive at Point of Pines on Tuesday uiortiiug.
Mr. Coulson, who was attached to Ilaulan in
several of his races, lias also telographed that
he will arrive and give the ohainpiou such aid
ami assistance as he can.
While Haulan and Driscoll were taking a
walk after breakfast Sunday, they mot Kennedy, who was also taking a stroll before his
early row. Tho meeting of principals to the
great sculling match was tho first siuoe the
men slgued articles in
New York, and they
greeted one another cordially, yet witli a deof
reserve
which
was
gree
quite natural, and
to be expected under the oircumstances.
The newspaper
men
have hal usslgned
them for guueral use a large room in the northeast earner of the Hotel Pines, commanding a
splendid view of tho course from tho Windows
and the large baloony.
Tlie room has boon
furnished with tables and chairs and is intended for correspondents and reporters on actiye
duty. \ telegraph wire is to be ruu into the
room, and an operator will be stationed there
Tuesday and Wednesday.
It is reported that a small revenue steamer,
of light draft, will bo allotted to the press. The
steamer can accommodate but ten ineu and
the press representatives will have to draw lots
for their chance.
Soldiers’ and Sailors' Monument.

following circular was distributed
through the city yesterday:
To the Men, Women and Children of Portland:
Twenty years ago the nation was in deadly
Tbe

suspense and alarm over tho doubtful issue of
the great war. There was hardly a household
In the land of which some member was not In
the Imminent peril of battle or disease; hardly
au individual who did not daily tremble over
the messages which dashed constantly over
the telegraphic wires.
Then tho soldiers ami
sailors were our heroes; no rewards were too
great for them, no honors too high; they were
the deliverers of the nation, and tho people
whose future they were assuring, pledged
themselves that they should be eared for, rewarded, and the memory of them perpetuated.
Twenty years have passed: tho resontments,
tbe bitternesses, and the animosities of the
great strife are happily fading away, and a
generation has arisen to whom the story of the
war for the Union is
as a
tale that is told.
Nevertheless, the best of the memories of
those troublous times are still fresh, not only
to tbe lessening band of the survivors of the
battle fields and hospitals, but to those, less
fortunate, who staid at home. The trials, sufferings, sacrifices and deaths which saddened
while eunobling the country in those melancholy years, can never be forgotten, and it is
not yet too lata to fulfill, in these happier
days, the promises that were made in that
time of gloom and uncertainty.
In many cities of the North have been
erected monuments to the dead soldiers and
sailors of the war, which ted, in imperishable
stone and bronze, something of the gratitude
that is felt for those departed heroes by the
people who were saved by their sacrifice,
something of the honor which belongs to them.
It is a small thing enough to do, bat well
done and in the right spirit, it may become
noble. Here in Portland wo have hitherto
done nothing. Tnere have been reasons, some
of them no doubt good, why, up to this time,
there has been no persistent and active movement for a Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Memorial.
There are now, however, no reasons why a
systematic and probably successful attempt to
secure one should not be made; and it is the
purpose of this notice to explain to the men,
women and children of Portland, the methods
which have been caretnlly devised to forward
such an effort.
It is believed by the officers of the Soldiers’
and Sailors’ Monument Association, that all
that is necessary to secure success to their
society, is to give tho people of Portland au
opportunity to become members of it. They
feel sure that there is not a family in the city
which is not only willing but auxious to con,
tribute according to its rneaps, to the erection
of some monument to perpetuate tho memory
of the dead of the war,which shall also be honorable to tne survivors of it.
They have
therefore devised a plan, which is intended to
give every family in Portland an opportunity
to do what it wishes for the purpose, with tho
least delay and the least possible trouble.
.the soldiers and Bailors Monument Association is a joint stock company, of which the
shares, non-as«essablo, are of the value of one
dollar eacb. Each subscriber of one dollar is
the owner of one share of stock in the association, with voting rights as in any corporation.
Subscribers of more than one dollar will have
as many shares as their
subscriptions entitles
them to, and the future business of the association at its aonna! meeting and thereafter,
will be transacted by the stockholders represented at snch times.
With this cirealar is enclosed a blank for
subscription, which should be filled out with
the amount subscribed, the number of shares
taken, and tbe names of the person or persons
in whose names the stock is to be registered.
It is hoped that the blank will, in ail cases, be
filled, and with the subscription money, bo enclosed in a sealed envelope ready for the calling of the accredited collector on Memorial
Day. The certificates of tbe stock will be firwarded to subscribers by the secretary.
Acting upon their belief, that all that is necessary to secure suitable funds for the erection
of a Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Memorial, Is to give
the people of Portland an opportunity to contribote them, the officers of this association do
not think it necessary to do more than to
publish the methods which they have devised for
the purpose. The day which they have selected for their collections is in itself an appeal more effective than any words, however
sympathetic or eloquent. Memorial day, 1883,
let it be the day when the old and yonng of
Portland shall have secured a decoration for
the graves of their departed heroes, which shall
be a perpetual memoral to the dead, and a
lasting and worthy honor to living.
James P. Baxter,
Philip Henry Brown,
W. 8. Dana,
*

Committee.

With the cirealar is an envelope In which
contributions are to be placed. Tbe canvassers
will call this morning for the envelopes. Every
contributor will bo entitled to a share of tho

capital stock

of the association and one vote
for each dollar contributed to the fund.
Memorial Day.
Bosworth Post of the Grand Army of ihe
Republic is to be congratulated in having secured for their orator on Memorial Day one
who will fully come up to their most ardent
desires ss a speaker.
Mis Honor, Mayor Fox
of the classic city of Cambridge, Mass., is a
very elegant orator and writer, and in hia oration as it is intimated to us, will strike out a
somewhat new and different lino of thought
from what has been followed in previous years
If wo are not mistaken, ho will impart especthe young—the Sons of Veterans, and
other youth of both sexes who have grown np
since the close of the war of the Rebellion,

ially

HEARTS OF OAK.

“Henris of Oik” is a story of llionest and innocent enjoyment, relating to the sea; wholesome, pathetic and at the same time not lackThe first acts are a little heavy but the othors do not suffer from this fault.
Tlie action is a struggle between love and duty,
the sacrifice is manly, and its agony of the

rical information relative to the causes
conduct of the war.

and

Alayor fox ban himself seen bard sorvice,
having gone out in that war as a Captain in
the J2th regiment of Massachusetts volunteers,

brlgado
during the campaign ot

which was in the

of Gen. Abercrombie
1801 and 1862, On

bis return from the war lie was elected

to

the

command of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery company of Boston, an organization
dating as far back as 1032. Ho has been a
member of the Senate and House of Ilepre
sentatives of Massaohuseots, and' after.serving
in several municipal offices in Boston and
Cambridge, is now on his third term as Mayor
of the university city, which as many of our
readers may not be aware lias a population of
53,000 inhabitants, and a valuation of over
850,000,009. Mayor Fox also stands high III
institutions of Freo Masonry, having Nerved
in every position up to Eminent Commander
of the Consistory of the 32 degreo, and by holding that position being entitled to receive the

38<1

and last degree.
The committees will visit the several wards
for contributions of flowers for Memorial Day
and it is hoped the responses will bo generous.
Woodford’s and Morrill’s Corner willbe visited today for contributions of flowers.

Freeport.
The choir of State Street church, Portland,
will give a concert at the Congregational
church next Wednesday evening, under the
auspices of the class of '81, Froepott High
School. They will bo assisted by Mrs. Ada
Cary Sturgis, contralto, and Miss Anna Stock-

Ohurcn.

CURTIS &

After

realistic; a pretty domestic pioture; another
by the sea where Terry learns the truth, a
churchyard with the old mill in the distanoe;
and finally Clarrowsy's cabin. All these scenes
arc carried with the compauy and aro very
Mr. F. E. Aiken, au old Portland acquainof the
au exoellont representative
manly, spirited sailor. The strength of bis
love for Ohrystal, show in the discovery of the
affection existing betweeul her and Ruby, is
strongly portayed, as in the soeno witli his
child to whom he dare not make himself
tanoo, is

10 lbs. dully, per montli,
“
“
“
16 llis,
“
“
20 lbs. “

$1.60

2.00
2.60

| Ctutomoni can oommoncc taking Ico at any time
knowu, Miss Rose Wilson
Ohrystal, the they desire, and delivery will be continued until noto *top in received at the ofliec.
sweotheart, shows considerable emotional tice
We call particular attention to our Androeoogglp
power, is quite pretty, possesses a line figure,
Ice for families and otticea.
customer leaving town, by
giving notice at
replete with graoe, [and is very sympathetic.' theAny
oftioe, will lie entitled to a proper reduction.
Charles Stedoian la a good Ruby Darrell,,
Complaint* against the drivers, for any cause, left
as

Messrs. Clarke and

Chippendale

are

respect-

ively excellent us Udcle Davy aud Owen Oarroway. especially In the supper scene of the
third act, which they invest with much humor
Little
and bring down storms of applause.
Maud Thompson, os little Ohrystal, the child
of four summers, is a delightful specimen of
the ohlld aotress, full of grace, with a naturalness of mauuer, aud a clearness of enunciaThe other
tion that captures the audience.
characters are well taken, and the baby, a real
live one, as good as gold. The audleuce was
evidently much delighted ’calling the curtain
There should he a
at the end of every aot.
large audience tonight.

oifleo win receive prompt attention.
Nonius O. OuttJiH.
Aktiiuu H. Soule.
myau
dtf

at the

a

The

large and delighted audience.

pro-

Sam Lang and Miss Dollie Sharpe scored a dt>"
Miss Alice
cided hit in their new sketch.
Sherwood’s "HanIan aud Kennedy Race’’
captured the fancy of the house and provoked

“Lodgers, Inventors
aud Dodgers," was very amusing, and afforded
Miss Clara Wilbur opportunity to appear as a
landlady—a character which she always ad-

a

mirably portrays. Her make up was most artistic. Mias Phillips as “A Boardanlodge'^and
“A Boarder” acquitted
Mias Sherwood as
themselves with great credit. Miss Phillips
also made a success as “Mrs. Darcey” in the
afterpiece. Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer were received with great applause in their new specialty, and the DaisceiL maintained their oldtime

popnlarity.

Tbe new bill

is

a

to

Saccarappa.
eodSt

mygp

241
MIDDLE
mjr2'J

at Low Prices.

W. C. SAWYER &

CO.,

WORLD

my2HTK&S__

ARTISTS’

IN EIOHTT DATS.

Fire on Fore Street.
The alarm of fire last night was caused by
smoke seen issuing from the root of C. A.
Donnell’s brass foundry, corner of Fore and
Officer Massure palled ia the
Pearl streets.
alarm and the department quickly responded.
The fire evidently canght In the large open
that forms tho third story in tho three
story brick block occupied by the foundry, and
seemed to come from a pile of flasks. The
roof and tloor timbers were somewhat burned
the damage
but Chief Littlefield thought

ed they

Some water went
the owner of the bnilding.
into the lower Btorles but there was nothing
stored therein which the water would seriously

Books and

FOLDING EASELS

FINE GOLD FRAMING
nud re-gilding Old Frames

ialty,

Spec-

a

nt

Hew Art

Store,

(Formerly of Stubbs Bros.)

BAILEY & NOYES.
Exchange Street
apr2

CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE CO.,

COIVSIGINrMEIJVT

®g

m

Colored and Plain, in

UJ

B

PHOTOGRAVURES!

£

53

MARKET

Price, for

$

W

leaving

town,

by giving
a

notice

proper rtoduo

tlon.
We particularly request our customers to report
any negloct of our drivers In leaving the lee; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the ofUco, will be attended to promptly.
dllw
aprSO

Yearly Meeting will be Held In tklH
city, commencing dune 7. All who are willing
to entertain Friends for a compensation or free,
will please report at 23 Preble strict.
next

johnXfrye.
Attention, knights.
parts

of uni-

Knights owning uniforms
forms
bring
ALL
earnestly requested to send
in charge of
to lv. 1*.
or

or

arc

same

janitor, and If possible meet with the Uniform
Committee at its next session, WKDNK81M Y, May
layjtydlt j
39, at 8 o’clock p, m,, In the Armory.
the

TuThdS

Hanlan

Kennedy

BIBOAT
—'DEALERS

IN

AT

—

DRUGS,
MEDICINES,!
—'AND

PLACE,

—

POINT

CHEMICALS.
ery and

—

«f

PINES

Wednesday, May 30.

—

Excursion Tickets lo Point of
Pines mid return incliidiiiK admission to the race will be sold
as follows:
Portion
Saco

CIGARS.

$3.30
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00

...

Biddcford
Kennebunk
No. Berwick

■

•

Cor. CONGRESS & GROVE STS.
A

PORTLAXD.
F. F

fflADK
—

.Ji-LAND.

A.

W. P1EHCE.

SpecPr«v«crl|iltoii Dcpurtmcnl
fully mid Fully Equlpptsl.t

TO

n« wo aro

dtf

mari!8

40!)

Congress St.dtf

The Philadelphia Lawn Mower
OVER 100,000 IN USE.
The Best Lawn Mower Made.
LlglucM Draft, dost Durable.
imitations of tho Philadelphia

buy
DON’T
you
get tho genuine article of
reduced
can

us

at

when
great-

ly

prices.
KF^E very thing for tho 13 n «•««'»«. Farm iiud
Lawn AT LOWEST PRICES, WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
mayio

dim

Train

Returning;.

Will leave Point of Pines for Portland and way
stations at 7.30 p. ra.
Parson Tucker,
D. W. Sanborn,
Lucius Tuttle,
Gen. Mgr.
Mast. Trans.
Gen. Pass. Agt.

mySSdSt

always engaged

CHARLES CUSTIS & C0„
my 14

Special

Will learn Portland, 10.00 a. m. Saco. 10.26 a. m.
lllddeford. 10.30 a. m. Kennebunk, 10.36 a. m.
No. Berwick, 11.03 a. m., arriving at Point of
Pines at 2.00 p. m.

n

OltOKK
Give your order* early,
some time ahead.

BARRETT,

and Class-

English

ical Studies
given

to

private papil. by the subscriber

J. W.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
au2i

dtl

As a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

paired nutrition, improvishment

Au agreeable Elixir composed
of Fresh Dandelion, Wild Cherry
and Gentian, chemically combined
with Iron, Phosphorus and Quinine. One dose of Elixir Taraixcum will correct INDIGESTION
and from one to three bottles (according to the severity of the disease) will permanently cure the
worst form of the complaint.
APPETITE, One bottle of Taraxicurn
Compound will insure a
hearty appetite aud increased digestion. Large bottles 50 cents.

of
the
most valuable species of the Peruvian Bark used in medicine and
Aromatics forms one of the best
TONICS in the world.
As an appetizer and promoter
of digestion it has no equal and
persons recovering from fevers or
other sickness, will find in this
preparation an invaluable companion. Price 50 cents for a large
bottle.
The three preparations above
be found at just one place in
the City.
can

GUPPY,
KINSMAN
& ALDEN.
PLACE.

REMEMBERJTHE

INVESTMENTS.

(Members of the Boston Stock Exobange,)
411 DK VONNHIH1C STREET

State, City

and Railroad

Headquarter*

BONDS,

—

DWIGHT KRA9IAI,
60 State Street, Boston.

We sell more ADAMSON’S
BOTANIC COUCH
BALSAM thau of all (other
Cough Remedies United.

guppyT
KINSMAN
&ALDEN.
GREAT MARK M!!
mar

31«odtf

A large anti elegant assortment

PIANO
at

sale of

AND

Warcrooms

norlA

may24

dim

or

my2tld3t

CHaSE, LEAVITT’

LAWSON

& CO.

me.

Sole agent for all the beet

aro

Consignees.

_**

HOBTI.ASD,

hereby oauttonod against harboring or trusting any of the crew of the
Swedish Hark 'Caroline'? from Alexandria. K., as
no bills of their contracting will lie
pnhl by Captain

ALL

(No. 8.)

201 middle St.,

■Totlco.

House, No. 173 State street.
of June
lirst
Possession stiveu
L. D. 1*1. SWEAT.
next.
mayl«d2w3p
May 18,1883.

of

WILL TOU CALL
C. H.

this stock.

persons

at

Samuel Thurston

oodlin

TO LET.

prices

PIANO and ORGAN

Recently purchased by the LOWELL SYNDICATE.
Telephone men predict a groat advance and large
on

low

8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

—

TELEPHONE STOCK
dividends

COVERS,

astonish hunt

BOSTON.

SOUTHWESTERN TELEGRAPH

Suitable for SAVINGS BANKS, TRUSTEES and
PRIVATE INVESTORS for sale.
Correspondence for the negotiation of securities
tnrlted.

may 1

for the

Jas. G.

Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta.

the

F. E. WALLACE & CO.,

*

Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam
has the endorsement of

my2Udlaw3w*T

YEARLYMEETINGOFFRIENDS

Hall, place the

NOW IS THE TIME TO STOCK UP FOR THE SUMMER

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC

UAH C. CUSHING, lato of Portland,
!n tho Connty of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having demands upon tho estate of said deoeaaed, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to
said estate are called upon to make payment to
PEED C. CUSHING, Administrator.

same

__

sqp-FItiP Toilet Soaps, nruslica and Comb., PerfumFancy Article. In Great Variety. Confcefeotloncry; Cutlery and Stationery. Also a line line of

PINE

HA

Instruction in

LO

3.00
3.60

upon

my29

Portland, May 21,

m

EASTERS II. R.

tate of

the

20 per cent off Regular
Catalogue Prices.

SI.50

«IVK», tb.tthe

<*2t

I?

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS

Families and Offices.

orici, will be entitled to

®

WE ABE SELUNO

my 22

Customers can commence taking Ice at
any time they desire, and delivery will
be continued until notice to stop is received at the office.
customer

Subjects, both

ST.

subscriber has beeu duly appointed and taken
NOTKIK
himself tho trust of Administrator of the es-

THE

of the (fewest

Please hold your orders until you hare examined them

Co.,

lO lbs. daily per month,
*•
15
•*
•*
30

BOSW0RTH

Cortland and Rochester Railroad.

F. R.

Clerk of the Company.
mayZldtd

1883.

This preparation, composed
Calisaya (or King’s Bark,)

I HAVE RECEIVED FROM

9

Auy

The train for Evergreen Cemetery will leave tho
station, foot of Preble street, m
B't urning Immediately after the close of the ceremonies in tho cemetery.
FA IKK: *0 els. tor Hie ICoimmI Trip.

5 cts.

pair.

•

8EBAGO LAKE.fAM»SI,ON«:CREEK

at tub

MEMORIAL DAY!

or

£>
^

TELEPHONE NO. 257.

Middle street.

Portland, May 1(5,18H3.

Saco and Portsmouth
Hailroad Company.
ANNUAL MEETING,
f p H E Stockholders of tbe Portland, Saco and
1 Portsmouth Railroad Company a e hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of the Company, for
the choice of Directors for the ensuing year and for
the transaction of such other business as may be legally presented, will be held on the first Monday,
the fourth day of June, 1883, at eleven o'clock In
the forenoon, In the Company’s hall, neat the station In KltAery.
By order of tbe Directors.

ELIXIR "TARAXICUM COMPOUND

£

dtf

NO.

znay22d3v

Portland

of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

GOUPIL & CO.

Styles anil Reasonable

accessors to I). W. Clark &

12, 13, 14,

ing, Portland,
SMITH, Secretary.

CALISAYA
CORDIAL

Prices.

demanded the lantern. The boy refused to give it np when the man assaulted and
beat the boy terribly. It is hoped he wtll be
found and well punished.

IK IIKKKHV

ejdt

dlt

•S

him and

Po«t. No. 2, G. A. R., would mmt
respectfully solicit donation of flowers from
tho citizens of Portland for Memorial Day, May
301 h. A committee of Comrades from each ward
will call on the Htiztns tu their respective wards
Tuesday p. in., May 20, and receive such donation
of flowers or money ns tho donors feel able te bestow. They will not refuso one flower. A coimnlttee will l>o In attendance at G. A. It. Hall, May 90,
and on the morning of Memorial Day, May 30, to
receive special or other decorations ns friends of
deceased comrades wish to place on their
our
my2l)d2t
graves.

ME.
PORTLAND. Janets

ROOM PAPERS!

PORTLAND.

1 NATION'S niT=

thirty-first
meeting
Association will be held at City Build11HEMedical
June
1883. CHA8. D.

& WINE.

may29

Brutal Assault.

ADVERTISEMENTS

“f

Owen, Moore & Co.

Sunday evening, about'!) o’clock, a boy about
14 years old, who resides on Green street, was
crossing Portland bridge with a lighted lantern
when a man, who was intoxicated, stopped

NEW

alt

Price $1.00 each.

Gloves at 60 cts. per dozen,

dtf

per

this now celebrated resort.

Merchaa*

JYlaftne nediral Association.
annual
of the Maine

TUESDAY, MAY 29th, we shall
sell Fifty dozen White Military

400 CONGRESS ST.,

Best

of Furniture and Genera

Liturday, commencing at 10 o’clock •*
octSdtf
(Ensignments solicited

_MEETINGS_

J. T. STUBBS’

All members of corps, in good standing, are
invited to attend the meeting, and
will be welcome.

are

Regular sale

m.

WHITE GLOVES.

cordially

recommends It to his neighbor.
They
made for, and sold by, Horatio Statues,

Salesroom 18 Eact mage Ml*
0. W. AXUW

BAILEY,

dlse every

BOXES

ing.

The Benator Shirt.
It will be money in any man's pocket and
caso and comfort In hiB disposition, if ha will
r&ad carefully the Bd. of the "Senator” shirt
in anotlior column. These shirts are gaining
admirers rapidly.
Every man who wears one,

F. 0.

ami everything an Artist needs.

which most be forwarded to tho Secretary o;
Bosworth Belief Corps commitee.
The object of meeting is to form a State organization; toeloct officers; to adapt a constitution; to adopt a ritual; to transact any business that may legally come before said meet-

lead factory, Ligouia, yesterday.
Apparently
tbe child was put lu tho bag shortly after
birth, and had been in the water many weeks
Coronor Gould was called and directed that it
he buried in Forest City cemetery.

7

niay2!>

must be furnished with credentials, signed by
the President and Secretary, a duplicate of

Infanticide.
The body of a male child, tied np In a bag'
was found in tho cove in the rear of Atwood’*

F. O. BAILEV A CO„
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

STAPLES,

MIDDLE ST.

Uosworth Belief Corps.
In acc'rdsnce with the vote passed Feb. 8,
1883, the various Belief Corps of Maine will
hold their second convention in this city Juno
19th and 29th. Each corps will send for delegates the officers of the corps. Should auy vacancy occur lu the delegation, the officers will,
by ballot, fill such vacancy. Tho delegates

to be found in tbe State. This spring has long
been known to exist noar the Lake, and the
Maine Central railroad is now laying iron
pipes to carry the water to the grounds, which
no donbt will add much to the popularity
of

7

Sizes from 13 to 18.
them EXPRESS FREE everywhere.

_

Lake Maranocook.
The grounds at Lake Maranocook are this
season to be plentifully supplier) with delicious
water from ouo of tbe finest and purest springs

June 2, 1883, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
1 shall sell the desirable real estate situated on
Stevens’ Plains, nearly opposite entrance to Foreet
Home, consisting of a brick bouse and stable, well
arranged, bath room, &c.; about I1/* acres of splendid garden land, with fruit trees in bearing condition. This is an unusually good opportunity to obtain a fine house with large lot, very desirably located, near schools and church. Horse cars pass the
door. Terms easy.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Adm'r
r. O. BAILEY Ar 4 0., Auctioneer*,
111 y 28
dtd

SATURDAY.

PORTLAND, ME.

ST.,

HORATIO

Blocks,

myltt

injure.

BY AUCTION.

EDUCATIONAL.

CHAIRS and STOOLS

He is the

living at Spnrwink.

were

ESTATE

REAL

(la Deeriag)

beef, Iron

rotm

would not exceed $100. Mr. Donnell was not
present or any of his family, and it was report-

VALUABLE

A "W7aTTwSSL

row.
_

Administrator’s Sale

It Never
Requires Re-bosoming. Made of the finest, and firmest American CotBe-enforced from two
ton, Bosomed with the Nicest Irish Linen.
inches below the arms, across the entire front.
Two inches longer,
and fuller in the body than Shirts costing twice as much as this.
A Perfect Fit Warranted or Money Refunded.
We send

with its wealth of scenery,

d3t

Is a Shirt of ABSOLUTE PERFECTION in every part.

decided

beautiful
costumes, fifty pretty Amazons, a strong dramatic company, and the llvoly baby elephaut
Jumbo, will appear at Portland Theatre. The
sale of seats will begin at the box office tomor-

Days"

on

F. 0. BAILEY & 00., Aac’ers.
my26

THE

and

street,

18

Vi p in.,
English Fac Stmllic Water Colors. Framed tn appropriate frames. This will be a grand opportunity to purchase as our orders are to close the lot.

BROS.

Notice.
gates or the Eaatern and Western Cemeteries, will be open through the day of Wednesday. Memorial Day. Persona driving through the
Eastern Cemetery will drive in through the Mountfort street galea, and that will avoid a collision.
Per Order.
my20d2t

Saturday Kiralfy’a great
spectacle of “Around tho World ia Eighty

Friday

Next

onr rooms

PAIR.

HORATIO STAPLES

5, 7 & 9 Preble Street.

success.
ABOUND THE

AUCTION.

a.

THE SENATOR SHIRT.

PLANTS.

Tho comedy,

recall.

RINES

JOHN ADAMS,

The “Lady Minstrels” acquitted themselves
well. Miss Ida Mortimer was received with
great applause, and a handsome bouquet was
presented to her at the end of her song. Mr.

Water Colors

dlw*

Apply

gramme was one of the best that has been presented, and the favor with which it was received shows that this cosy little place of
amusement has lost none of Us popularity.

PER

Framed, English Fac Simile

Exchange
Monday,
May 29,
AT
May 28, at 2 Vi p. «n., and Tuesday,
shall soil about 200
at 10
m. and 2

Also Gloves that cost from $5.50,
$7.00 to $10.00 dozen, at 34 cents
and 50 cents per pair.

Store to Let.

bill at the Lyceum last night drew

new

CENTS

25

Stock and fixtures of a first class provision and grocery store. One of the
best locations in the city.
Address GROCER,
Fortland Tress.

TUB LYCEUM.

Tho

,

FOR SAtE.

mygp_

our

These make the average price very
low. Gloves that had actually cost
us $4.00 per dozen, and others we
had already marked to retail at 50
cents, we have now put in one lot
with others of equally good value,
and shall retail them at

attractive.

—OF—

BY

entire stock of this whole
year’s Lisle Gloves had been purchased a very large lot was offered us at
about one-quarter value.

Enoch Arden typo, sanctifies love. The scenes
are laid on the coast at Marblehead at sunset with a storm, wreck and .rescue; a mill interior with the machinery in full action, both

bridge, pianist.
The Topsham base

ball nine will play the
Freeports on the forenoon of Memorial Day.
The game will be called at 9 o’clock.
^Fifty-live persons will be baptised next Sunday, by Key. A. C. Herilck of the Baptist

SOULE, Ladies’ Lisle Gloves

SALES.

CREATSALE

NO. 373.

ing in humor.

to

eighteen years ago, much valuable and histo-

TELEPHONE

AUCTION

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

AMERICAN and ENGLISH BICYCLES.
Machines

mjia

delivered In Portland, express free,
dim

«.

i f K

beiug winning ami conciliating, was cold,
unprepossessing. 1 did not rise from the
sofa on which I had been sobbing, and he
made no attempt to sit down beside me or

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING,

The Gentleman

on

MAY

29.

to comfort me.
‘‘I pointed to the
it was true.

the Left.

“The gentleman on the left, Kate—do you
know him? He has looked frequently toward

1 have not seen him.”

“Suppose you look?”
“I prefer not. I came to see the play. Is
not Helen Faucit superb?”
“So, so. 1 wish you would tell me who
the gentleman on the left is.
I am sure be
knows you, and he is strikingly handsome.”

“At present the stago interests me.
Beside if men are rudo enough to stare at
strangers, there is no occasion for us to imitate them.”

“Tour ladyship has no curiosity.”
“Not any: I exhausted it some time ago.”

Her

ladyship was not telling the truth; she
was intensely curious, but it
pleased her at
the time to pique the Honorable Selina Dorset. That strange sympathy that makes us
instantly conscious of a familiar glance, even
in a crowded building, had solicited her regard just as Selina advised her of It. If she
had uot been asked to look toward her left,
she would probably have done so; as it was,
she resolutely avoided any movement in that

direction.

Ihe play finished in a tumult of applause.
Lady Kate Talbot forgot everything in her
excitement, and as she stood up, flushed
and trembling, she inadvertently turned toward the left.
Instantly she recoguized a
presence with which she ought to have beeo
familiar enough.
The gentleman bowed with an extreme
Lady Kate acknowledged the
respect.
courtesy in a maimer too full of astonishment to be altogether gracious, and the elaborate politeness of the recognition was not
softened by any glance implying a more
tender intimacy than that of mere acquain
tance.
My lady was silent all the way home, and
for some reason Selina was not' disposed to
interrupt her reverie. It did not seem to be
an unpleasant one.
Kate’s face had a bright
flush on it, and her eyes held in them a light
—a light that resembled what Selina would
have called hope and love, if my lady had
not been already married, and her destiny

apparently settled.
"Selina, when you have got rid of all that
lace and satin, come to my room; I have

something

‘‘‘Yes, Lady Talbot,’ he said, a little
sadly and proudly; T|shail relievo you of my
presence in a few days. I Intended Writwell to call on you to-day with a draft of the
provisions I have made for your comfort.’

“I could make no answer.
1 had thought
of many kind things to say, but now in ids

you.”

“Has he?”
“Who is it?”
“I cannot tell.

to say to

you.”
Selina nodded pleasantly.
She was sure
it concerned the geutlemau en the left. She

had no love affairs of her own on hand or
heart at present, and being neither literary
.nor charitable, her time went rather heavily
onward. A little bit of romance—nothing
wrong, of course, but just a little bit of
romance, especially if eounected with the
cold and proper Lady Talbot—would be of
all things the most interesting.
She was speedily unrobed, and with her
long black hair hanging loosely over her
pretty dressing-gown, she sought my lady’s
room.
Lady Talbot sat in a dream-like stillness, locking into the bright blaze en the
hearth. She scarcely stirred as Selina took
a large chair beside her, and scarcely smiled
when she lifted one of her loosened curls,
and said, “What exquisite hair you have
Kate! True golden.’’
“Yes. it is beautiful.
I know that, of

course.’’

“Of what are you thinking so intently?’’
“Of the gfctlemau on our left to-night.’
“Ah, who is he? He seemed to know

you.”

Talbot.”
“Kate!”
“It is true.”
“I

thought he was in Africa,
Europe, or somewhere at the

presence, 1 was almost fretful and dumb.
Ho looked at me almost w ith pity, and
said,
in alow voice, ‘Kate, wo have both been sacrificed to a necessity Involving many besides
ourselves. I am trying to make what reparation is possible. 1 shall leave you unrestricted use of three-fourths of my income.
1 desire you to make your life as
gay and

pleasant as

I have no
you possibly can.
fear for the honor of our name In your
bands, and I trust it and all else to you
without a doubt.
If you would try and
learn to make some excuse for my position,
I shall be grateful; perhaps when you are
not in constant fear of meeting me, ibis lesson may not be so bard.'
“And I could not, sav a word in reply.
I
just lay sobbing like a child among the rush
ions. Then he lifted my hand and kissed
it, and I kuew he was gone.’’

“And now, Kate, that you have become
the most brilliant woman in
England, what
do you intend to do?"
“Who knows? 1 have such a contrary
streak iu my nature.
I always do the thing

1 do not want to do.”
uertainly it seemed like it; for, in spite of
her confession, when Lord Talbot sent, the
next morning, to request an
Interview, Kate
regretted that she had a prior engagement,
bat hoped to meet Lord Talbot at the Duchess of Clifford’s that night.
My lord bit his lips angrily, but nevertheless he had been so struck with his wife’s
brilliant beauty that lie determined to keep
the engagement.
She did uot meet hint with sobs this time.
The centre of an admiring throng, she
spoke to hint with an case and nonchalance
that would have indicated to n stranger the
most usual and
commonplace pf {acquaintanceships. He tried to draw her into a
confidential mood, but she said, smilingly.
“My lord, the world supposes us to have al
ready congratulated each other; we need uot

uudeceive it.”
He was d.ecdfullv plqt’-d, and the pique
kept the cause of it continually in his mind.
Indeed, unless he left Loudon, he could
hardly avoid constant meetings, which were
constant aggravations. My lady went
everywhere. Her beauty, her wit, her splendid
toilets, her fine mauners, were the universal
theme. He had to endure extravagant comments on them.
Friends told him that Lady
Talbot had never been so brilliant and so

bewitchiig as since his return. He was congratulated on his influence over her.
In the mean time she kept strictly at the

distance ho himself had arranged four years

ago. It was evident that if lie approached
any nearer his beautiful but long neglected
wife, he must humble himself to do so.
Why should he not? In Lord Talbot s mind
the reasons against it had dwindled down to
one.
Hut this was a formidable one.
It
was his valet.
This man had known all his
master’s matrimonial troubles, and in his
own way sympathized with them.
He was

bitterly

Lord Talbot’s making any
concessions to my lady. One night, however, he received a profound shock.
“Simmons,” said Lord Talbot, very decidedly, “go and ask Lady Talbot if she will do
me the honor to receive a visit from me.”
My lady would be delighted. She was in
an exquisite
costume, and condescended to
averse to

exhibit for his

“He ought to know me much better than
he does. He is my husband, Lord Richard

or

Asia,

or

end of the
world.”
“He is now in England, it seems.
I suppose he just arrived. I have not seen him

before.”
“Where is he staying,•then?”
“I presume the left wing of this mansion.

I notice there are more lights than usual in
it to-night.
His apartments are there,”
“Now, Kate, do tell me ail. dear.
You
know I love a romantic love affair, aud I am
sure this is one.”
“You were never more mistaken. Selina.
There is no love at all in the affair. That is
the secret of the whole position. I thought
as you were staying here this week, and
might probably see or meet my lord, it was
better to make all clear to you.
People are
so apt to associate
wrong with things they
do not understand.”
'To be sure, dear. I suppose Lord Richard and
you have had a little disagreement. Now, if I could only do anything toward a reeonciliition, I should be so happy,
you know.”
“No, Selina, there has been no quarrel,
and you can do nothing at all between us.
I don't want you to try.
Just be kind
enough to ignore the whole circumstance.
Lord Richard and 1 understood each other
nearly four years ago.”
“But it is not four years since you married?”

“Just four years—yesterday.”

“And my lord has been away—”
“Three years, eight months and eighteen
dayB, so far as I know.”
“Well, this is a most extraordinary thing
and very, very sad, I must say.”
“It might easily nave been much sadder. I
am going to tell you the exact truth, and I
rely upon your honor and discretion to keep
the secret inviolable.”
“My dear Kate, I would not name it for
worlds.’’
“Listen, then. One night, when I was
scarcely seventeen years old, my father sent
for me to his study. I had known for
months that he was dying. He was the only
creature that I had to love, and I loved him
very tenderly. I must mention this also, for
it partlyexplains my conduct thatthe idea of
disobeying him in anything had never presenteditself to me as a possibility.
This
night I found with him his life-long friend
the late Lord Talbot, and also the present
Lord, my husband. I was ashy, shrinking
girl, without any knowledge of dressor society, and very timid and embarrassed in my
manners.
Then my father told me that it
was necesaryfor the good of both houses that
Richard and I should marry, that Richard
had consented, and that I mu3t meet a few
friends in our private chapel at seven o’cloek
in themorning a week later. Of course these
things were told me in a very gentle manner, and my dear father, with many loving
kisses, begged me as a last favor to him to
make no objections.”
“And what did Lord Richard say?”
“I glanced up at him. He stood near a
window looking out over our fine old park,
and when he felt my glance he colored deeply and bowed. Lord Talbot said, rather angrily, “Richard, Miss Esher waits for you to
speak.” Then Lord Richard turned toward
me and said something, but in such a low
voice that I did not catch its meaning. “My
son says you do him a great honor—and
pleasure,” explained Lord Talbot, and he
kissed me and led me toward the unwilling

“Of course I ought to have hated him,
Selina, but I did not. On the contrary. I
fell desperately in love with him. Perhaps
it would have been batter for me If I had
not. Richard read my heart in ray face, and
despised his easy conquest. As for me, I
suffered in that week all the torturing susI
pense of a timid school-girl in love
dressed myself in the best of my plain, nnbecomlng, childish toilets, and watched
wearily every day for a visit from my promised husband; but I saw no more of him until our wedding morning. By this time some
very ricn ciotning naa arrived tor me and
also a London maid, and I think, even then,
my appearance was fair enough to have
somewhat conciliated Richard Talbot. But
he scarcely looked at me. The ceremony
was scrupulously and coldly
performed, my
father, aunt and governess being present on
my side, and on Richard’s his father and his
three maiden sisters.
“I never saw my father alive again; he
died the following week, and the mockery of
festivities at Talbot Castle
our marriage
was suspended at once in deference to my
we
came to London, and my
grief. Then
lord selected for his own use the left wing
<1f this house, and politely placed at my disposal all the remaining apartments. I considered this as an intimation that 1 was not
expected to intrude upon his quarters, and I
scrupulously avoided every approach to
them. I knew from the first that all attempts to win him would be useles, and indeed I felt too sorrowful and humiliated to
try. During the few weeks we remained
under the same roof we seldom met, and I
am afraid I did not make these rare interviews at all pleasant.
1 felt wronged and
miserable, and my wan face and heavy eyes
°hly a reproach to him.
Oh, what a monster, Kate!”
Not quite
There were
that, Selina.
many excuses for him. One day X saw a
in
the
Times saying that Lord
paragraph
Itichard Talbot indeed to accompany a scientific exploring party whose destination
I
was Central Asia.
instantly sent and
asked my husband for an interview. I had
intended dressing myself with care for the
meeting, and making one last effort to win
the kindly regard, at least, of one whom X
still could not help loving. But some un-

fortunate fatality always attended our meet
ing, and I never could do myself justice in
his presence. He answered my request at
once.
I suppose he did so out of respect
and kindness; but the consequence was, he
found me in an unbecoming dishabille, and
with my face and eyes red and swollen with
“1 felt mortified at a prompt attention so
malapropos, and my manner, instead of

pleasure

all her most bewild-

ering moods. It was with great reluctance
he left her after a two hours' visit. The
next night he stayed still longer.
My lady
had no other engagement, and he
quite forgot the one be had made to he present at the
Marquis of Stair’s wine party.

The following week nty lady received every morning a basks*, of wonderful flowers,
and a little note with them
containing a
hope that she w as in good health.
One morning she was
compelled to say
that she was not very well, and Lord Talbot
was so concerned that be sent Simmons to
ask if he might be permitted to eat breakfast with her. My lady was
graciousiy willing, and Lord Richard was quite excited by
the permission. lie changed his mom
nggown and cravat several times, quite regardless of Simmon’s peculiar face, and, witli
many misgivings as to his appearance, sat
down opposite the lovely little lady in her
pale blue satin and cashmere and white

laces.

It was a charming breakfast ,and
during
it the infatuated husband could not
help
sayiDg a great many very sweet and flattering
things. Kate Iparried them very prettily.
It is well,” she said, that no onehe&rs us.
If we were not married .they would think

making love.”
“And if are married, Kate, why not make
love, dear? We had no opportunity before we
we

married.”

Ah, Rickard, in fashionable life we should
make ourselves ridiculous.
Every one now
says that our behavior is irreproachable, i
should have dearly liked It when
only a shy,
awkard, couutry girl; but now, my lord, we
we should be laughed at.”
“Then, Kate, let us be laughed at. I for
one am longing for
it—dying for it. If
Time shall run back and fetch tbo
age of
gold,’ why not Love? Let us go back four
whole years and a half.
Will you, Kate?
—dearest, sweetest Kate?”
“We should have to run away to the
country, Richard, and now I think of it
I have not been to Esher since we—were
—married—love.'

When sneh a conversation as this was
profor five hours, it was little wonder
that my lord’s valet and/ my
lady’s maid
received orders to pack valises and
trunks,
or that next day Esher Hall was la a

longed

happy

tumult of preparation.
Love comes better late than never, and
Lady Kate always told herself that she
never could have been so
bappv in these
aweet old gardens with her lover as she
was,
with her husbard. probably, they were
both as perfectly satisfied as it is possible for

human love lo be; for, greatly to the amazement of the fashionable world,
they not
only spent the whole summer alone in their
country home, bni actually, when the? came
back to London, had the courage to
appear
in the vcy higbt of the season, in the same
box at the opera.
ai“Rea ly, Kate, says Miss Selina, I “never
was so astonished.
The gentleman on your
left—”
^’’Is always at my right now, dear. He
will never be in the opposition again.”

”How delightful'”
“For us? Oh yes.

Wit and Wisdom.
The cut worm does not seem to
New Orleans Picavane.

mind

it.—

The early swimmer catches the
cramps.—
New York Commercial Advertiser.

Sanford’s Ginger for weary brains.

Every time a doctor feels a man’s pulse, his
nocketbook experiences a chill.-Philadelphia

Chronicle-Herald.

Eight Hebrews have been elected to the
Council of Venice.
Shylock is at
last avenged.—New York Commercial Bulletin.

Municipal

Burnett's

Cocoalne

Will Save the Hair and keep il in
strong and
healthy condition, because it will stimulate the
roots of the hair, and restore the natural action
upon which its growth depends.

Burnett's Flavoring

Extracts

are

absolutely

pure.
A young man who practised in tho
gymnasium one afternoon only, was able to
jump his
board bill tho very next day.
Much of the stuff crank Spiritualists speak
of as coming from the other world is
nothing
bat the table talk of this world.—New Orleans

Picayune.
The almanac says that Venus rises btfore
daylight. Venns has evidently married a man
who refuses to get up in the morning to me.ko
the fires.—Norristown Herald.
THE MISSING UNDERSHIKT.
The morning was warm, and ho
imprudently
made a change in his underclothing.
Oar climate is deceptive.

Before evening there came
An attack of sickness folBut Funny Davis's 1’ain

up a chilly storm.
lowed of course.
Killed was used for relief, with the happiest
effect.
In these Hammer months of suddenly

varying temperature, evirybody ought
a

In

Gardiner,

bottle of this valuable

remedy

Edwin I>.

Robinson.

Tobey and

Miss Annie

A,

In Norway, May 20, B. C. A. Filigree and Mrs.
Frances M. Walker.
in in on son, May 19, Frank Hollins of Abbott and
tor in da H. l.itt otield of Shirley.

to

keep

within roach.

In this city, May 28, Herbert \\\, youngest son of
George and Arrarosiu Tarbox, aged 21 years 7

sale

CIONA

OiwV* OrNI KAltlNHIPM.

On nml after Monday, Oct. 16, 1882,

pictures.

Wanted.
special partner, with a capital of
/A. $5000, In along established House Furnishing business with a trade of upwards of $loo,ooo a
A

29

80
80
80
80
81
81
81
81
2
2
Nevada.New York..Glasgow—June 2
Odor.Now York..Bremen ....Juue 2
I’enuland
New York. .Antwerp.. ..Juue 2
Abyssiuia.New York..Liverpool ..Juno f»
Bolivia .Now York..Glasgow ....Juue f>
lueo
Main.Now York.. Bremen
Zaamlam. Now York.. Atustoi dan.. Juno C>
1 -abrador.New' York.. Havre
Juue «»
1‘avouia
New York. Liverpool ...nine (1
Valencia..Now' York.. l.aguayra.. .dune 9
Ceplialouia.Boston.Liverpool.. .June 10

N active

or

your, a few miles out
Portland Press.

of

Address 8. y, *

Boston.

my2r>dlw*

—

Wanted*

SITUATION !u the retail ajiothecary business
by a young man 17 years old. Address Box
40, So, Amlovcr, Me.
may25dlw

A

WiqiiIpiV.
or

1011, Portland, P.O.

_

CANVASSERS WANT EH.

MINIATURE ALM AN AO. .MAY 29.
vtfr
.4,32 High water, \v m ».. 6*03
San sot*. .7 33 Moon riles.
0.09

Energetic CgiiTMSera to Mil the Kagla
Wringer on Installments. Men who can giy*
good reteraucu or eocurity can Uitve outside territo-

GOOD

in

ry to lmucllo.

VIA. Rl N E
PORI

maylHdtf

oiitLs wavrK!>.
roi'llaiid Star Match Co„ West
Comaicrcial Street.
inyl2-dtf

..

S

3

MAN of 2
years experience in
the retail Ajiothecary business. Address Box
AYOUNU

..

NEWS.

Address

POINTER pup about three mouths old, colored
brown and dapple gray, Tbe fluder will receive $2 on returning lilm to tbe McrclunU’ i:«.
change Hotel.
mygddllt.

A

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Pike, Boston for Kantport and St John, NB.
Soh Oliver Seoltlcld. Crowell, Richmond, Va—coal
to Boston & Mai no HU.
Sch Kibe J Simmon*, Chadwick. Virginia for St
John. NB.
Soli Lucy M Collins, Bartlett Virginia for Waldo*

born.
Sch Grace Bradley, Hupper, Baltimore—coal to
llaudall A McAllister.
Sch Normandy, Percy, Philadelphia-coal to Eastern RR.
Sch II B Metcalf, Foasett, Amboy for Augusta.
Sch Billow, Rhodes, New York—cement to O A B
Morse & Co,
Sch M J Sc wall, Cushing, Western Bank*, with

I.ANCCOIt AND (.AMMITl/OE,
SO COMMON IN THE SPRING, INDICATE A
TORPID CONDITION HR THE l.IVER AND A
SLUGGISH CIRCULATION OR THE HFK-G1V1N,i FLUIDS,
v
TEaSPODNEUL OF TAKhast* *•»:*. iv.sk
ii'iiiii.vr in a
'VATER HALF AN HOUR HR.FORK
ll,1‘ GENTLY relieve and
ccc

175 qtl* ti>h.
Sch W L Elkins. Frambi, Kennebeo for Atlanllo
City, NJ.
Clearedi
Steamship E! can ora, Bragg, New York—Henry
Fox.
Barquo Lapland, Perry, Bueno* Ayres—W & C It

"yOLAlL
Ft
IHL CIRCULATION, AM* IMPART NEW
LIRE AND VIGOR TO KVlKY FUNCTION OF
THE BODY. ALL DRUGGISTS HAVE IT.
niayTJ
m&S2w
IHL

LIVER, QUICKEN

AND IT HI

Grand Banks.
Passed Canto
for Arichat.

25tb, sch E R Nickerson, fin Banks

DO.HEKTIC POSfK.

SAX FRANCISCO-Ar 2Gtb, ship W F Babcock
Murphy. Baltimore, (Dec 29.)
Sid 19th. ship Danl Barnes, for Queenstown.
GALVESTON—Cld 22d, sch Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Cid 22d, brig Golcouda. Hall.

Pensacola.
Sid fin Port Eads 22d. sch E D
MAY PORT, FLA—Off the bar
Briggs, Lewis, from New York,
BRUNSWICK-Ar 19th, sch

Sldbnry.
23d, sch Emma S
Etta A Stlmmon

Gold Bonds

<i per ct.
—

water.
Ar at Paysandu 30th, barque Albert Sbultx, from
Portland.
Ar at Liverpool 2Cth, ship St Nicholas, San Francisco.
Ar at Cardenas 21et, brig Elisabeth Winslow, fm

Ar at Gloucester 26ih. sells Edith L Conley, of
Rock port: Cecil Nunan cf Cape Porpoise; Titmouse
1> B Webb, and Gerlie May, of Portlaud. from the
southern sboro, raackereling.
Ar at Newport 26 tb, Soltaire, Joyce, and about
40 others, southern sbore, mackerehng.
Arat Halifax 25lb, scba Snow Squall, Gray, fm
Western Banks; Montezuma, Maxner. Beverly for

or tih:

—

TOPEKA. SAUNA &
WESTERN R. R.

|

The syndicate of Boston and New York capitalists
interested in the building of this road having paid
in the full amount subscribed, the work will be
pushed forward with all possible t»pesKl. The road
rims from Xojndca to Delhi, 181 miles
through the
great wheat belt of Kansas, a territory without adequate railroad facilities, and where a large amount
of business is waiting for direct communication
with the markets of the South and East.

§180,000 in cash will be expended for equipment
to bo placet! on the road during the connrueiiou of
the line. nnd$400,OUO in bonds and $500,000 in
stoekwill remain in the trea*ury when the road is
completed,and will be uatd for additional equipment
and improvements.
For $860.00 ami accrued interest from Jan. 1.
1883, Five Shares of Stock, par value S10O each,
and a $1* (X* Bond will be given, the latter bearing
interest from Jan. 1, 1883.
The price will be
advanced from time to time as the building of the
road progresses.

proceeds from the sale of bonds will be deposited with Towar, (lidding* & Go. of Bo,-ton, for
account of Post, Martin & Co., New York, who are
the fiscal agents for the syndicate.

land.
Ar 27th, schs Charlie Buck!, French. Brunswick;
Daniel Pierson, Sumner. Bt Simone, Ga;
Annie T
Bailey, Bearso. Philadelphia; Sarah A Hood. Reed,
Amboy; Hiram Tucker, Knowlton. Weehawken;

Trenton, Billings, Hoboken; Erl, Simpson, do; Altavela, Alley, Rondoat: Frances Coffin, Bellatty.do;
Sproul, and Maggie Mulvey. Hart, ami

Tel urn ah,

Sardinian, Holbrook, New York; Watchman. Robins, Calais; M C Sproul, Sproul, Newcastle, Maine;
Sarah P, Alloy, Deer Isle; Edwnrd Si Frank, Thurston. Damariscotta; Onward, Poole, and C A Sproul,
Humphrey, do; 8 Sawyer, Bryant, do; If If llavey,
Blake, Sullivan; Fair Wind, Woodward, Ellsworth;
Kentucky, Fogg, and Arboreer, Clark, do; Mentor,
Hinckley, and Ellis P Rogers, Hinckley, Bath; Jta<liant, Hardy, Camden.
Ar 28th, brig Addio Todd, Crowley, Surinam.
Cld 28th, brig Ysidorra KJonda, .Jones, Portland;
sch Alfred Chase. Robinson, Rook port.
SALEM—Ar 26th, schs D Eddy. Wentworth, and
Addio Ryerson. Snow, Amboy; Maroeilus, Alley,
and Velma, Lindsay, do; Zella, Hallowcll, do; Win
Flint, Dodgo, and Pacific, lx>ok, Port John hod.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 26th, sch R W Denham, Tirrell, Augusta for New York.
N K W BURYPORT-Ar 20th, schs D H Ingraham,
Greoley. Richmond.
Sid 26th, sch Ella, Coombs, Bangor.
Ar27th, sch Addle Jordan, Herrlman, Philadelphia; Ann, Bennett, do; Paragon, Shute, from
Weehawken.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 20tb, sehr .James Warren,
I/Cigiiton, and Challenge, Mesorvsy, Port Johnson;
Mary Means, Dodge, Hoboken; Olivo, brve, ami
Viola May, Fisher, Klizahethport; Effort, Chandler,
Amboy; Charley Harney, Dyer, Now York.
BKLFA ST—Ar 26th, sch Teaser, McIntyre, Cambridge, Md.
BANGOR -Cld 26th, sch Ida L Howard, Dodge,

Grcenport, LI.

FOKEK1N PORTS.
Auckland, NZ. Apl 1, barque Olive Thur
low. Corbett, Port Chalmers.
At Hong Kong Apl 3; ship Wandering .Jew, Tap
lop, for San Francisco; barque C B Itazoltine, Gilkey. for New York; .John Wooster, Houghton, une;
Nicholas Jhaycr, Crosby, and Ponobscot, Eaton, do:
W H Bcsse, Baker, for Hollo.
Ar at Keval May 20, ship Lizzie Moaes, Cox, from
Ar at

Wyman, Gaul,
Philadelphia.
Sld 20th, sch§ T B Witherspoon, Sheppard, and
Win Boazley, Kavanaugb, Delaware Breakwater.

FOR SALE.
A fir> 1 class retail Boot and Shoe store,
dean stock, (rood location in the cily of
rortiand, ifornl trade ami increasing husiuess. Keasous for si lliutr will be satis*
factorily explained to purchaser. Address “a. B.” Box 1035 rortiand, Me.
dU
aprO

ap6

the lin. of the
from Portland.
acres, a
j*ortiou of which is
valuable timber laud, and alone is worth more than
the price ol the farm.
It has a modern 1 Vk story
house, stable 40x00, barn 40x72, with commodious
outbuildings all iu good repair and a never failing
There are fifty acres
supply of running water,
excellent tillage land under a good state of cultiva
tion and cuts about forty tons bay, and has one of
the best mountain pastures in the State. The land is
well adapted for any kind of farming, and is one of
the finest situations on the line of the P. & O. K. K.
Price g7,00J. For terms and other information
address
OLIVER D. RICE,
No. H*S Co mmercial street, Portland, Me.
mar 24
dtf

Money to pay the interest on all sold bonds, up
aud including July 1, 1884, will be deposited lu
trust iu a national bank in Hoston.
to

1CVWO story brick house old number 7, new 11
JL South street; twelve rooms, Sebago ant! gas,
cemented cellar; a
location for a person wish*
lug to be near Commercial St. or Fore St.
If. SHAW,
48 Mi Exchange Street.
myi!4aodlw*

handy

These bond* are worthy the attention of careful
and prudent investor*. Full information furnished
on application to

C. G.

PATTERSON, Principal
Htrrrl,

....

Jnjrl2

Bo.igii.
«od2m

trade for tome
Apply to

one.

»3

Exchange Street.

HOUSE FOR SALE.

BERLINGTON. VT.,
OGDEN*BERG,

For Kale.
Land and Stable on Adams Street, also in ('ape Llizubeth uime
story House
out! Laud, and three acres of Land on
Hue
situation for
Cape Cottage road,
Summer Ue«ideni«. For partifiilara Inquire of B. J. WILLARD., >"o. 43 Commercial Street, Portland Me.
*Pr5
eodtf

FOR SALE.
STAND.

One of the best l locaIt is in the centre of a dis-

trict that has beeu recognized as physician’s hcadfor a century or more. The house is
nrnUhed with ail the modern improvement*,
large
new brick furnace, cemented
cellar, hot and cold
water in every chamber, bath room, two water closets, gas, Ac. No repairs will bo needed for many*
▼ears. Ha* been
occupied by the same physician
for nearly 16 years. Terms easy. For further
particular* enquire at 14 Drown street, or N. S.
maodif
GARDINER, 03 Kachan*0 street.

Suarter*

of

or

To Let.

the be*t farms

in the County of CnmberONEland. situated in Capo
Elizabeth, known the
as

“Brooks Farm’* will be sold at a great bargain. 8.
L. CARLKT^N, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portand, Mo.
marHdtf

been" an Instance In which this
sterling invigorant and anti febrile medicine has
failed to ward off the complaint, when taken duly
as a protection against malaria.
Hundreds of physicians have abandoned ail tho officinal specifics,
and now
this harmless vegetable tonic for
cliills ana fever, as well as dyspepsia and nervous
affections. Hostetler's Hitters Is the specific you
need.
For salo by all Druggists and Boalers generally.
There ha*

never

prescribe

ftpSO

oodftwtmlS

The

longs

name
to a

very deslrablo residence of the late Rev.
7.ena* Thompson, situate \ on Lincoln 8t.,
Woodford's Corner, Deering. Contain* line
garden
and fruit trie*. For particular* apply to
ZE *A8 THOMPSON, ,lr., or
FRED If.
36 Union 8t.. City.
feb22
(Hi

THE

THOMPSON,

A;outlay,

of the best houselots in Portland, has a nice
stable and stone for cellar now upon it; will
sell on lime and ailvanoe $2500 to help build a
good
house on the premises. For particulars call on
L. TAYI.OR. 886 Congress St.
Jan22dtf

TO LET

Is not too presuming, Although It be_

Sunday School Song Book.
Sunday Scholars like what Is bright, inspiring,
triumphant, and they find it here, with the sweetest
oi sweet music, and exceedingly good words. A good"
hook also for the prayer or conference mooting.
(115 ct*.)
fly Abbey and .tlungrr,
As the Convention season is at hand, Dltfson & Co.
call renewed Attention to their three books of
qftlto
uncommon beauty, and well quail lied to lead the
bright procession of Sunday School Singers. They are
MCI3 I ANO MVK CIA cl*.) McIntosh.
«H.ACO\ Irll’IC. dIOcm.) Tenney & HoJIman
IS VVM'lt OF VK TOItY. (.*15 cm.)
I ILHT AND i n i
has an extra edition In Character Notet, for those who use that notation.
Vocal Kchoc*. (91.00.)By Dr W. O. Terklns.
Welle«lcy I oil*w < ollcctloii (91.00.)
C,
il. Morse, Contains the best of graduationBy
other songs for FEMA.LK VOICES, and are exeollent College or Seminary collections.
Any book mailed for retail price.

Three Ollicct to be Lot.
Cahoon Block, next to City Building, apply to
WM.U.JKHKiS.
May 2(1.
my2(!dlw

IN

HOUSE TO LET.
ileeirable tenement of 11 rooms, lu
AVERY
good repair, with furnace, good stable and
wrtihln three minute* walk of

garden,

Seminary,

Morrill** Corner. Horae car, pars tlio door oyery
half hour. Apply to
ABBIE A. BUCKNA.M,

maySldlf

_Morrill1*

1

ami

OLIVER PIT,SON He CO., Bostoi..
«iaj2~

TTbAS&waitf

will limkn llin

Hambletonian,
of INHil. at I'rp-

imsou

sumpscot Park, Decs Intr. Me.

HTARTLK UAMIU,ETONIAN I* a .Urk bay
will, blaok point*. 1,1 banil*
high and weigh* 105,,’
pound*, wa* foaled April 11th, )H7tl, bred by Rotv
nrt Homier of New Verk, »lro STARTLE, *on of
KYSDYK'S HAMM,ETONIAN, dam ELSIE by
,'"lgl'r’ ?,l <llini hy Seely'* AMERICAN

STAIL°rk
NEW YORK

LEI,(IER wn**lred by HouglaiuTa
ORAY MESSENGER, dam, I I.ATBCSII IVlAll*
Olio of tbo fastest mure*, (both single and
double
Mr. Bonner's famous stable, Hougland's Messensired HONEST DUTCHMAN, 2.20Vii
ger
and
1
““
lil.ENHE, 2.21, V2.
STARTLE trotted a public trial over Flout wood
Bark, N. Y., before completing his fourth year In
iM9H/4 and is the sire of PORTI V. 2.211 Vu.
RYSDYK’S
Hie arm lest of
trotting sires, living or dead, has SB of his i»«t «n
the 2.:i() list.
STARTLE HAMBLETONIAN Is a young horse
ol great promise, descending directly from the great
HAMBLETONIAN anti STAR cross that produced

iii

Dexter, Nettle, day Gould. Orange Girl, Harvest

Queen and many others.

Terms, 925.00 for the
season, Mares not proving in foal can ho returned
next poason free of charge. The horse can be found
at tho Bark, from 8.BO a. in., to 4 p. m., and at
Gilbert’s stable, Cushman St., Portland, at other
times and will f>o cheerfully shown to visitors by
ASH Eli M. SAVAGE.
nmyl5eodlm

¥

HI.

KENISON
opened an office in
Portland and can bo
nap

round at

>'o. 27<> Middle HU

com.

over

Edward's

and WalkBtoro from

rrs' Hardware
J line l,itj nur

first

myltklt

TO LET

Store Nos. 117 & lit) middle St.
Pott OfHoe whore all the large
are located, in dry
good*. Fitted no
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Kiev
valor. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
ami airy basement all in perfect repair.
Heated by
Inquire of II. R, THOMPSON J<54
a furnace.
Brackett St. where the keys may I bo found.
oot2 _dtf
the

Wholesale Jobbing Houses
BELOW
and other Olasses of

lions*' iiihI Stable to Ld.
and Stable, on line of Horse Railroad
Woodier *.
Enquire of J. 11. REED,

HOUSE

aprlSdtf

Jim

Ooenu

WINKS &
of nil

at

Street, Woodford'S.

LIQUORS

Itindn,

1

Sill

W

BlhJBSit

urn.

Portland

Grand Trunk
u»d

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER fl. B

O# 1NS2,

Railway of Canada.

in ilie

Doss not stop at

Importers,

410 NEW WO* FOIII NriSEET,
LAND. MAINE.
for

l*»HT-

New Englnn.l,

FOB TUB I' E I, Ell It ATI: Is

Summit

Mineral Spring

EIIOM

IIABIIINON,

augio__

Water,

MAINE.
att

Notltu*.
poisons are hereby eanlloned against, bar
boring or trusting any of tliecrow of the tier
limn bark
“OompotltOT," Kuhn, master from Ell
lau, as no bills oftlielr eontraotlng will in. paid by
Captain or Couslguow. CHASE!, LEAVITT' H cy,
aat
my2»

ALL

LEWISTON!
CAPT. CHAULE9 DEEKING,
Will leave Railroad Wlaarf, Portland_

Tuesday & Friday Eve’ng.s,
11.15 o’clock

At
or on arrival
Steamboat Express Train*
fc of
from Boston. for Rockland. Ca»Us tine. Deer Isle, Sedgwick, (Stage
from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer),
South West and Bar Harbors. Milbrldze. Jones port
and Machiasport.
Connect at COCK. I, AMR with Steamer for
*1.11!
Ifll.I., wcfCKEY and BI.I.NMiOBTII. At RAW MAKBOBwithsteamerforGOlXBKlIoltO', f.AVlOIAE, flAKTttlt k.sl l.l lVAV and Bl.I.MtVOK'rH.
Also with B. & B. Steamers at Rockland, going
East, for River Landings.
liKTI KVIMi. will leave Machiasport every
Monday and Thariolajvtt 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings,and connecting at Portland with
Pullman aud early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor ami River Landings for Portee»w,'

4J%-

t

*

freight

The Lewiston Las bfea thoroughly overhauled the past winter, and furnished
with a new hoiler.
GEORGE L. DAY.
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.

oodford’e.
<f. W. PETERS, Supt.

17

Company.

COMMENCING MAY 15, 1883, STEAMER

ehanga Street.

mayl2

d

Sale of Real Estate

STEAMERS.

F.r Auburn and I.ewf*t«a,7.20 a. m.t 1.16
and 6.16 p. in.
Far G.rbiim. mixed, 7.40 a. m.. and4.00 p.m.
For .ff.ntreal, Quebec and 4-birngo 1.30
p. m.

WHITE STAR LIKE.

V. 6. ned Royal Mail Steamers
ABBIfAU.
to Liverpool Via <|neenatown.
From f.ewiitiaa and Auburn. 8.40 a. ra.,
Katee
reduced for Pall and Win3.15
and
6.60
m.
12.35,
p.
tor. Those steamers take the ex
f
From Olorhaui, mixed, 0-40 a. m.f 5.10 p. m.
HKnoai i.is.1" ! rente Boutherlyrontes,avoiding
From
IloDinn
on; Quebec.
all dangers from icebergs. Cabin $60 and $80: Ex12.36 p.m.
cursion $110 and $144; Steerage at law rates. The
Pullman Palace Sleeping Oars on night train and
sailings are as follows:
Parlor Oars on day train bettroeu Portland and
Germanic.Jan. 20 I Baitic.Feb. 1
Montreal.
25 I Brltania .Feb. 10
Republic.Jan.
1II..._._
ror sailing lifts, cabin
TICKET OFFICES
plan*, pa*«age rate* and
to J. L. FAJUCE&, 22 Exchange St.
74'EXCIIANGE STREET

draft»jg>ply

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

To

BOSTO.l

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Redaced Rates,
Canada. Detroit, Chicago,Milwaukee

Cincinnati, St. Couiu. O naha, Sagin*
aw. St. Pant, Salt
Cake City,
Denver, San Franriaco,

W. J. SPICEK. Superintendent.

oet7dtf

Eastern Railroad.
FALL ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Sunday, October 15, 1882.

fare si.oo.
The favorite Steamer* Forest City and Join
Brook* will alternately leave * HAN K LIN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 7 o'clock y. m. (Sunday* excepted;.
Passengers by thi* line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’? rest and avoid the cxpeaae and ineoc renienee of arriving In Boston late
at night.
MTTicketa and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Ticket* to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COYLE, Jr*, General Agent.
dtf

TICKETS^

CHEAP OCEAN
Trails* Irate Portland
3 a. m. Dally (Night PuUnuu)) lor S&eo,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newbnryport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
A special Bleeping Oar trill be
at 6.30a. m.
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.0(1
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to
this train for Boston.
At S.4.1 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biadeford, Kennebunk, Welle, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portstronth,
Salem, Gloucester. Koockort,
Newbnryport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. nt.
At I p. m. fur Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco.
Blddeford, Kennebunk, WellB, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conway Junction, kittery, Portsmouth,
At

Nowburyport.Salem, Lynn, Cbelsea and Boston,
arriving at 5.10 p. in. connecting with Sound and

desiring to nd for friends in the Old Conntry will save money by buying their prepaid
?toerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the *ign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by tbeCunard and other fast first
class mail steamers coming direct across the
ocean,
on the warxh Golf Stream route, thus
avoiding all

ALL

dangers

oclO

atf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
nml

nflcr

IlioNiDAY,

PawMdiircr Trains will
follows

ns

Oct.
run

Leave
Portland tor
Vanccbero. Ml
and
Ike
John, Halifax
Provinces
Mi. Audresra, Ml. Mtrphrn, Prederlrlon
Aroostook
TountTv all stations on it. .V
Pisratngnis U. it., and for Bangor,
Rm ksperi, Dealer. Belfast and Mkow.
hrgnn, 1.26 p. m., 1.30 n. m., 111.16 p. m
Wntervllle, 7.00 a. m. 1.25 p. tn„ 1.30p. m
tll.15 p. m., and Saturdays only at 6.15 n.m.
A abasia, Hallowell. Rnrdiner,
Richmond,and Brunswick 7.00 a. til., 1.30 p.
m., 6.16 p. m„ tll.16 r.m.i Hath, 7.00 a. ro.
1.30 n. m„ 6.15 p.m. and on Saturdays only
at 11.15 P. 1U. Rockland, and Knox &
l. lnroln
U. H„ 7.00 a. m.,
1,30 p.
m. :
Auburn and Lewiston, 8. 16 a, in..
1.25 p. m., 6,06 p. ro. I.cwision via
Brunswick 7.00
a. nn,
fll.15 p. m.i

Parmingion,

Phillips

manmouih,

winthrop, Kicndlleld, West Watervitle
nad North Aa»on,1.25p. m., and Pnrmiagtoa
via Brnaiw iek, 7.00 a, ra.

LEAVE FOR ROMO AND BOSTON

Prom Hnllfnx, B.10 A. m., <5.15 p. m.: st».
John, 8.15 a. m., 8.30 p. in.; Moulton. 10.30
». m.; Mt. Niephen. 10.45 a.
m.; Ilurksport,
<1.00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Vantehnro, 1.35 a.
iu.,
1.30 p. m. Huniior,
7.16
a. m..
17.45
P.m. Ilnu r. 7.<H) a.m, 6.10 p. m. Ili lfa.t
8.30 a. ro.,3.05 p. in.; Nkowhegau, 8.20 a.
3.16 p. in.; Wnlrrylllr, ».16:a.in. 1.55.. 110.00
P.m.; and Mondays only At 5.15 a. niAuausta.
O. 00 a.Ill 10.00 a. m„ >>2.4f> p. m.,tlO,56 p. ni.;
OanUsrr, 0.17 a. to., 10.18 a.m., *8.07 p. ni.
111.14 D. ill. Hulk. 6.65 a. in.. 11.00 a. m..
•4.00 P. m.,and (Saturdays only at 11.55 p. m.
Rrautwlrli, 7.25 a. m., 11.80 a. m..
•4.80p. m.,t 13.35 a. in.,(night.) Moeklitud,
8.15 a. on, 1.15 p. m., l.cerlMtocx. 7,20 a.m.
11.10a. m., *4.15p. ni. 11.20pm. Phillip*,6.65
a.m. PnrmiiiK'on, 8.20 a. m.;
A1 inthrop
10.1*1 A. iu. being due In Portland as follows:
TUo morning trains from AngUBta and Bath
8.85 a. m. Lewiston. 8.40 a. in.
The day
trains from Hangor. and all intermediate stations
aud connecting roads
at, 12.40 and 12..46 p.

The afternoon
trains from
WalerrtUe,
Aognsta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40
p. ni. The Nigh* Pullman Express train at 1.60
a. m.
t Sleeping Cars attached, run dally, Snndays Included. botweon Huston and Baugor.
(linns through to Hangor orory morning, and Skowhogan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not mu to Hester, Belfast, Burksport, or 8t
•tohn Hun.lay morning

•For Portland only.
I.lmiled Ticket* flrulnnd *erond rlnaa fer
Ur. Jehu anil Hnlifux un s ale at reduced

DIRIGG TRANSFER CO
-l'OB THK

—-

I

3an 24dtf

for all Southern and Western points.
Truitt* leave Ronton.
At ff.OO it. m. and arrive in Portland at 1 .CO
m. At 12.30 p. m. aqd arrive in Portland at
5;0
p. ro. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive lit Tertian

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agaut.
D. W. 8 allBORN, Master TransportaGon.

icebergs.

can

prepaid

sell

steerage passage ticket* from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway. $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Rot
teraam, Pari*, Bremen and Har ngen. $27.00
Copenhagen. Christiana, Christ! xwuid, Bergen
Trondbjem Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children un
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent.
change at low rates.

Kail Linee

at 11.00 p. m.
Pallnan Parlor Torn.
trains leaving
On
9.00 a m.
Boston, at
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Por'land
8.45 a. m„ and 1 p. m. (Through Pullman Sleep
inf Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 l m
and Portland
at 2.00 a. ml.
Through ticket* lo all points We«t and
Month may be bad of J. M. French. Ticket
Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Tar Tickets tor Meats tad
Berths sold at DeseiTirkrlOUre.
New, first—lass dining room at Portsmouth,
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meal*.

from tee and

22

AXD

—

Exchange

St.

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From HOST

Every Wednesday and Sat■rdny.

From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From

■

Freight

Long Wharf, Boston,

3

p m. From Pino Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
1 nsnrance one-half the rate of

’sailing vessel.
by the

for the West

Penn. K.

and

R..

South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

com-

mission.

t*n«*ngr Tea

Hell or.
lloti.nl Trip
Meals and Room Included.

Sts',

FOr Freight or Passage apply to
E. I*. SAMPSOJI, Agent,
dcSltf
70 I eng Wharf, Helen.

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of I«sssage tickets by the White Star,
Canard, Anchor, State, American, Hod Star,
North Herman Lloyd, Hamburg. American, Rotter-

FOR

dam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all llrst class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Kur. pc. Cabin, I’d Cabin mad steerage ou.ward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid ticket* from inland places in Europe’ to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale bv th
cargo. For cabin plane, circulars, sailing schemes
Sc. anil other Information apply to J. L. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. llox 979.

ianlO

__

TAKENCourt for said

Superior
eonnty. at the April term
thereof, 1883, in favor of Aimui Whitney and S.
Coleman Alien, both of Portland, in said county,
copartners under the name of Kendall A Whitney
against Frank H. Boody of W indham, in *aid county,
for $152.57 damages, and $10.24, costs of suit*
and will be sold at public auction to the highest
bidder at the sheriff’s office, in said
Portland, on the
sixth day of June, 1883, at ten o’clock in the forenoon. the following parcel* of real estate and
all the right, title and interest which the said
Frank H. Boody had on the 24th day of Feb.
1883,
at 4 b. 40 m. p. m. when the same was attached on
the original writ in the fame, viz:

number 35 in the 4th and last division of lots in
Windham containing 36 acres more or less, and being the same conveyed by Elbridge Gerry to said
Boody and Frank O. Pride, by deed dated .June 8,
1878, recorded in Cumberland Registry of !>eed§
Book 451, Page 118.
SECOND PARCEL.

One undivided half part of 34

acres of land on
the
end of of Jot number 38 in the
4th and last division of lots in said Windham, and
being the same premises conveyed by flaelem Proctor to said Boody and Frank O. Pride by deed dated
Dec. 22.1877, recorded in said Registry, Book 444

southeasterly

Page, 405.

THIRD PARCEL.
half of lot number 36 in the 4th division
of lots in said Windham and a
strip 8 rods wide to
land owned by John Hananrtfl,
the same
and Aaron Manpremises conreyed by
chester to said Boody and Charles Rogers
by deed
dated January 9,1878, recorded in said Registry
Book, 444, Page 451.

westerly

to Xew York.

ami after Saturday the second day of Juno,
next, the steamers KLEANORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. in., and
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
tomeh at Vineyard Haven on tlieir
passage to and
from New York. Price,
State Room, $5;
these steamers are fitted up with line accomodations for passengers, making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
Between
New
York
and Maine; or for
desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Havcu.
Goods
by this lino destined beyond Portland
or New York, will bo at once forwarded to
their
destination on arrival.
Tickets an«l State Rooms can be obtained at 22

ON

including

parties

shipped

Exchange Street.

FOCRTH TARCEL.
One undivided half part of that part of lot number 57 in the 4th division of lots in Gray, included
witbiD the following bounds:
Beginning 57 rods 2
links northeast from the west corner of sakl lot
thence northeast 01 rods to a line as run by Isaac
Stevens, thence southeast to the pond, thence south
west by said pond 61 rods to land owned bv Isaiah
Skillings, thence northwest 80 rods to the first
bound containing Cl acres, more or less,
being the
same premises conveyed bv Sailas Lamb & ai to said
Boody and Frank 0. Pride bv deed dated Sept. 27,
1879, recorded in said Registry. Book 461, page
396.
FIFTH PARCEL.
One undivided half part in that part of 1st numbered 57, in tbe 4ta division of lets in said
Gray, included within the following bounds:
Beginning at
the west corner of said lot, thence northeast 50 rods
12 links, thence southeast to the
pond, thence
the pond the west end line of said lot,
southerly
thence northwest to tbe first bound,
containing 32
aerts, more or less, bt ing the same premises conveyed by Robert A. Allen to said Boody and Frank
O. Pride by deed dated May
7,1880, recorded in
said Registry, Book 467, page 192.

by

SIXTH PARCEL.
Our undivided half
part in that part of lot numbered 57 in the -Uh divirion of lots in said*
Gray
included within the following bounds, beginning at
the most north-cast corner of land owned
by the
heirs of Joriah Allen, thence north east on the line of
land owned by Sewall Plummer and als., to land
owned l*v David Iluston, thence south-east on a line
with said Huston’s land to a corner marked
upon a
maple tree, thence southwest on the Hue of land
owned by D. Huston and Joei&h Skillin to Lind
owned by the heirs of Joeiah Allen, thenco north
west on a line with land owned
by the heirs of
Joei&h Allen to bound begun at,
containing 30-acres
more or less, being the same premises
conveyed by
R. R. Allen to said Boody and Frank O. Pride
by
deed dated May 21, 1880, recorded in said Registry. Book 467
314.
To all of which deeds the record thereof reference is made for a particular
description of said
several parcels of land respectively

i*ag©

May 2,

”*“i

"■

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
FOB

ELISHA N. JORDAN. Deputy Sheriff.

tllawSwT

1SS3.

W.

A.
s.
WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As

a

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered impure
by

vegetable decomposition
as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

Aromatic

Schnapps

Is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.

A public

saltrof over -50 years duration ia
every
section of oaV country
ofl'dolpho Wolfe'S

Schnapps,

its

the medieal

nns

-lie! ed endorsement by

faenliy

and

sale

a

unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity

WM. G. DAVIS,

him,

being

Stephen

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly Line

undivided half part of one-half of the north-

One

dly

__

CALIFORNIA,

claimed for it.

For sale by all Druggists

and Grocers.

japan, china,
Mandwlch

falaada, iVf»

Zealand aad
Aviralln,
^K>m Now York on 10th, 20th ami
.yOiU of each month,
carrying passengers for San
h“
Rmnplsoo and all of the
sv‘" '■>o*ffi»0o
lor
f*”1'
regularly
" S ':"lwi0h
Zealaid

I»

18 BEATER STREET,

alive ^rt,

NEW YORK-

M—.555?

J>3_

*“<1 further
lnformattoif*aiM11 vT**'
T.1'"* li“t«
■1 10
"Mtw
the General Kas-

dly

"r

•

a

I

rs
^

« *

^

-im
Summer

>•».,
m,, iiaiita,
*FAOO..
Portland

line
■■

ervice.

Tsnnaportallon of Personal Itaar.
and Parcels of PaaenS«‘rs to and from Kail road
Stations, Steamboat
Lnndlngy, Hotels, Prt
vntc itcAidiiiiTs,
Otllci's, &c.

EVERY SATURDAY from MAY to DECEMBER
Making the SHOE I EST OCEAN VOYAGE n,«lv
FIVE DAYS from laind to land. Extra
Ships from UAIAVAY, l.ltl lit |«K

I*rinciyml Office* <107 t'oujjnSi,, I’otilnui}
Telephone No. 173.
N. S. FKKNALL>, Ooueral Mauauor.
WFdkAIlm
mays

Inl.a.m-diute, Sdc, Cre,,*id stoora, o *il. ’
&l'" “I'D'y l" I hVK A A1,
«»V-at
"i“r"'!i'1?n'
Ago,il,, v<>7 Broad-., ay. N.Y. or K
V
A*DltGA. til Exphange sl!, ’I*. I».
4H'd Congress St.. Cortland,
unu j

Messengers will solicit for Baggageon the principal Incoming trains and gtvo cliocka.
Baggage taken from any part of the olty to any oilier part.
Orders should lio left at least ono hour before do{nurture of trains or boats.

STATE OF MAINE.
CUMBERLAND, ss.
this day on execution, dated May 3,
1883, issued on a judgment rendered by the

FIRST PARCEL.

all point* In Ike

and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON. Goneral Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, «. P. A.

Execution.

on

One undivided half part of the easterly half of lot

Steamers!

P. E. BOOTH BY, (ien'l. Pass. .it
Portland, Oct. 10,1882

UY-

R. STANLEY & SON,

Also, General Maimgors

And Jfaebals Steamboat

Are-June,with

3*

C. II. KNOWETON, Manager.

myOdtf

Portlaid, Barnr, IL Desert

of Trains.

Tlendny, Orl. |«,
Trains will leave
MNJ.Patsenger
..•■H.rllBBtl ai T..‘to ,1. IU., and
1.03 p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.If, {i, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Onion Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p.m. and 6.46 p.

23d,

PAY SON TUCKER, OenT Supt.
Ticket Ag!.
ootlSdtf

PACKAGES,

-FOtt BALE

trip.

On an! after

rules.

ORIGINAL

.J.

I3lh,

after K'SWl
(Srtabcr
train* will raiu follow.:

__dtf

Will, leave Custom House Wharf for the Islands,
daily except Sunday at 6 46, 7.00, 0.00 a. in., 2.16,
4.20, 0,10 p. in., r* turning immediately alter each

andjforecster Line.

Arrangement

Inter-

HTEA9VEU lilEVNEHlUA

I.'diiogton Sweet, Boston.
If. P. BALDWIN
Paaa. Agent 0. B. K.o

Canada,

FflRESrciTY STEAMBOAT GO.

EN4JI.ANB A41ENCV,

Nt W
1

m.

1MPORTED

HAMIiLETGNIAN,

JDr.

dray.

on

gooite, Fanoy

TltOITlIM} 8TALLIOS

Startle

Corner.

ICOOUIS to Let.
al«o pnrlor

two adjoining room*)
floor. Hi! STATE ST., cor.

mo !•*

FAilEI,

(One War, 814.30
New York and Philadelphia, | Kzcureloa, 4,00

Ehia,

On

ONE

Victory

of

saLB.

For $nlc.

THE

Banner

SUBURBAN RESIDENCE
ron

i

C.

BEX.). THOMPSON,
S5 Exchange Street.

Firm For Sale

or

boat office In New England) via.
BOUND BItOOK ItOIilU.

V.,

story dwelling house situated on Turner’*
Island, Capo Elizabeth,near the Eastern Railroad Company’s shop*. The house is arranged for
two families and in good order, and is a
good investment. Terms easy. Inquire of

PHYSICIAN’S
tions in the city.

tiny Heart,(at any railroad

>nr« »«

the Now Brunswick and

TRAVEL TO EI BOPE!
EHlimalt-M of IVl for Tours lo any part of
Europe nud flu* Orient.
Reliable information cheerfully imparted and
TICKETS IJISUED. Full particulars in monthly
Travel, with maps sent free. Address AMERICAN
EXCHANGE TRAVELERS’ BUBKA U. 162 Broad
way, New York. €. A. i: \KATT0.1I, Manager
eod3m*
_mar24

Express Trains. Oouliie Track Stone Bbibb
Be

on

may 12

ITBIETI,

TRIAD AND BERKS 8Tb.

Ear ivluucbeeler, Concord and polnteXoitb, at
1.03 p. m.

TWO

apl2eodtf

StattoiiM in Philadelphia
Phlladelphis Ac Reading li. jhc

Ear CocbMii r, Mprlngvale, Alfred, Waterboroand Bars etiVer.r.llO a.
m., 1.03
m., and (mixed) at U.TO p. m. Returning
N.
aveRochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. in., 11,IB
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
AND MONTREAL.
(mixi d) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
1,0
Baccsragga. Cumberland
On and ufft-.r
Nov.
Westbrook
Mills,
and Weedier da.
IMN'J,
l^rsiu« leave B*erllnuri
*•
i .03, 6.JO and (mixed!
unlit further notice
•O..TO p. n.
N/J5 A. HI.—For Fab; an’s. Littleton, Iancaster,
The 1.03 p. to. tiainlrom Portland eonneett at
and ali points on B. C. M. R. R., Sfc.
Ifaaaac Tonne] Haste for
iturliugion, Ogdensburg and aU points on O. & L,
t W West, and at Isian !>»•■, Worcester, for
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all j New Verb via Norwich Tine, and ail
rail.
points on Southeastern Railroad and brandies.
RSpringaeld, also with N. w. & N. E. It.
3 OO I*. HI.—For Fabyan's and
Intermediate
K. .(“Steamer Maryland Route”) tor Pbiladel.
stations.
llaltiTOare, Washington, and tbs
aula and with Hasten A Alban, K. K. for
Trains arrive an Porlluud ;
West.
the
10.50 A. M.—from Fabyans.
Close oonnoctlons made at Weslbraak Jauc10.00 p. M.— from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Burling
tion with through trains of Mo. Central K. K., and
ton, Ato.
at OramlTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
*
i. S1A1III 4’0\. Nupcrintendent.
*
bra ns of Grand Trunk R. R.
Portland, Novemt* 13,1882,
novlddtf
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at lloillnj U Adams’ No. S3 f. r-

aud

JOHN' C. PROCTER,

my2*eod3w

Contracior A

>. Y. MUTUAL LIFE BUILDIYU,
#3 milk

big

STATION IN NE% YORK (mxSm
ANf» 41 KEEN

*~=-a^5«St bt*>«
of state street, every
Monday. Wednesday
Friday at 6 p. m., for Kastport and Bt.
John, with eor.nectJoDS for Calais. Robbinston. gt.
Andrews.
Pembroke. Moulton, Woodstock, Grand
Mouait, CaznpobeUe, Dlgby, Annapolis. Yarmouth.
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Ain bent
Plctou, Shed lac,
Bathurst, fraihtmsle, Char
lottetowc Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other

colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, Ball Uoads. and stage "Bontee.
fcjp~Frei/bt received up to 4 p. in. and any information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Tickets
State Booms and farther information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 ;change St.
T, C. i; EL BEY, l resident, and Manager

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

AND

«*

foot
and

stations

-BETWEEN-

North,veal, ff«l

4

A

Bound Brook Route.

D>
Por i liitten,
Ajer) Jane., Filehbnrg,
Nashua, I,swell, Windham, and Knpiua at 7..TO a. ns. and 1.03 p. us.

-TO—

Exchange.

FIRST Class Route, Stable, Hennery, Summer Route and Lot of Land 100
by 160 feet,
situ.ted at Woodfurd'e on line of home car* All
In ttrtt clart order and ready for immediate occupancy.

fSESL

NewYork& Pli[lafl8lplija New Line

NINTH

non.
>i(anIhl* Line will
Hull road Wlnrl,

.Ur*,.,1v _>1 WAV, n4l' Hill
•«

octl4dtf

Portland, Oct. 16, 1883

okanb avter

/ct—

•

WINTER ARRANGMENT,

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

a. m. and 1.57 p. in.
with Byron, Mexico, Dlz&eld,
Woat Hnmnei and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. Hnpr..

Pern. Ijvormore,

-_

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

SPRING AUHANGCMENTS.

Lewlaton at 7.10

-AND-

For Sale.

or

and

DEPABTl'BEN:

on

For Sale

J. T. FURBKU, Gen. Supt.
H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

rnstport, Me., Calais. Me.. 8b
John, N.B., Halifax, N. S„ Ac.

H.30 a. n».
;,,~*‘ejLew1iiton, 4.15 and
Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.30
Rn,i
m.
——A3—a. jy.
i.3(jp.

..

Leare

HUNIIAV TIC A INN.
l*orilau«l For H«.rot. and Way stations at
m. flotlou For I»orilun«l at 0.00
p. in.

S.

ISTKUIUTIONAl STEAMSHIP CO.

Stage oonnoetlona

1.00 p.

The

Conary, Georgetown.
Ar 19th, brig Mary E Pennell, Mitchell, Fernan-

Redondo, Hutchins, Amboy; Maud, Robinson, Wee*
hawken; i/x»kout, JVwnrov, do: G Ilanrahan. Campbell, Hoboken; Nellie F, Huntley, and Win Pickering, Bellatty, do; Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, do;
.Jas Holmes, Ryder, ilondout; Metropolis, Robert*,
Vinalhavon; Ariosto, Klwell, Rockland; DT Patchin, Patchln.Castine; W B Mnekfc, Dowling, Port-

ap7dtf

large

land.

—

Ste., forInquire of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
No. 30 Market Street.

t:r.

6.1(1

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Keck loud, Mt. insert, Macblue, Kasfcport, Calais
Bt. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and PortliUid Ac Ogdcuburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments
First class Dining Booms at PcrtUuuL
Transfer Station, Kxeter, lot* renew and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may bo had of HI. I,. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston Ac Maine Depot, and at s'talou
Ticket O filer, 40 Exchange St.

Leave Canton for Portland

____

CtSMCM;!, It TRA I Sm WIM. I,[ A \ t
I'OIt l l A.N ■> for IIOMTON
__,_,
8.46 a. in., i.iiu
g.80 p. m.
al iloston
at
1.16,
—■“-**“■ and 8.0(J
p. m. HONTON FOIt
■■OHTI.AIVH nttl.00 a. III., 12.30 and 3.30
p. in., arriving nt Portland at 1.00, 6.00, and 8.00
m.
Piiliii,nn roil mu a it fit o it o
p.
HFAUII, and 1*1.IF 1*01 NT, 8,45 a. m.,
3.30 and 5.40
m. (See
FOif
note.)
p.
O I, II
OKUHAKII
HFAUII.
MAUO,
HIIIIIHFOKII A Nil I4HNNH111611 at 8.46 a. in., 1.00, 8.30 and 5.40 p. m.
FOB IV FI.1,18 at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. in. (Son
note.) FOH NORTH HvitWlUH, MAI,.
MON
ORE AT
FAI.I.N,
FAI.I.N,
II it V F 1C II11,1.,
■IOVFH,
FXFTIIfi,
I.AVVKFNUF, ANIIO VF fit A NII I.OVV.
FI,I. at 8.46 a. in., l.OOuinl 8.80 p, w. FOR
NFVV VI A It 14 FT at 8.45 a. m. 3.80 p. in.
FOH ItOUII FNTFIf and F A It ill IN14 TON,
N. II., 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and 8.80 p. in. FOIt
Al.TON HA A at 8.45 a. in., 8.80 p. in.
FOR
MANUHFNTFK ANIS UONUOItll N. II.,
(Via Lawrenee)at H.45 a, m. (via New Market
•Jet.) at 3,30 p.
in.
MOKNINU TRAIN
I.HAVFH HUNNHUUNK FOH l*OKT.
I.AN II at 7.26.
Nors.-Tho 1.00 p. in, train from Portland
will not Ktop at Scarboro
tleaeli, Pino Point,
or
Welle
to
Talie
oxcopt
Puxrugrra For Ko-lou. CnriorCim on all
through train*. Keats secured 11. advance at
Depot Tic hot Oflice.
esrrha 1.00 p. m„ train from Portland connects with Nouud l.iue Hiriimcra lor New
York and all Hail Lines for the West, aud the 3.30
p.m., train with all Knit l.iura for New York
aud the South aud West.

Johnsbury,

Car It-ton aud Braekett

Farm for Sale.

GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 25tb, bajque Regina
Tolck, Hossev. Trinidad.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2«tb, brig II B Hussey, Iiodgdon, Kennebec; Bcbs Cephas Starrett, Lawrence,
Charleston; Hope Haynes, Meady, Jacksonville;
Alice Montgomery, Lavender, Kennebec;
Laura
Bridgman, Hart. Bangor.
Sid 26th, sch Mary E Webber.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th, brig Shasta, Nichols
Nassau. NP
Ar 26th, barque Chas Loiing.
Thettrup, Matanzas
brig Shaet-t. Nichols, Nassau, NP; sch Maggie Dalling, Cardenas.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 24tb,
brig J F Merry,
Bradley, Havana; 26th, Clarabelle, Branso-mb,
Cardenas.
Cora Green. Pbilbrook, Polnt-a-Piue;
sch Kate Carlton, Thorndike, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th. barques Antonio Sala,
Mitchell, Sagua 8 days; Freeda A Willey, Willey,
Pensacola; brigs Carrie Bertha. Hall, Matanzas via
Delaware Breakwater; Elleu Maria. Cummings, St
Slmoas, Ga; schz Rockie E Yates, Harris, Tonola;
John H Converse. Leighton. Cardenas; Kate M Hilton, Johnson, Mobile; Nellie Grant, Jordan, Key
West; Nellie S Picker ng, McKeen, Jacksonville;
Samos. O’Neil, Feruandita; J 8 Ingraham, Drinkwater, Satllla River; Eastern Belle, Pratt, Rock-

dlna.
VINE YARD-HAVEN
Ar 25tb, sobs Ariadne,
from Amboy for Portland; II E Willard, Philadelphia for do; .James O’Denohue, Elizabeth port for
Boothbay; L a Piuminer, Kennebec for Baltiinove;
Spartan, flodgdon, Boston for Georgetown; City of
Ellsworth, from Ellsworth for Providence.
Sid 26th, schs Win Penn, Mary E Oliver, Henry E
Willard, Ariadne, and all others.
BOSTON—Ar 26th, feba Viola Rcppard, Oglor,
Baltimore; Mary E Morse, Johnsen, Philadelphia;

Cumberland street, 100 feet on Green
street aud about 100 feet deep. This property Is well located, in a good neighborhood, and in
order to clone an estate is offered for 30 cents per
foot. Apply to WM. H. JKKRLS.
ruvltidSw*

a

Darien.

Ar 27th, barqne Matanzas. Simmon*, Matanzas;
Kate Wentworth, Bropby,Point-a-Pitre. A F Crockett. Thorndike, Windsor, NS; A H Perry, Perry,
Gardiner, G W Howes, Howes, Portland.
Cld 26th, barque Chas It Lewis, Race, Alicante;
Eva J Ray, Ray, Anjier. for orders; brig Mary C
naskell, Oliver, for Progresso; sebs Lucy A Davis,
I>avia. Cardenas; Maggie Abbott, McIntosh, and
Speedwell, Whitten, Baracoa; Ruth S Hodgdou, Anderson. Gloucester.
bid 26th, barques Evlo A Ray, Ray, from NYork
for Anjier; Cbas H Lewis, do for Alicante; schs Geo
do for ProviSavage, do for Portland; Okas
dence; Alpine, Hoboken for Portland.
Passed the .ate 27tb, schs Annie Gus, from New
York for Portland; J 8 Moulton, do for Bottoh;
Magnet, and Cabot, Amboy for do.
PRO VIDKNCE—A r 26th,;»ch A J Fork, Wallace,
Richmond, Vo.
FAELItlVKR-Ar 19lb, sch Elliot B Church,

Crreu Strict for Null1.

on

bargain. Situated
A O. K. R., thirty miles
At P.great
Contains 300

Banker, New York.
Cld 21st. brig Martha A Berry, Lawrence. Philadelphia; sch Jas Young. Young. Damarlscotta.
CHARLESTON—Sid 27tb, sch Horace R Sturgis,

Spear.

l.and

I'or Sale.

IfBOX XJKAC8AKT8* EXCUAJiOE.l
Arat Havana 21st, barque H J Libby, Pratt,
Baltimore. 23d, Mignon, Paterson. New York.
Ar at Matmnxas 19th, sch L A Orr. Philadelphia;
22d. barque Skobeleff, Tucker, Cienfuego*.
Sid 20tb, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Delaware Break-

fhih: idi l’.'v.

I.siihI on (>reen Ml. for Salt*.
IX! EAR Cumberland Street, 1CK) fe?t on Green st.
lw and about 100 leet deep; Can be had for 30
cents per foot, to close an estate.
Apply to WM.
H. JKKRIS. May 18, 1883.
wapl8d8w«

corner

BT*Tbe Cuitom House will not be open for the
transaction of business on AVednesday, May 30th,

Ship Northampton, from New Orleans for Liverpool. with cotton and staves, struck on Molasses
Reef night of 24th and bilged.
Wreckers from
Key West are ?aviug cargo.
Sch Zampa. Capt Sanborn, whilo Hying at Ames’
wharf. Mathias, 23d inst, parted line* and drove
ashore near by. The rigging caught in a pile of
lumber, dragging between three anil four thousand
into the ri#cr. The damage to the vessel is apparently light.
Fishing schr Gertie May, of Portland, put into
Gloucester 25th, tali* damaged.

( ultDK<! for Sale.
fllHK French Boof Cottage No. 38 Howard street.
X Contains eight rooms, good dry cellar, Setmr'0
water price $llHM), half cash, balance to suit.
WM. H. JKKRLS.
my2ed»w*

HOUSE
merly occupied by Joshua Hold*.

(Memorial day.)

AIK .710 KANO A.

kKNIKAULE residence at Paris Hill,' Oxford
I" County, Maine. House of twelve rooms, all
modern improvements, thoroughly flulthed, heated by furnace, full view of While mountains aud
surrounding country, Shire town, excellent church
and school privileges. Enquire of MRS. E. M.
MARBLE, 284 Congress street, Portland or J. 8.
may28dtf
WKKJHT, ESQ Paris Hill.
V

NEAR

Milliken.
Barque Golden Sheaf, Lunt, Jordan River- Cha*
Merrill.
Brig Ada L Whites, Oakes. Cardcuas-J S AVIuslow A Co.
Sch Nellie F Sawyer, Bunker,Turk* Island—Ryan
& Kelsey.

Philadelphia.
Old 19tb, barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, Delaware
Breakwater; brig Mary Leighton, do.
Sid 18th, brtg Woodbury, Delaware Breakwater.
Barque John Batxley, Sheppard, at Delaware
Breakwater from Matanzas, i* ordered to Portland.
Sid fm Calcutta May 10, ship Eclipse, Humphrey,
New York.
Sid fm Liverpool May 2d, ship Manuel Llaguno,
Kelleran, San Francisco.
Passed the Lizard May 2i>, ship Andrew Johntou,
Crawford, San Francisco for Antwerp.

SALK.

FOR SALE.

Lost.

MONDAY, May 28.

Powder never varies. A marvel of parity,
rougtli and wholeanmaneaa. More economical than
the ordinary ktuc's, aud cannot bn aolil In oompulltlon with llie multitude of low teat, abort weight
alum or phosphate powders, Soht onlti hi eiiim.
Kovai. IIAKIMJ Powdku Co., 10(1 WallBt., N. Y.
mohtl
dlyr
etThls

_KOI?

LOST AMD FOUND

or POKTIiANO

Absolutely Pure.

No. 30 Temple st
.Itf

_

^AUiHOAP.

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

NT, the Photographer, wants a retoucher
J and a lady to spot
Parties skilled in
those branches will receive permanent employment.
Apply at Studio, opp. Preble House.
uy28-di$t

eur*'Fhe funeral service of the into Stillman
Roberta will take place tlda (Tuesday) afternoon,
2.80 o’eik, at lus late residence, Lincoln St.

FllOM
FOB
Arlsona...New York..Liverpool... May
Bothnia. New York. Liverpool.. ..May
Erin.New York..Liverpool....May
Rotterdam.Now York. .Rotterdam ..May
France.
.New York..Havre.May
British Empire
New York..Havana.May
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool.... May
Wicl&ud.New York.. Hamburg.... May
State of Georgia. ..New York. .Glasgow.May
Samaria.
.Boston.Id verpool... dune
Newport.New York..Havana.. ..June

Boston & Maine Railroad, Rnmford Falls & Buckfleld

Help Wanted.

at

_STEAMERS._

_

WANTS.

[Funeral on Wednesday forenoon at 11 o’clock,
at Ids late residence, No. 2 May street.
Burial at
oouvenieoce of the family.

*A<I.IH«4

RAILROADS.

^arriving

months.

“When you aro in Home you must do as tho
Romans do,” as the American tramp said
! New Orleans.
when he squatted on the steps of a cathedral
Arat Grand Turk, Tl, May *>, sell J^ouisa
Bliss,
in the Eternal City and held out his hat.—
Strong. Bos ton, (and sailed 14th on return); 10th.
News.
Philadelphia
brig Annie U Htorer, Adams, Philadelphia, (ami sld
12th on return.)
Ar at. J»ort Spain 28th, brig Starlight, Libby, New
The War Department recently advi rtised for
York; May 1, soli Emma F Jlart, Davis, Fernandlna.
proposals to famish tho army with 8000 scrubArat St Thomas May 0, brig Waaban, Wallace.
bing brushes. It is very evident that the sol- New York.
Sld
l)tb, barque Cbas Forbes, Bucknam, Huma
diers have canght an Indian and want to clean
coa; brig Sullivan, Guptill, Mayagnez.
mm.—Philadelphia News.
Sld fm Sagtia 17tb, brig ICalunu, Kay, Matanzas.
Ar at Demarara May 1, sch Maggie K Gray.Crock
ett, Baltimore; 2d, brig Caroline Gray, Pillsbury,
Iem i bars before
any of the baking powSavannah.
ders of the present day were
Arat Matanx&B 22d, bilg Lltzle
the*

thought of,
Congresss Yeast Powder had a large
New
throughout
England.

RAILROADS.

MPOKBN
March 23, lat 21) S, Ion 28, ship R It Thomas, fm
New York for Yokohama.
May 22, lat 41, 40, Ion 50 55, barque Surprise
Coon bs, from New York lor Cadi*.

UB AT IIH

Upton,

Charming.”

Old at. Cardenas 21et, brig cadet, Sawyer, DelaBreakwater.
Ar at St .John, Nil, 2Gtb, nob C H Foster, Stevens
New York.
Cld 2Gth. scbs D llolway, Bryant, and J C Nash
Crowley, New York.
ware

were

were

bridegroom.

weeping.

paragraph and asked if

HIAKRIAflRH.

HA1LQTO

Dr. E. C

FROM

QUEBEC TO UVER000L
SvpVklv

mlNimiiKV ■■uitii.AMiow
t« bonton tiici:
T.

Only .llroot Hue from Calm,, »„d l.iaiorlrh.
Appommodations uuequaled. < 'abin syo ami gao

jpf

Writ's Xkhn

and

>

Convulsions, fits

It

Xm

«u; N
calls- 1 1

ha IN

; i,

Tkeai*-

llea-’ach'.

ota
Nervous Prostration
:
>; *
tobftQCOi Wake
the
of
Praia
rexulnpgi
tain^
to misery, decay and death, J‘remain ne C, 1 Age,
Tmpoteticv. Weakness m either sex, Inv Uintary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea«. i-' l by* r-i^er'K-n
of tho brain, self at m» or ovrr-i
,c- Koch
box contains one month** treat' o t. $l.ol>ox
Gboxes f<»r$3.< 0; smit by m *;• ;>•*id <--i receipt id
price. We guarantee Gbox-.< to cue any case. With
each order received f <r H bo* *s accompanied with $3.
we will send the pu;c!-» -» 1,1 written gu tuntec
to refund the money if the treatment does n t effect
or

••

ctcure.
antees

Wkst it

('<*•,

lSoguarIV.ij
through H. I'. llAi & OO., Druggists,cnly
PorUand,Me.,junction Middle and Free Sts-

agents,

J.

net

,t.

